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Abstract
Beek, S. van der 1995. The use of genetic markers in poultry breeding. Doctoral thesis,
WageningenAgriculturalUniversity,P.O.Box338,6700AHWageningen,TheNetherlands.
Thisthesisfocusesonthedesignoflinkageandquantitativetraitlocus(QTL)mapping
experiments and on the use of genetic markers in poultry breeding schemes. Criteria to
optimizethedesignofexperiments thatuseoutbredpopulations tocreate alinkagemapwere
described. Those criteria were used to evaluate designs of experiments to map codominant
anddominantgeneticmarkersusinghalf-sib offull-sib family structures.Oncealinkagemap
is created, QTLs can be placed on the map. Deterministic computation methods were used
to determine the power of two- and three- generation QTL mapping experiments in an
outbred populationcontaining full-sib orhalf-sib families. Geneticmarkers thatarelinked to
QTL can be used for selection purposes. The effect of using genetic markers to assist
selection in an outbred poultry breeding nucleus was studied. The additional response to
selection for a sex-limited trait was computed using deterministic simulation. The general
discussion of this thesis addresses the status of the chicken linkage map, QTLs found in
poultry, and discusses the usefulness of several applications of genetic markers in poultry
breeding.
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Stellingen
1.

Om in een fokprogramma optimaal gebruik te kunnen maken van merkerinformatie
dient de structuur grondig gewijzigd te worden.
Dit proefschrift

2.

Bij het beoordelen van proeven voor het localiseren van genen moet meer nadruk
gelegd worden op de verwachte nauwkeurigheid en minder op de power van de proef.
Dit proefschrift

3.

Allelen die het nivo van een commerciële populatie kunnen verbeteren, kunnen het
beste gezocht worden in een kruising tussen deze populatie en een genetisch
ongerelateerde populatie van gelijkwaardig nivo.
Dit proefschrift

4.

Voor het localiseren van genen is een drie generatie full-sib offspring, half-sib
grandoffspring proefopzet optimaal.
Dit proefschrift

5.

De door Gibson (1994) gevonden verlaging van lange termijn response door het
gebruik van merkerinformatie treedt alleen op bij slecht gebruik van merkerinformatie.
(JP Gibson, 1994. Proc 5th World Congr Genet Appl Livestock Prod 21:201-204.)

6.

Om informatie over gelocaliseerde genen juist te integreren in fokwaardeschatting, het
schatten van genetische parameters en de evaluatie van fokprogramma's, is onderzoek
naar het vervangen van het infinitesimal model nodig.

7.

Voor een duurzame bijdrage van de moleculaire genetica aan de veefokkerij is het van
belang dat effectieve technologie wordt ontwikkeld voor het opsporen van nieuwe
mutaties in populaties.

8.

Het inwegen van kenmerken in het fokdoel zou gebaseerd moeten worden op gewenste
genetische vooruitgangen, en niet op economische waarden.

9.

Techneuten pikken uit de duurzaamheidsdiscussie nieuwe vragen op,terwijl zij zouden
moeten leren om anders tot antwoorden te komen.

10.

Het grootste gemis in academische opleidingen is het niet leren omgaan met
emotionele argumenten.

11.

Een proefschrift dat zichzelf tegenspreekt duidt op ontwikkeling van de promovendus.

12.

Soaps reinigen de academische geest.

Sijne van der Beek. The use of genetic markers in poultry breeding.Wageningen, 9februari 1996.

'Ontdekkingen doen bestaatuitzienwatiedereen heeftgezienendenkenwatniemand heeft
gedacht. '
Albert Szent-Györgyi
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Introduction

Introduction

A genetic marker is a genomic locus for which the allele(s) of an individual can be
identified (see Box 1). Genetic markers can be a powerful tool in breeding and genetics.
Several applications of genetic markers have been described (Soller and Beckmann 1983;
Smith and Simpson 1986) including: parentage control, varietal identification, identification
of loci affecting quantitative traits (i.e., the mapping of Quantitative Trait Loci or QTL
mapping), and marker assisted selection during introgression, in a crossbred population or
in an outbred population.

Box 1: A genetic marker
Inthisthesis a genetic marker isdefined as aparameter that has adirect relation with alleles at
a genomic site. Given this definition amorphological trait or a biochemical polymorphism can
be a genetic marker. For example, blood group polymorphisms have a direct relation to alleles
at a blood group gene, and can be considered as genetic markers.
Withtheadvent ofmoleculargeneticsnewclassesofgeneticmarkershavebeenmadeavailable.
One class of genetic markers that has been shown to be particularly useful is the class of the
microsatellites. A microsatellite is a short DNA sequence consisting of di- tri or tetra- tandem
repeats, e.g., DNA sequence TGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTG or (TG)10 is a microsatellite.
Microsatellites have several appealing properties:
Microsatellites are highly polymorphic. Different allelesvary inthe number of repeats.
For instance, one allele is (TG)10 and a second allele is (TG)12. These differences can
be made visible in Polyacrylamide gels.
The alleles ofamicrosatellite marker canrelatively easybe identified ina DNA sample
using PCR technology and Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Differences between
alleles are made visible due to the differences in length between the different alleles.
Microsatelliteshaveco-dominantinheritance.Forheterozygousanimals,bothallelescan
be identified.
Many thousands of microsatellite markers exist in the mammalian genome.
Microsatellites are distributed fairly random through the genome.
So, the microsatellites form a class of highly polymorphic, relatively easy to analyze, highly
frequent genetic markers. Locus specific microsatellites can be developed by sequencing the
DNAadjacent tothemicrosatellite, e.g., ACTGCCATGGAAC-(TG)10-CCTGATGCATGCAAG
will be a locus specific microsatellite marker. Currently, microsatellites are the predominant
class of markers developed in farm animal molecular genetic research labs.
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Chapter1

MostapplicationsofgeneticmarkersrequirethemappingofQTLs, i.e., thedissection
ofgeneticvariance intocomponents duetoindividualQTLs.Sax(1923)wasthefirsttoshow
how genetic factors influencing quantitative traits canbe identified using markers. Inbeans,
Sax scored morphological traits with monogenic inheritance and found the seed weight of
certain morphological variants to be significantly higher than the seed weight of other
variants. Heconcluded thatasizefactor, whichwewould nowcallaQTL, waslinkedtothe
morphological marker studied. As a result of genetic linkage between the marker and the
QTL, the size factors cosegregate with the genes underlying the morphological traits.
FordecadestheworkofSaxwasnotfollowed uponbyasystematic searchfor QTLs.
In 1961, Neimann-Sarensen and Robertson, using blood groups in dairy cattle, had shown
how associations between markers and quantitative traits can be studied in outbred
populations.Theyfound nosignificant associations,whichtheyattributedtothefactthatthey
had only a few markers available which gave them a low chance of having a marker close
to a QTL. For a systematic search for QTLs, many genetic markers covering the whole
genomeareneeded, information thatwassimply notavailableuntilrecently. Withtheadvent
of molecular genetic technology, however, many genetic markers have become available.
Botstein et al. (1980) realized the availability of many genetic markers facilitates QTL
mapping. The construction of a linkage map with many genetic markers covering the whole
genome allows for a systematic screening for genes or chromosomal regions influencing
important traits (Botstein etcd. 1980). After a successful search for QTLs, genetic markers
can be applied in breeding programmes.
Conventional breedingmethodshavebeenwellapplied inpoultry breeding leadingto
asubstantialrateofgeneticimprovement(Smith 1985).Inpoultry, nucleusbreeding schemes
are applied in which selection is based on parental breeding values, sib performance, and,
if available, own performance. The generation interval is close to minimum but selection
accuracy isrelatively low, especially for sex-limitedandcarcass limitedtraits.So, increasing
the accuracy of selection is expected to result in an increase in the rate of genetic
improvement in poultry breeding. The use of genetic markers might increase the rate of
genetic improvement due to more accurate selection decisions. In addition, the detection of
markers linkedtoQTLs will improvetheunderstanding ofthegeneticarchitecture ofpoultry
which will in particular be helpful for making selection decisions. For instance, undesired
effects of selection maybecontrolled or anticipated uponifwedetectaQTLthat contributes
to the unfavourable correlation between two important traits, e.g., between growth rate and
viability.

Introduction
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Throughout this thesis itisassumed thatthemainapplication of geneticmarkers will
be marker assisted selection. For efficient marker assisted selection, genetic markers first
need to be placed on the linkage map. Subsequently, the markers will be used for QTL
mapping. Finally, the markers, for which linkage to a QTL has been identified, will be
applied inabreedingprogrammethroughmarker assisted selection. Knowledge islimitedon
efficient experimental designs for linkagemapping andQTLmapping inoutbred populations
of livestock in general and poultry in particular. Information on optimum schemes to use
genetic markers in poultry breeding is absent.

Aim
Theaim of this thesis is tocontribute totheefficient utilization of geneticmarkers in
poultry breeding, and to investigate the potential increase in genetic improvement from the
use of genetic markers.
This thesis studies the design of linkage and QTL mapping experiments, the use of marker
assisted selection in an outbred population, and discusses several applications of markers in
poultry breeding schemes.

Outline of thisthesis
Construction of a linkage map is laborious, hence optimal experimental designs are
important. The design of linkage mapping experiments that involve crosses between inbred
populations is well documented. For outbred populations, however, little research has been
aimed at specifying the optimal design. Most information on linkage mapping in outbred
populations comes from human studies. The human population structure can not be
manipulated, sohuman studies focus onderiving optimalmethods toanalyzedata of agiven
design. In poultry, on the other hand, the reproductive capacity of the male and female
animals allow for great flexibility inthedesignof experiments. Therefore, thisthesis studies
thedesignoflinkagemappingexperiments. Chapter2usestwocriteria toevaluatethedesign
of a linkage mapping experiment and describes theeffect of several parameters onthe value
of those criteria. The criteria described inchapter 2areused inchapter 3toderive optimum
designs for reference families for livestock linkage mapping experiments.
Once constructed, a linkage map can be used in a QTL mapping experiment. The
design of QTL mapping experiments using half-sib families has been investigated by Weiler
etal.(1990). Designsfor QTLmapping experimentsusingfull-sib families oracombination
of full-sib families and half-sib families have notbeen studied. These designs are, however,
potentially more efficient than half-sib family designs and practically feasible in poultry.
Therefore, in chapter 4 the efficiency QTL mapping experiments using outbred populations
with half-sib or full-sib families is analyzed.
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Chapter 1

Oncegeneticmarkershavebeenidentified thatexplainasignificant amountofgenetic
variance, these genetic markers can be used in breeding programmes. For dairy cattle
breeding schemes and schemes including crosses between inbred populations, the value of
marker assisted selection has been studied. These studies show that the structure of the
breedingpopulation andtheparticular valuesofparameters suchasheritability greatly affect
the value of marker assisted selection. Therefore, conclusions on the use of markers in
poultrybreeding schemescannotbebasedonliterature availableonotherspecies.Inchapter
5, the value of genetic markers for selection for a sex-limited trait in an outbred poultry
breeding nucleus is assessed.
In the general discussion, first the status of linkage and QTL mapping in poultry is
described anduses of genetic markers are summarized. Then, atthe end of the mainpart of
this thesis, three potentially useful applications of genetic markers in poultry breeding are
described utilizing the knowledge generated in chapter 5, and the characteristics of poultry
breeding and genetic markers.
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Abstract
Construction of a genome map of highly polymorphic markers has become possible in the
pastdecade. Establishing acompletemarker mapisanenormoustask. Therefore, designs to
map molecular markers should be optimal. Designs to detect and estimate linkage between
markers from segregating populations were studied. Two measures of design quality were
used. Theexpectation ofthemaximumlodscore indicates thepossibility ofdesigns todetect
linkage. The accuracy of estimating recombination rate was measured as theprobability that
thetruerecombinationrateisinaspecified intervalgiventheestimate.Accurate approximate
methods were developed for rapid evaluation of designs. Seven family types (e.g., double
backcross) canbedistinguished thatdescribeall families inasegregatingpopulation. Family
type influences expected maximum lod score and accuracy of estimation. Frequency of
favourable family types increased with increasing marker polymorphism. At a true
recombination rate of .20, 27 observations onoffspring when five alleles were segregating,
and55observations onoffspring whentwoallelesweresegregating,werenecessarytoobtain
an expected maximum lod score of 3. The probability that the true recombination rate was
between .15 and .25, given an estimate of .20, was about .85 for a design with40 families
with ten offspring and two alleles segregating and for a design with ten families with ten
offspring and six alleles segregating. For smaller designs, accuracies were less, approximate
evaluationof accuracywasnotjustified and, onaverage,truerecombinationratesweremuch
greater than estimated, given a specified value for the estimated recombination rate.
Key words: gene mapping - design - segregating populations -detection - accuracy

Introduction
Construction ofagenomemapisinprogressfor severallivestock species(e.g., Fries
et al. 1989; Bitgood and Somes 1990; Georges etal. 1990; Haley etal. 1990; Brascampet
al. 1991). A map of marker loci, i.e., loci showing Mendelian inheritance, is of use in
further mappingandutilizing lociaffecting quantitativetraitsofeconomicimportanceand for
introgression and isolation of genes (Soller and Beckmann 1983; Kennedy et al. 1990).
Constructing a map of marker loci is laborious, hence optimal experimental designs and
efficient statistical procedures are important.
Methodstodetect andestimatelinkagebetweenlocibased oncompletely inbred lines
ofplantandanimalspecieshavebeenextensively described (e.g.,Mather 1951;Bailey1961;
Ritter et al. 1990). Availability of inbred lines provides a way to optimize design of
experiments to map marker loci. Inbred lines are widely used in laboratory animals and
plants. For livestock species completely inbred lines are not available. Methods using
information from segregating populations have been developed in human genetics (Morton
1955; Ott 1991). Here, the influence oftheresearcher ontheexperimental design is limited.
Therefore, emphasis has been on development of efficient estimation procedures given the
data. In livestock species, however, experimental designs canbe optimized. Inmost species
many paternal half-sibs and full-sibs can be obtained in a short period.
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Ingenomemapping experiments, acertainsetoffamilies isused tomapmarker loci.
In asegregating population afamily canbeabackcross, anintercross or another type. Once
families are selected they are used irrespective of their suitability for a specific pair of
markers. Therefore, parameters are needed to measure the effectiveness for detecting and
estimating linkage of different family types. Importance of afamily type will be determined
by its frequency rather than its suitability. An overview of family types, value per family
type, frequencies offamily types andother aspects ofimportance indesigning anexperiment
to map loci in a segregating population, is currently unavailable.
This paper describes factors influencing the quality of designs to map marker loci.
Family types will be described systematically. Experimental designs will be compared with
respecttodetectionoflinkageandaccuracyofestimatesinsegregatingpopulations.Accuracy
willbetheprobability thattruerecombinationrateisinspecified intervalgivenanestimated
valuefor recombination rate. Fordetectionoflinkageanapproximatealgorithm isdeveloped
and evaluated. The accuracies of estimates obtained from two approximate methods are
compared withresults obtained from simulation. Optimaldesigns aredetermined by varying
the number and size of full-sib families for different levels of recombination rate and
polymorphism ofmarker loci.Inaddition, theimportanceofknowledgeofthelinkagephase
of marker alleles in the parents is determined.

Notation and assumptions
The linkage relationship between two loci with completely codominant inheritance is
studied. Loci are denoted as A and B with alleles {A,,A2 ...} and {B,,B2,...} respectively.
Genotypes are given as A1A1B1B2 when the linkage phase or simply phase is unknown and
as A^/AtBj when the phase is known (V separates the two haplotypes).
Recombination rate isdenoted as 9, its maximum likelihood estimate as 6 and the true
value as 8t. The probability of a certain eventx is denoted as P(x).
Observations are from full-sib families with information for two generations; i.e.,
genotypes are known without error for parents and offspring. Full-sib families are assumed
to be unrelated and of equal size.

Criteria to evaluate linkage mapping designs
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Methods
Estimationofrecombinationrate.Therecombinationratebetweentwomarkersisestimated
by maximum likelihood. The likelihood function for designs with genotype information on
parents and offspring of unrelated full-sib families is:
N

N

f

i n(f)

^e)=n'/e)=nn^)i^%.9)
M
"ƒ

M P-i
2

2

n(fl

=nE E n p(sM w ^ * * igjpqiQig<v)
where lfis the likelihood for family/, gsf is the genotype of the sire, g# is the genotype of
the dam, gf(p) is the genotype of thep* offspring of family/, h^ is the haplotype of the sire
given phase i, h^ is the haplotype of the dam given phase j , Nf is the number of full-sib
families, n(f) is the number of offspring in familyƒ and 8 is the recombination rate.
Three components determine the likelihood function: 1) information on the phase in
parents; 2) information onthe gamete aparent transmits to anoffspring; 3) identification of
parental gametes in offspring. These three factors will now be examined in more detail.
1) For agiven genotype twophases arepossible each with aprobability of .5.When the
phase for one or bothparents is known, e.g., derived from genotypes of grandparents,
the likelihood function can be simplified.
2) AnanimalwithgenotypeAjBk/AjB,producesthetwonon-recombinantgametesA;Bkand
AjB,and thetworecombinant gametes Aß, andAjBk. Probabilities are .5x (1-6)for the
two non-recombinant gametes and .5x6 for the two recombinant gametes. When an
animal is homozygous for locus A, A ^ can not be distinguished from AjBk. The
probability of agamete which iseither A|Bkor AjBk is .5x (1-0)+ .5x 6= .5,i.e., the
probability does not depend on 0. The type of agamete which is either A(Bk or AjBk is
unknownandobserving suchagameteprovides noinformation aboutthe recombination
rate. An animal can produce 3 types of gametes that are denoted as non-recombinant
(non), recombinant (rec) and unknown (un).
3) Information ongenotype of an offspring andphases inparents is not always sufficient
todecidewhichalleles anoffspring inherited from aparent. For example, let AiBk/AjB,
and Aj.Bk./Aj.B,. be genotypes of two parents and AtAuBvBw m e genotype of an
offspring. If i*i',j*j', k*k' and 1*1' thenanygametethe sireproduces differs from the
gamete the dam produces which enables identification of the parental gametes in
offspring. However, if i=i',j=j', i*jandt*ufor locusAthenbothA,andAucouldbe
inherited from either parent and parental gametes cannot be identified.

(1)
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Table 1Information ongametes inherited and Pigf(pi \ h^,h^,d) for thepossible genotypes
of the offspring of parents with genotypes A,B,/A 2 B 2 X A ^ / A ^
Genotype offspring

Type of gametes

P(8m I hsf,hdf,Q)

A^^B, = A^/^B,
A,A2B2B2 = A2B2/A,B2

un.non
un.non

Vi(1-6) x Vi
'A (1-0) x Vi

A,A2B,B, = A2B,/A,B,

un.rec
un.rec

Vi0 x Vi
Vi6 x 'A

A,A,B,B2 = A,B,/A,B2 or A,B2/A,B,
A,A2B,B2 = A2B,/A,B2 or A2B2/A,B,

un,un
un,un

'4 6 + '4 (1-6) =
'4 6-1- W (1-6) =

W
!4

Table 2 Information on gametes inherited and P{gm h^h^Q) for possible genotypes of
offspring of parents with genotypes A1B1/A2B2 x A1B1/A2B2
Genotype offspring

Type of gametes

t\gm 1Kf,hdf#)

A.A^B, = A ^ / A ^ ,

non.non

Vi(1-6) x Vi(1-6)

non.non

Vi(1-9) x Vi(1-6)

A,A,B2B2 = A,B2/A,B2

rec,rec

Vi6 x Vi6

A2A2B,B, = A2B,/A2B,

rec,rec

2^^2 2 2

—

" •**2 2

2 2

Vi6 x Vi 9
a

A,A2B,B, = A,B,/A2Bi or A2B,/A,B,

non,rec

2 x Vi6 x Vi(1-0)

A,A2B2B2 = A,B2/A2B2 or A2B2/A,B2

non,rec

2 x Vi0 x Vi(1-6)

A,A,B,B2 = A,B,/A,B2 or A,B2/A,B,

non,rec

2 x Vi0 x Vi(1-0)

A2A2B,B2 = A2B,/A2B2 or A2B2/A2B,

non,rec

2 x Vi6 x Vi(1-6)

A,A2B,B2 = A,B,/A2B2 or A2B2/A,B,
or A,B2/A2B, or A2B,/A,B2

2 non/2 rec

2 x 14(1-6)x 1/2(1-6) +
2 x V5 6 x Vio

a
Both possible combinations of haplotypes, given the genotype of the offspring and linkage
phases, include a non-recombinant gamete and a recombinant gamete; the factor in front of the
probability of thisclass isduetothetwopossibilities. Formatings with other parental haplotype
combinations, it ispossible that only onehaplotype combination including one non and one rec
can be derived from the genotype given the haplotypes (e.g., A,B,/A2B2 x A3B3/A4B4 gives
A,A3B2B4). P(gm | W O ) is then >/2(1-6) X Vi0.

Offspring can be classified according to the type of gametes received from their parents.
Within one class, offspring have equal probability given parental phases, P(gnP)
in equation(l). The following seven classes can be distinguished:
un,un

two gametes of unknown type

un,non

one gamete of unknown type, one gamete non-recombinant

un,rec

one gamete of unknown type, one gamete recombinant

hsü,hifpQ),

Criteriatoevaluatelinkagemappingdesigns
non,non
non.rec
rec.rec
2non/2rec
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two gametes non-recombinant
one gamete non-recombinant, one gamete recombinant
two gametes recombinant
two gametes non-recombinant or two gametes recombinant.

The first class can result from the mating A ^ / A ^ XA2B2/A2B2 where recombinant
gametes cannot be distinguished from non-recombinant gametes. Suchamating provides no
information. Offspring with genotype A J A J B ^ from mating A ^ / A2B2XA,B,/A2B2 either
inherit two non-recombinant gametes or two recombinant gametes, i.e., class 2non/2rec.
Tables 1and 2give offspring for twodifferent matings that containexamples for allclasses.
For given parental phases two offspring with different genotypes can be in the same
class, i.e., haveequalprobability P(gm I /isfl,/zdg,0)inequation(1). Forotherparentalphases,
these two offspring either have equal or different probabilities. Offspring which have equal
probabilities independentofparental linkagephasecanbegrouped inlikelihood calculations.
All animals within a group have the same contribution to the likelihood function but the
contribution of the group might differ between parental phases. Let w^ denote thekthgroup
of offspring for family/. Without loss of information, equation (1) can be written as:
"/2

2 ™y

L 0

( )=n
E E n [p^ftiw ) ] " * w* i*<w»iSäf)
[ÏEEIÏ

(2)

ƒ=! i'=l j=X k=\

in which n^ denotes number of offspring in group w^ and nwf number of groups in family
ƒ. Expectationofthelikelihoodcanbecalculatedeasierfrom thisequationthanfrom equation

(DFamily types. Families can be divided in seven groups according to possible classes of
offspring (Table 3). Theprobability that afamily from a segregating population isof certain
type depends on polymorphism of the marker. For instance, any family will be of type I
when a marker has only one allele. Assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and linkage
equilibrium, probabilities can be calculated for different family types using the frequencies
of the marker alleles.
For most family types, the parental phase does not affect the classes to which an
offspring can be assigned. For family types IV and V, parents have the same genotypes but
differ in phase. The classes to which an offspring can be assigned differ between parental
phases for these two family types. Whenparental phases areunknown, family types IV and
V can not be distinguished but have equal probability. All other family types can be
distinguished without knowing parental phases.
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Table 3 Gamete type inherited by offspring for the seven possible family types
Typeofgametes
Family
type

un,un

un.non

un,rec

non, non non, ree

ree, ree

2nonor
2rec

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
I)noneoftheparents isheterozygous for bothloci. Thisfamily typeprovides no information
aboutlinkage;II) singlebackcross,bothparentshavethesameallelesfortheintercrossedlocus
(e.g.,A,B,/A2B2 x AjiyA.Bj); III)doublebackcross(e.g.,A,B,/A2B2 x A ß / A ^ , ) orsingle
backcrossinwhichtheparentshaveatleastoneallelenotincommonfortheintercrossedlocus
(e.g., A,B,/A2B2 x A^/A^j); IV)intercross betweenparents withthe same alleles for both
lociandunequalphase(e.g.,A1B,/A2B2 x A^/A^,); V) intercrossbetweenparentswiththe
same alleles for both loci and equal phase (e.g., A,B,/A2B2 x A,B,/A2B2); VI) intercross
betweenparents withthesameallelesfor onelocus and atmostoneallele incommonfor the
other locus(e.g., A,B,/A2B2 x A,B,/A2B3);VII) intercrossbetweenparents inwhichbothloci
haveatmost oneallele incommon(e.g., A,B,/A2B2 x A1B1/A3B3).
Detection of linkage. To determine strength of evidence in favour of linkage the lod score
(Morton 1955) is commonly used. The lod score is defined as:
Z(0)=loglo(L(0)/L(V2))

(3)

The maximum value of Z(0) is denoted by Z(6).
A maximum lod score of 3and larger is regarded as significant evidence for linkage. A lod
score of 3 approximately equals a .05 probability of falsely positive linkage (Morton 1955;
Ott 1991). A maximum lod score is not available at the time an experiment is planned.
However, the expected maximum lod score can be calculated. This expectation provides a
measure of the expected amount of evidence for linkage from a design. The expectation for
the maximum lod score, E[Z(Ô)], given parental genotypes and phases is:
ND

E[Z(ê)]=£ƒ>(!>,) Z,(0)
in which Dx is the data in realizationx, ND is the number of possible realizations of data,
PiD;)is the probability for D^given 0 and phases, and Z^(0) is the maximum lod score for
data set x.

W
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The E[Z(Ô)] for a design with unknown phases is the weighted average of the E[Z(Ô)]
for all the possible phases.
The number of data sets to be considered in exact calculation of E[Z(Ô)] increases
rapidly with number of families and number of offspring per family. Computational
requirements soon exceed a practical level. An approximate method to calculate E[Z(Ô)]
based on distributional properties of the lod score, is used.
The expectation of Z(ô) over all realizations of data can be written as :
E[Z(0)]=E log

L(0) W
'L(0()L(y2)

E log 10

L(8)x

m)

wA

+Elog
no UV*))

(5)

Theterm 21n(l(0)/L(0,)) hasasymptotically a x2 distribution (Kendall and Stuart 1978)with
an expectation over all data sets of 1. Equivalence between .217x21n(L(0)/L(0()\ and
log lo /l(0)/L(0 ( )) leads to an approximation of the first part of (5):

E(loglo(L(0)/L(0t)))=.217E(2m(L(0)/L(0())) « .217

(6)

Thesecondpartof(5)[E(loglo(L(0()/Z,(1/2)))], isequaltotheexpectedlodscore(Ott1991).
The expected lod score is additive over families (Ott 1991) and can be calculated as:

E log

'L(V2)J

l08i

%W^ N' E1
°n irk =E °s
M

(7)
*L(y*)

where lfrepresents the likelihood for familyƒ as defined by (1).
The fact that families of the same type and with equal number of offspring have equal
expectation can be used for further simplification:
N

f

l

E*

'

/ffl^\

/
KV)7^ J,

ifflW

m)

'

"4

where idenotes family type, mxnumber of families of type i,diy realizationy of data for all
families of type/,ndtnumber ofpossiblerealizations ofdatafor afamily oftypei, andP(diy)
probability of realization ofd]y.

(8)
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Combining (6) and (8) results in an approximate E[Z(Ô)], E[Z(ô),p]:
7

"^
E[Z(0) 1 =.217+Y m, £ P(dJ log10

A

/ /Cfl Id \\
'\ iy>

W

In segregating populations, family type of a family is unknown at the start of an
experiment and the exact value of mx is unknown. Expectation for mx is calculated as the
product of number of families and probability that a family is of type i.
Exact calculation of the E[Z(Ô)] involves the maximization of many (JTÎ^nd, where
ndfis the number of realizations of data for family/) likelihood functions. This number is
reduced considerably with approximation (9), i.e., reduced to 2J^'' ndr
For families oftypeI,II,rn,VI orVII, E[Z(Ô)]isindependentofthephases.Tocalculate
E[Z(Ô)]inthese cases an arbitrary phase is assigned to a family whenphases areunknown.
When afamily canbeeither typeIVor Vgiven itsparental genotypes, E[Z(Ô)]iscalculated
for both cases. The average of both possibilities is used as an approximation to E[Z(Ô)].
Accuracy of estimation. Accuracy of estimated recombination rate (Ô) is measured as the
probability that true recombination rate (6t) is in a specified interval given the estimate
(&=x). This probability is calculated as:

P<yi<*t<y2

0=

*)

_Ptè=x\y1<Ot<yJ
P(0=x)

where
P(0=* y ^ y j =JP(Q =x 8()f(6t)d(8() and
ft
.5

P(Q=*)=JP(Q =x Q) f(6t)d(6() with
o
yY and y2=lower and upper limits for 0 p respectively and
f(0t) =prior density function of 0t
Calculationof(10)involvestheprobability densityofestimatesgiventruerecombination rate
to calculate the probability that an estimate is in a certain range given 0, and a prior
probability density function of 0t.
The maximum likelihood estimate is asymptotically normally distributed and has
asymptotic variance equal to the inverse of the expected information (Kendall and Stuart
1978). Information is defined as the second derivative of the likelihood function. When

(10)
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parental linkagephasesareknownfor afamily ofgiventype,expected information isalinear
function of the number of offspring inthe family. For example, a family of family type in
with n offspring has expected information n/(0 x (1-0)). The relation between number of
offspring and expected information is nonlinear when parental phases are unknown.
The probability that an estimate is in a certain range for given Gt is approximated
assuminganormaldistributionwithvarianceequaltotheinverseoftheexpected information.
Thesameapproximation isusedfor theprobability thattruerecombinationrateisinacertain
range for a given value of the estimated recombination rate.
Thepriordensityfunction ofrecombinationratebetweenmarkerlocidependsonseveral
factors: number of chromosomes of the species, lengths of chromosomes, physical
distribution ofmarker loci onchromosomes, andrelationof distance andrecombination rate
between loci.
The following is assumed: loci have a probability of l/20th to be located onthe same
chromosome, loci are uniformly distributed over chromosomes with a length of 1morgan,
andmapdistanceandrecombinationratearerelatedbyHaldane'smappingfunction (Haldane
1919). Following the approach of Morton (1955) the prior density function of 0,is:
•(

fißt)=0
fiß)=.95

2 -(.51n(l-20,)+l) for O*0,<.432;
1-20/
'
'
'
for .432*0,<.5;
for0, =.5

Simulation. The average value of the maximum lod score, the distribution of maximum
likelihood estimator of 0 and the distribution of 0,for a given value of 6 were all obtained
using Monte Carlo simulation.
The average maximum lod score was calculated for all seven family types for different
values of 0 and different number of offspring per family. In each simulated data set the
number of offspring in each group wft was simulated using the probabilities of groups. The
probability of genotype group w^ for a given family type depends on 0. Values of .05 and
.20 for 0 and number of offspring of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 were used. For each alternative,
1000 data sets were simulated. In each data set Z(0) was computed and averaged to obtain
E[Z(Ô)].
Thedistributionofthemaximumlikelihoodestimatorof0wascalculatedfrom estimated
recombination rates in different replicates. Recombination rate was estimated from data
containing information from severalfamilies. Theprobability that afamily isofagiventype
wascalculated from frequencies ofmarker allelesassumingHardy-Weinbergequilibrium for
individuallociandlinkageequilibriumbetweenloci.Theseprobabilitieswereusedtosimulate

(11)
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Figure 1 Relation between simulated expected maximum lod score and approximated
expected maximum lod score based on designs with 4 to 16unrelated full-sib families with
4 to 16 offspring where each (+) represents a design

Table 4 Probability for family types for various number of equiprobable alleles
No.
alleles
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

%Hetero
zygous
50
67
75
80
83
86
88
89
90

Type I

Type II

.56
.31
.19
.13
.09
.07
.05
.04
.03

.25
.09
.04
.02
.01
.00
.00
.00
.00

Type III
.13
.41
.46
.44
.42
.39
.36
.33
.31

Type IV
.03
.01
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

Type V

Type VI

Type VII

.03
.01
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00

0
.09
.09
.07
.06
.05
.04
.03
.03

0
.09
.22
.33
.42
.49
.55
.59
.63
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family types for a data set. The following values were used: for 6: .05, .20 and .50; for
number of families: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16and 32; for number of offspring per family: 2, 4, 8, 16
and 32. For each alternative, 10000 data sets were simulated.
The distribution of 6, for a given value of 6 was determined for given number of
offspring per family and number of families. Simulations to obtain the distribution were as
follows. First, two markers were randomly located on a chromosome of 1morgan using a
uniform distribution. The recombination rate between the markers was calculated from the
distancebetweenthemarkers assuming Haldane's mapping function (Haldane 1919).Family
types and information onoffspring weresimulated for thesimulated 8,and 0calculated from
the data. This was repeated 100000 times. Number of realizations of (0=x, 0t=v) were
counted. Second, 100000 data sets were simulated with markers located on different
chromosomes, i.e., for 0 t = .50. Maximum likelihood estimates were calculated and number
of realizations of ( 0 = x , 0 t =.5O) counted. The number of realizations of ( 6 = x , 0 t = .50)
were multiplied by 19totake intoaccount thattheprior probability that twomarkers are on
separate chromosomes is 19 times the prior probability that two markers are on the same
chromosome. Obtained from counts of (0=x, 0t=y) were: distribution of 0, given 0 =x;
distribution of 0 given 0t=y; P(y1<0t< y216=x); average value of 0, given 0=x and
average value of 6given 0,=y. The following values were used in simulations: for number
of families: 10, 20 and 40; for number of offspring per family: 4, 10 and 46.

Results
Detection. Figure 1shows the approximated expected maximum lod score, E[Z(ô)ap], and
the expected maximum lod score obtained by simulation, E[Z(0)sim], for alternatives with 4
to 16 families and 4 to 16 offspring per family. The E[Z(0)ap] agree with the expectation
obtained by simulation. The E[Z(Ô)3p] will be used in this study and called E[Z(0)] in the
remainder of this paper.
Probabilities of family types werecalculated assuming apopulation inHardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. Number of alleles per marker locus influenced the distribution of families over
family types (Table 4). The probability of family type I (least favourable family type)
decreased and the probability of type VII (most favourable family type) increased when
number ofalleles increased. Heterozygosity ofmarker lociincreased with increasing number
of alleles. The marginal change per additional allele decreased with increasing number of
alleles for bothheterozygosity andprobabilities of family types. Theresults inTable4 show
a clear relation between the distribution over family types and heterozygosity. This relation
is expected to hold when number of alleles differs per locus and when alleles have unequal
frequencies.
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Table 5 Expected maximum lod score (E[Z(6)]) for designs with one family for
different family typesandnumberofoffspring perfamily, for twovaluesof0,andwhen
phase is known; E[Z(9)] for phase known minus E[Z(0)] when phase is unknown is
given between brackets
Family type
1>U.

II

offspring

III

IV

V

9,=.05
4
8
16
32

.46 {.19}
1.01 {.28}
1.93 {.30}
3.68 {.30}

1.02
1.93
3.68
7.12

{.29}
{.30}
{.30}
{.30}

.87 {.26}
1.57 {.30}
2.88 {.30}
5.50 {.30}

1.40
2.62
5.00
9.74

6,=.20
4
8
16
32

.31 {.14}
.57 {.19}
.92 {.25}
1.58 {.29}

.59 {.22}
.92 {.25}
1.57 {.28}
2.90 {.30}

.35 {.14}
.46 {.17}
.68 {.21}
1.14 {.26}

.65 {.35}
1.03 {.46}
1.80 {.55}
3.36 {.60}

{.54}
{.60}
{.60}
{.60}

VI

VII

{.46}
{.60}
{.60}
{.60}

1.93 {.59}
3.68 {.60}
7.12 {.60}
13.98 {.60}

.65 {.20}
1.03 {.31}
1.80 {.43}
3.36 {.52}

.92 {.41}
1.57 {.53}
2.90 {.59}
5.58 {.60}

1.40
2.62
5.00
9.74

Table 6 Additional number of observations3 on offspring to compensate for smaller
expected maximum lod score due tounknownphase for an average informativeb family
from populations with 2, 5 or 10equiprobable alleles and 8,of .05 or .20
No. alleles

Known unknown'

2
5
10

.141
.336
.462

et
.05

.20

1.9
1.4
1.4

5.5
3.6
3.6

a

Average difference inE[Z(0)]divided bythe average E[Z(9)]per observation on offspring.
Average EZ[(0)] per observation calculated as (E[Z(9)] at 32 offspring - E[Z(6)] at 16
offspring) / 16.
b
Aninformative family isnotof typeI
c
Averagedifference inE[Z(0)] = difference inE[Z(0)]for family typeII(=.3) x probability
family typeII + difference inE[Z(9)]for family typeIII(=.3) x prob,family typeIII + etc.
Table 5gives therelationbetweenE[Z(0)] andfamily type,number of offspring, 0,and
knowledge of parental phases.Whenphases were known, E[Z(0)] of family types II, IIIand
VII were in the proportion of .5:1:2, independent of 0, and number of offspring. This
proportion corresponds to the number of informative gametes for these family types. The
ratio between the E[Z(0)] for family type IV and family type III was close to .8 when
recombination rate was .05.The ratio was .4 whenrecombination rate was .20. For family
types V and VI, ratios with family type III were 1.4 when recombination rate was .05 and
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1.15 when recombination rate was .20. For family types IV, Vand VI, there was no direct
relation between proportional E[Z(8)] and number of gametes.
The difference inE[Z(Ô)]dueto knowledge ofphase approached to aconstant for each
family type with increasing family size (Table 5). As an explanation, consider the function
for the lod score for one double backcross family (family type III):
lOfUwnCe) = l O g

lod

unknown( 0 ) =

lo

SlO

1 0

p„'
.5"

| = *log 10 (8)

+

( B -x)lOg 1 0 (l-6) + «lOg10(2)

'.5( e*(l-9)"-* + (1-8)*8"*)
.5"

log10(.5) + lQg10(6*(l-e)--* (1 + (8/(1-6))"-*)) + »log10(2)
= log10(.5) + log10(l + (0/(1-d))"-2*)
+*log10(6) + (fi-*)log10(l-8) + nlog10(2)
= l o d ^ ^ O ) - .3 + log10(l

+

(8/(1-6))-*)

where x is the number of recombinant gametes, lodknown is the function for lod score when
phase is known, and lod,^™«™is the function for lod score when phase is unknown. The
expectation for l i s n x 6t. The term log10 (1+(6/(1-8)f-2*) goes to zero when n becomes
large and 0t is not close to .5. The difference between the lod score for phase known and
phase unknown is then a constant (.3), which equals to the difference in E[Z(8)]. Similar
relations occur for families of other types. The difference in E[Z(Ô)] approached .3 for
family types II, III and IV and .6 for family types V, VI and VII.
The additional number of observations on offspring needed to compensate for smaller
E[Z(8)] dueto lack ofknowledge of phases wasdependent onfamily typeand 8e.Therefore,
the additional number of observations on offspring needed for an average family depended
on polymorphism of the marker and 8t (Table 6). The maximum of 5.5 occurred when
number of alleles was two and 0,was .2. The alternative for typing additional offspring is
typing grandparents (four additional observations). Partial or complete knowledge of phases
can be obtained from grandparents.
Theaveragenumber ofoffspring inonefamily neededtoobtainanE[Z(8)] of3isgiven
in Table 7 for three levels of marker polymorphism and two values of 0t. The required
number of observations onoffspring was 19for 8,of .05 and 55 for 6tof .20 when number
of alleles was two, which is twice the number required with five alleles.
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Table 7 Number of observations3 on offspring for an E[Z(6)] of 3 for an average
informative family from populations with2, 5or 10alleles of equal frequency and a0,
of .05 or .20"

e,
No. alleles

.05

.20

2
5
10

19
10
8

55
27
22

' Excluding observationsonparents
b
ForeachfamilytypeE[Z(Ô)]perobservationiscalculatedfromthedifference betweenE[Z(6)]
with 32offspring and E[Z(9)]with 16offspring. Aweighted average E[Z(6)]per observation
iscalculated using theprobabilities for thefamily typesgiventhenumber ofalleles

Table 8 Expected maximum lod score dependent on number of families and total
number of observations3onoffspring for designs with family types dueto chance (both
marker loci have two alleles), unknown phases and 6t = .05

a

number of families

No
observations

1

2

4

8

32
64

2.26
4.44

2.11
4.30

1.85
4.01

1.43
3.48

16
.90
2.64

Excluding observationsonparents

A given number of observations on offspring can be obtained by analysing different
numbers of families. E[Z(0)] decreased if number of families increased and phase was
unknown (Table 8). For each family, information is used to estimate the phase. Therefore,
required number of observations to obtain an E[Z(Ô)] of 3will increase when observations
on offspring are divided over more than one family. Further, number of observations
increases with number of families because for each family two parents must be genotyped.
Accuracy. In Table 9the mean and standard error for 6 are given for different numbers of
observations, 0t and full-sib family size. Observed standard errors were obtained from
replicated simulations. Standard errorswere approximated usingthesecondderivative ofthe
correct likelihood function (oap2) and the likelihood function where parental phases were
assumed known (oap[). Estimated recombination rates were biased upward for 0,of .2. For
0tof .05anupward biaswasobserved whennumberofanimalsperfamily was4. Downward
bias was found for 0, of .5 which is inevitable because estimated recombination rates are
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restricted to be between 0 and .5. The bias diminished with increasing number of
observations.Foragivennumberofobservations,biaswaslesswhennumberofobservations
per family increased. Observed and approximated standard errors agree closely for designs
with 120or more observations when 0t is .05 and 240or more observations when 0,is .20.
Withfewer observationsbothapproximationsunderestimated standard error. Standard errors
approximated using the correct likelihood function (oap2) were closer to observed standard
errors for 0t of .2. Expected information calculated from the correct likelihood function is
zero for unlinked loci and as a result a^2 does not exist for 0,of .5.

Table 9Average estimated recombination rate, observed standard error (oobs), standard
error approximated using likelihood function assumingparentalphasesknown(o^,)and
standard error approximated usingcorrect likelihood function (oap2)for designs varying
in number of families, family size and 0; one marker has two alleles with equal
frequency andonemarker locushassixalleleswithequalfrequency, parentalphases are
unknown
6,

a

No.
obsa

10b offspring pei family,
12 observations )er family

4offspring per family,
6 observations per family

e

°obs

°apl

°ap2

e

a

°apl

°ap2

.05

30
60
120
240
480
960

.057
.053
.051
.051
.050
.050

.083
.045
.030
.021
.014
.010

.055
.039
.028
.020
.014
.010

.057
.040
.028
.020
.014
.010

.052
.050
.051
.049
.050
.050

.067
.039
.027
.018
.013
.009

.051
.035
.025
.017
.012
.009

.051
.035
.025
.018
.012
.009

.20

30
60
120
240
480
960

.247
.228
.210
.203
.202
.201

.166
.122
.084
.049
.032
.023

.107
.076
.053
.038
.027
.019

.124
.088
.062
.044
.031
.022

.219
.213
.203
.202
.200
.200

.136
.094
.055
.036
.025
.018

.098
.064
.048
.034
.024
.017

.102
.067
.049
.035
.025
.017

.50

30
60
120
240
480
960

.407
.414
.426
.436
.449
.457

.140
.109
.093
.077
.062
.052

.144
.102
.072
.051
.036
.025

*
*
*
*
*

.430
.441
.447
.459
.463
.470

.110
.086
.068
.054
.046
.038

.131
.091
.064
.045
.032
.023

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

No. obs = number of observations onparents and offspring
For 30observations, three families eachwitheightoffspring weretaken
* oap2wasundefined (1/0) for 6,is .5

b

ot»
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Figure2Cumulativedifference betweensimulatedandapproximatedprobability ofestimated
recombination rate giventruerecombination rate of (a) .05 and (b) .20for designs with two
equiprobable alleles and three sizes
The observed cumulative probability distribution of the estimates is compared with the
cumulativenormal distribution inFigure2. Fortenfamilies of four offspring andtwoalleles
for each locus, observed probabilities for estimates of 0 or .5 were larger than probabilities
calculated from the normal distribution. Differences might be expected since the normal
distribution function is approximate for large numbers because of thecentral limit theorem.
With increasing numbers, the deviation between the approximation and the observed
distribution became smaller and was negligible for 400 observations. Probabilities that
estimates were in a certain interval, given a true recombination rate, could be adequately
approximated using the normal distribution for larger designs.
Gene maps or parts of gene maps are often evaluated based on spacing between
considered loci. Alogical assumption isthat, onaverage, truerecombination rate isequal to
a given estimated recombination rate. It is not obvious whether or not this assumption is
always correct. In Figure 3 average true recombination rates are plotted against estimated
recombination rates. For alternatives with ten families and four or ten offspring per family,
average true recombination rate deviated from given estimated recombination rate. This
deviation canbe explained by the .95prior probability that 0,is .5and the large variance of
the estimator when number of observations on offspring is small.
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Figure 3 Average true recombination rate for given estimated recombination rate.
For 100000replicates true recombination ratewas sampled from zeroto .5and for 100000
replicates true recombination rate was .5. Based on true recombination rate data were
simulated. Replicates were classified in fifty classes according to estimated recombination
rate. Because the prior probability that true recombination rate is .5 is 19 times the prior
probability that true recombination rate is between 0 and .5, replicates with a true
recombination rate of .5 were weighted by a factor 19. For each class average true
recombination rate was calculated. Simulation wasdone for four designs with two allelesof
equal frequency and (a) ten families with four offspring, (b) ten families with ten offspring,
(c) 40 families with ten offspring, and (d) 20 families with 46 offspring.
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Figure 4 Cumulative difference between simulated and approximated probability of true
recombination rate given estimated recombination rate of (a) .05 and (b) .20 for designs with
two equiprobable alleles and three sizes
Most ofthe deviationbetweenestimated and average true recombination rate disappeared
when only replicates were considered where Ô was significantly different from .5, i.e., Z(ô)
larger than 3. For the design with ten families and four offspring per family almost no
replicates had a Z(ô) above 3. The latter observation is consistent with the fact that for large
designs the deviation disappeared: recombination rates can only be significant if sufficient
observations are available.
The difference between observed cumulative probability of 0 t given Ô and approximated
normal probability is plotted in Figure 4. In all cases observed cumulative probability was
smaller than approximated. With ten families, four offspring per family and ô of .05, for 0,
of .49 approximated cumulative probability was .34 larger than observed cumulative
probability. As expected, no difference was found for 0 t of .5. The observed probability that
0 t is .5 for 6 of .05 was underestimated by .34 using the approximate distribution function.
For that design the probability 0, is smaller than .2 for an Ô of .05 is overestimated with .42
by the approximate distribution. For larger designs this difference was negligible. For anÔ
of .2 the probability of 6 t is .5 was underestimated by .91 using the approximate probability
function for designs with ten families of four or ten offspring each (Figure 4). For the largest
design, the approximated cumulative distribution was in good agreement with the observed
distribution.
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Table 10 Simulated and approximated probability that true recombination rate is in a
specified interval (.15 < 6t < .25) given estimated recombination rate is .20
No. families

Familysize

No. alleles

P(obs)

P(approxl)

P(approx2)

10

4

2
6
2
6
2
6
2
6

.0335
.3013
.1456
.8786
.8496
.9972
.9748

.1029
.6438
.4600
.8543
.8529
.9963
.9721
.9999

.3507
.6359
.5279
.8487
.8495
.9959
.9708
.9999

10
40

10

20
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P(obs) :
Observed probability, calculated from simulation (100000replicates)
/^approxl): The termP(0|.15< 0t <.25)fromequation(10) isapproximatedusingthe normal
distribution
P(approx2): P(.15< 6, < .25 |8) isentirely approximated using thenormaldistribution
InTable 10observed andapproximatedP(yj< 6,<y218=x) aregiven.Two approximations
were used. In both methods P(è=x) is calculated as P(x-.0O5<0 < x +.005). Inthe first
approximation, probability on an estimate for a given value of 6„ or P(0=x\Ql=y), is
calculated assuming anormaldistribution of 0around 0t.MultiplyingP(&=x \ 0t=y) bythe
prior probability of 0t, integrating over 0, and applying equation (10) completes the first
approximation. In the second approximation, true recombination rate is falsely assumed to
benormally distributed around 0andanapproximation of accuracy isdirectly obtained from
the normal distribution. The second approximation is much more rigorous since the prior
probability function of 0t is ignored. However, Table 10 shows that both approximations
worked equally well for the studied alternatives. Thefirstapproximation was only better for
alternatives for which both approximations were bad. For designs larger than ten families
with ten offspring and six equiprobable alleles per locus, approximations were similar and
the deviation between observed and approximated probabilities was small.

Discussion
The expected value of maximum lod score and accuracy of anestimated recombination
rate wereused todescribe and study quality of experimental designs. Ott (1991)argued that
the expectation of maximum lod score is not additive over families and has no clear
probabilistic interpretation. He concluded that expectation of lod score, for a givenvalue of
0, should be preferred because this expectation is additive over families. The approximated
expected maximum lod score, used inthis study, was calculated as the sum of expected lod
scoreand aconstant. Taking theconstant intoaccountresulted ingood approximation of the
real situation where data of several families were used (Figure 1).
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The approximate methods served two purposes. First, they simplified computations.
Second, comprehension of the behaviour of estimators was enhanced.
Number of full-sib families, number of offspring per family and knowledge of phases
were shownto affect E[Z(0)] (Tables 5and 8). E[Z(6)] was larger whenphase was known.
The additional number of observations on offspring needed to compensate for lack of
knowledge of phases was within a reasonable range (< 6 for 0,<. .2, Table 6). Typing
grandparents to determine the parental phase is not an alternative reducing the number of
typings to be done for that range of 8t. However, the additional number of observations on
offspring will increase for larger 0t.For 9tlarger than .20,obtaining information onparental
phase might be worthwhile. The aim of most genome mapping projects is to create a map
with markers spaced by no more than 20 centimorgans. In such projects DNA of
grandparents isnotreallyneeded. Hetzel(1990)pointedoutthattypinggrandparentsprovides
a check for consistency of segregation. However, typing many offspring also provides a
check. Thepossibility oftypingerrorsemphasizes thenecessity oftypingmanyoffspring per
family rather than typing grandparents.
Inthispaper, designswithunrelated full-sib families werestudied. Elements influencing
the quality of designs are mostclearly illustrated for this class of designs. Computations are
simple. The results for these designs can be used for all other designs with information on
parents andoffspring whenparental phase isknown. Inahierarchical half-sib structure with
equalnumber of offspring perdamandseveraldamsper sire, fewer siresareusedcompared
toafull-sib structure withthesamenumberofdamsandoffspring. Whenparentalphasesare
unknown, fewer sires means that less information will beused to infer parental phases from
the data. As a consequence E[Z(0)] will be larger for the hierarchical half-sib structure.
Results in Table 8 showed that E[Z(0)] can be maximized by minimizing number of
families. A minimum number of families is not necessarily optimal, however. With a
minimum number of families the variation in realized maximum lod score is maximal and,
asaconsequence, theprobability ofhavingno information ismaximal. Theriskdue to large
variation in outcome of an experiment can be summarized by the probability of no
information. Assume the probability of no information is tobe less than .10. The necessary
numberoffamilies canbecalculated as - 1 /log10(i>(typel)) whereP(typeI)istheprobability
that a family is of type I. For a design where marker loci have two equiprobable alleles,
/'(typeI) is .5625andtheprobability ofnoinformation is .1whennumber offamilies is four.
Given this number of families, the number of offspring per family resulting in E[Z(0)] = 3
canbe calculated. When marker loci have two equiprobable alleles, four families each with
33 offspring are needed for E[Z(0)] = 3. When marker loci have four equiprobable alleles
the probability of no information is .04 with two families and in that case 21 offspring per
family are needed for a E[Z(0)] of 3. The number of offspring per full-sib family in these
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examples islarger thanthatavailableinmostlivestock species.Therestrictiononprobability
of no information will not change the optimal design when number of offspring per family
is less than 20. There is, however, still a risk that the realized maximum lod score in an
experiment is lower than E[Z(Ô)]. A more general approach is to look at the power of a
design.
The relation between marker polymorphism and distribution over family types
demonstrated the advantage of highly polymorphic markers (Table 4). Research of Georges
etal. (1990)incattleshowedanaverageheterozygosity of51 % for VNTRmarkersand65%
for microsatellites. These heterozygosities correspond to about two or three alleles of equal
frequency (see Table 4), or more alleles of varying frequencies. Consequently, on average,
a considerable proportion of the families willprovide no, or less than maximal, information
on linkage.
Boehnke (1986)described asimulation approachbywhichaveragemaximum lod scores
andpower canbe obtained for any design. Forplants,elements ofthedesignof experiments
are described in standard text books (e.g., Mather 1951; Bailey 1961; Green 1981).
Restriction isusually made to designs with double backcrosses or intercrosses, family types
m and V respectively, and known phases. This study described all possible family types in
a segregating population and paid attention to families larger than those used for human
linkage studies. Thederived algorithmconsidersmarker polymorphism, allfamily typesand
canbeused for varying full-sib family sizesandnumber offamilies. ThemethodofBoehnke
(1986) isgeneral and further calculatespower butrequires simulation ofmany replicates for
each design to be evaluated.
Accuracy was calculated from the distribution function of 6t for a given value of Ô.
Elements of the function were studied and compared with approximations. Bias in the
estimate of recombination rate, given a 0t for designs with few observations, could be
explainedbytheobserveddistributionoftheestimates. Biasofestimated recombination rates
was studied in more detail by Boiling and Murphy (1979). For designs larger than or equal
to ten families with ten offspring, use can be made of the normal distribution with
approximated standard error to calculate the probability for an estimate given a true
recombination value.
The use of the prior probability density of 6, in linkage studies has been advocated by
Smith(1959), SmithandSturt(1976),SilverandBuckler (1985)andNeumann (1990,1991).
This approach considers the .95probability that lociareunlinked. Theeffect ofprior density
of true recombination rate is shown in Figure 3. The .95 probability of no linkage resulted
inalargedeviationbetweentrueandestimated recombinationrate. Theinfluence ofthelarge
probability of unlinked loci on average estimated recombination rate could be reduced by
considering only replicates which had an estimate for 0 significantly different from .5.
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For large designs, inferences about true recombination rate can be made using the
normal distribution and the approximated standard error. For small designs, a restriction
needs to be made to significant recombination rates. Results of this study emphasize the
necessitytousesignificant estimatesbecausenonsignificant estimatesarenotonly inaccurate
but, on average, are very different from true recombination rates.
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Abstract
The development of dense linkage maps consisting of highly polymorphic loci for livestock
species istechnically feasible. However, linkagemapping experiments areexpensive asthey
involve many animals and marker typings per animal. To minimize costs of developing
linkagemapsfor livestock species, optimizingdesigns for mapping studies isnecessary. This
study provides a general framework for evaluating the efficiency of designs for reference
families consisting of two- or three- generation full-sib or half-sib families selected from a
segregatingpopulation. Theinfluence ofnumberoffamilies, numberofoffspring per family,
family structure (either half-sib or full-sib) and marker polymorphism is determined.
Evaluation is done for two markers with a recombination rate of .20 and for a marker and
a dominant single gene with a recombination rate of .20. Two evaluation criteria are used:
expected maximum lod score for detection of linkage and accuracy of an estimated
recombination rate defined as probability that the true recombination rate is in an interval
around the estimated recombination rate. First, for several designs the contribution of
reference families to expected maximum lod score and accuracy is given. Second, the
required number of families in a design to obtain a certain value for the evaluation criteria
is calculated, when number of offspring per family, family structure and marker
polymorphism are specified. Therequired numbers increase whendesigns are optimized not
only for expected maximumlod scorebutalsofor accuracy. Therequired number ofanimals
tomap adominant single gene isvery large. Therefore, asetof reference families should be
designed for strictly mapping marker loci. Examples illustrate how tabulated results can be
generalized to determine the values for a wide range of designs containing two- or threegeneration full-sib or half-sib families.
Keywords:genemapping-design-segregatingpopulation-dominantloci-codominantloci

Introduction
Thedevelopment ofdenselinkagemapsconsisting ofhighlypolymorphicmarker loci
istechnically feasible duetothediscovery of classes of hypervariable loci and developments
in molecular technology, especially PCR technology. This has been exploited fully for the
human and mouse resulting indense linkage maps (Dietrich etal. 1992;Weissenbach etal.
1992). The number of highly polymorphic markers mapped onpublic domain linkage maps
in livestock is limited (poultry: Bumstead and Palyga 1992; cattle: Barendse et al. 1992;
Womack 1993; pigs: Andersson etal. 1993),despite themany research groups working on
mapping genes. Major efforts are still needed for (1) isolating markers and (2) mapping
markers.
Mapping experiments are expensive and time consuming as they involve reference
families with many animals and many marker typings per animal. Optimizing designs for
reference families is necessary tominimize costs and maximize the efficiency of adesignof
a given size.
Methodstoevaluatedesignsfor humanmappingexperimentshavebeendescribedand
appliedbyOtt(1991).Polymorphism hasamajor influence ontheefficiency ofdesigns(e.g.,
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Ott 1991).Polymorphism determinestheprobability thataparentisheterozygousattwoloci,
this is necessary for identification of the linkage state in the gametes transmitted by the
parent. True recombination rate between loci is a second important factor. The number of
individuals needed to significantly distinguish an estimated recombination rate from .5
increases with increasing true recombination rate. Athird major factor is the ratio between
the number of typed animals and the number of observed segregations of gametes, which
depends onthe number of offspring per parent. White etcd. (1985)compared a design with
several three-generation families to a design with one multigeneration family and found the
three-generation family structure to be more efficient. Using the results of human genetic
studies, general outlines for the use of reference families for mapping experiments in
livestock were given by Hetzel (1991). However, no study is available that evaluates the
design of reference families taking into account the locus polymorphism in the segregating
population and the structure of the reference families. Furthermore emphasis has been on
efficiency for detection of linkage and little attentionhasbeenpaidtoefficiency for accurate
estimation of recombination rates.
Vander Beekand VanArendonk (1993)determined the influence of some factors on
the efficiency of a mapping experiment using full-sib reference families selected from a
segregating population. They presented methods to calculate two criteria to evaluate the
designofreference families: expectedmaximumlodscoreandaccuracy. Expected maximum
lod score assesses the efficiency of a design to detect linkage and is for example used to
evaluatedesignsfor linkageanalysisbetweenmarkersandadominantlocusfor aquantitative
trait (Boehnke 1990). Expected lod score, as used by Ott (1991) and Hodge (1992), and
expected maximum lod scores differ by a constant value (Van der Beek and Van Arendonk
1993). Accuracy is defined astheprobability that thetruerecombination rate is ina specific
interval around the estimated recombination rate and can be calculated from the Fisher
information used by Ott (1991).
Thisstudyprovidesaframework forevaluatingandoptimizingthedesignof reference
families selected from a segregating populationtoestimateanddetectlinkagebetween either
two marker loci or amarker locus and adominant single gene. Theexpected maximum lod
scoresandFisher information for two-generationfull-sib andtwo-generationhalf-sib families
withvarying numbers of offspring are givenfor different values ofpolymorphism atmarker
loci and dominant single genes. Results for families of different sizes can be used to obtain
expected maximum lod scores andaccuracies for anydesigncontaining unrelated two and/or
three generation full-sib and/or half-sib families of any size and with any degree of
polymorphism at the marker loci. In addition, it is shown how to use these results to
determine the number of families of a certain size required to obtain a specified expected
maximum lod score or a desired accuracy. Various examples illustrate the calculations.
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Methods
Reference families from segregating populations. Reference families are selected from a
segregating population which is assumed to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and linkage
equilibrium (Falconer 1989) for marker loci and single genes. Alleles of marker loci are
assumed to be codominant. Four different types of reference families are considered:
(1)

two-generationfull-sib families withsire,damandoffspring typedfor markerlociand
(dominant) single genes;
(2)
two-generation half-sib families wherethesiresarematedtomanydamsandalldams
have one offspring; sires and offspring are typed, dams are not typed;
(3)
three-generation full-sib families with all grandparents, parents and offspring typed;
(4)
three-generation half-sib families with parents of the sire, sire and half-sib offspring
typed.
For three-generation families itisassumedthatlinkagephase inparentscanbe inferred from
the genotypes of the grandparents. Probability of aparent being double heterozygous for a
pair of loci depends on the polymorphism at both loci.
Polymorphism of a locus will bedefined asthenumber of alleles ata locus and their
frequencies. Heterozygosity is another parameter that describes alocusbut it is less specific
because for a given heterozygosity the number of marker alleles and their frequencies can
vary.
Expected maximum lod score. The lod score (Morton 1955) is commonly used to test
significance of linkage. The lod score expresses the likelihood of observed data given the
estimated recombinationraterelativetothelikelihoodofobserveddatagivenarecombination
rate of .5. Linkage is significant at a level of p < .05 when the lod score is larger than 3
(Morton 1955).
To determine the efficiency of a design for detecting linkage, the expected value of
themaximum lodscore isused. Expected maximumlod score iscalculated according toVan
der Beek and Van Arendonk (1993). Expected maximum lod score depends on the true
recombination rate. Results in this study are given for a true recombination rate of .20
between either two marker loci or a marker locus and a dominant single gene. This
recombination rate corresponds with the suggested recombination rate for marker loci
(Botstein et al. 1980).
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For two-generation designs the expected maximum lod score (E[Z(Ô)]) is equal toa
constant (.217) plus the sum of the contributions of NF families (Van der Beek and Van
Arendonk (1993)):
#families

E[Z(0)] = .217 +

£

contribution of family i

The constant of .217 is equal to the difference between expected lod score and expected
maximum lod score.
Thecontributionofafamily dependsonthenumberofoffspring inthefamily andis,
for a given size, calculated as the weighted sum over all possible parental genotype
combinations. The probabilities for parental genotype combinations are calculated from the
polymorphism at the loci.
Thecontributions offamilies toE[Z(Ô)]arecalculated for two-generation full-sib and
two-generation half-sib families in which the recombination rates between two markers are
estimated and inwhichtherecombinationratesbetweenamarker andadominant singlegene
are estimated. The number of offspring per family was varied to include families
representative of different livestock species and to provide situations which allowed for the
calculation of the contribution of an additional offspring in an average family.
The contribution of a family to E[Z(Ô)] can be used to calculate the E[Z(Ô)] of a
design and to calculate the number of families needed to obtain a desired level of E[Z(6)].
When desired E[Z(Ô)] is 3, the summed contribution over all families hasto be 3minus the
constant .217. When the contribution of a family under the conditions of the design (family
size, family structure andmarker polymorphism) isY, thentherequired number of families
is (3-.217) / Y.
Accuracy. Estimates which are significantly different from .5but whichare inaccurate have
limited value. Accuracy is estimated bytheprobability thatthetrue recombination rate is in
a specified interval around an estimated recombination rate which is significantly different
from .5 (Van der Beek and Van Arendonk 1993). Accuracy can be approximated using
Fisher information (VanderBeekandVanArendonk 1993).Fisher information isameasure
of the amount of information in a design for estimating a parameter (in this study the
recombination rate) and is approximately equal to one over the variance of the estimated
parameter (Kendall and Stuart 1978). Fisher information is calculated from the second
derivativeofthelikelihoodfunction whichisusedtoestimatetherecombinationrate(Kendall
and Stuart 1978). The approximate method assumes the true recombination rate to have a
normal distribution with amean equal tothe estimated recombination rate and a variance of
one over the Fisher information (Van der Beek and Van Arendonk 1993). For estimated
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recombination rates which are not significantly different from .5, the assumption of a
normallydistributedtruerecombinationrateisnotjustified (VanderBeekandVanArendonk
1993). In the present study, the approximate method is used to calculate the accuracy of
estimates which are significantly different from .5.When Fisher information for a designis
known accuracy can be obtained from tables of the standard normal distribution.
In the remainder of this paper accuracy is defined in a more strict sense as the
probability that the true recombination rate is between .15 and .25 when the estimated
recombination rate is .20. The contribution of a family to Fisher information depends on
family structure, the number of offspring in the family, marker polymorphism and
recombination rate but does not depend on the other families. For more details on the
methods used see Van der Beek and Van Arendonk (1993).

Results
Expected maximum lod score for linkage between two marker loci. Table 1 gives
contributions to expected maximum lod score for two-generation full-sib families with
different numbers of offspring per family and levels of marker polymorphism. For marker
loci with two equiprobable alleles, the contribution of a family with4 full-sib offspring was
.029, while with 20full-sib offspring thecontribution was .365, i.e., contribution increased
12times for afive fold increase inthenumber of offspring. The contribution toE[Z(0)]per
additional offspring was constant when the family had more than 20 offspring. The linear
increase (dEZ) is given in the last column of Table 1 and can be used to calculate the
contribution of full-sib families with 20 or more offspring.
Marker polymorphism (defined as the number of alleles and their frequencies) had a
clear effect on the contribution to E[Z(8)] of a full-sib family. Increasing the number of
equiprobable alleles from 2 to 10gave afivefold increase inthe contribution to E[Z(Ô)]of
a full-sib family. The effect of marker polymorphism is caused by an increase in
heterozygosity and in the number of marker alleles. The effect of number of alleles was
largest for a heterozygosity of 50% (Table 1). The contribution to E[Z(6)] almost doubled
when the number of alleles increased from two to four. For a heterozygosity of 90%
increasing the number of alleles from 10to 20 had a marginal effect. The influence of the
number of alleles at a constant level of heterozygosity can be explained as follows. If two
parents have the same heterozygous genotype, then the alleles which they transmit to
heterozygous offspring can not be identified. As a consequence these offspring contribute
little or nothing to the estimate of the recombination rate. With an increasing number of
alleles and a given level of heterozygosity, the probability of both parents having the same
heterozygous genotypes decreases. The effect of the number of alleles on contribution to
E[Z(Ô)] for a given level of heterozygosity also applies when half-sib families are used to
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estimaterecombinationbetweentwomarkersandwhenrecombinationbetweenamarkerand
a dominant single gene are estimated for full- or half-sib families. In the following tables
results are given for one number of alleles per level of heterozygosity.
Half-sib family contributions toE[Z(Ô)]for estimates of linkagebetweentwomarker
lociaregiveninTable2. For twoequiprobablealleles,thecontributiontoE[Z(Ô)]was .003
for 4 offspring and .050 for 20 offspring, i.e. a 16 fold increase in E[Z(6)] for a five fold
increase in the number of offspring. For 10 equiprobable alleles and 20 offspring the
contribution was .858. Increasing the number of alleles from 2 to 10 caused a 16 fold
increase inthe contribution toE[Z(6)] which was larger thanthe seven fold increase caused
by the same increase in the number of alleles for a full-sib family (Table 1). For equal
marker polymorphism andanequalnumberofoffspring, thecontributionofahalf-sib family
was always less than half that of a full-sib family (Table 1).
Tables 1 and 2 can be used to obtain the E[Z(8)] of any design given a true
recombination rate of .20. This is illustrated in example 1.
Table 1 Contributions to E[Z(8)] of two-generation full-sib families with 4 to 40
offspring and contributions per additional offspring (dEZ) for two marker loci with a
true recombination rate of .20 and varying polymorphism
Number of o ïspring

a

No.
alleles3

Heterozygosity

4

6

10

20

40

dEZ

2e
3
4
3
4
3e
4
5
4e
5e
10
20
10e
20

50
50
50
60
60
67
70
70
75
80
80
80
90
90

.029
.051
.056
.073
.081
.093
.112
.116
.131
.155
.159
.160
.204
.204

.060
.101
.111
.144
.159
.181
.220
.229
.257
.306
.318
.322
.408
.411

.137
.219
.240
.311
.344
.387
.473
.492
.551
.658
.688
.697
.884
.891

.365
.547
.598
.776
.855
.964
1.17
1.22
1.36
1.63
1.70
1.72
2.18
2.20

.855
1.23
1.36
1.74
1.91
2.16
2.61
2.71
3.04
3.62
3.77
3.82
4.85
4.88

.025
.034
.038
.048
.053
.060
.072
.075
.084
.100
.104
.105
.134
.134

Markerpolymorphism isdeterminedbynumberofallelesandlevelofheterozygosity. An'e'
is added to number of alleles whenalleles are equiprobable; otherwise all but one alleles are
equiprobable.
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Table 2 Contributions to E[Z(Ô)] for two-generation half-sib families with 4 to 40
offspring andcontributionperadditionaloffspring (dEZ)for twomarker lociwithatrue
recombination rate of .20 and 2 to 10equiprobable alleles
Number of offspring
No.
alleles
2
3
4
5
10

Hetero- "
zygosity
50
67
75
80
90

4

6

10

20

40

dEZ

.003
.013
.026
.037
.071

.006
.029
.056
.079
.147

.015
.072
.133
.185
.332

.050
.210
.370
.500
.858

.140
.529
.891
1.18
1.95

.005
.016
.026
.034
.055

Table 3 Contributions to E[Z(Ô)] of two-generation full-sib families with 4 to 40
offspring andcontributionsperadditionaloffspring (dEZ)whenestimatingrecombination
between a marker locus and a dominant single gene. The marker locus has 2 to 10
equiprobable marker alleles (No. alleles) andthedominant gene varying frequencies of
the dominant allele (fdom). The true recombination rate between the marker and the
dominant gene is .20
Number of offspring
No.
alleles

*dom

2

.2
.5
.8
.2
.5
.8
.2
.5
.8
.2
.5
.8
.2
.5
.8

3

4

5

10

4

6

10

20

40

dEZ

.017
.012
.002
.030
.022
.004
.036
.027
.005
.041
.030
.006
.047
.034
.006

.037
.028
.005
.064
.049
.009
.077
.057
.010
.086
.066
.012
.099
.074
.013

.085
.066
.013
.144
.113
.022
.172
.133
.025
.192
.152
.030
.221
.171
.032

.223
.181
.037
.368
.303
.063
.439
.355
.072
.486
.402
.084
.562
.455
.092

.519
.438
.095
.837
.705
.152
.999
.841
.181
1.09
.922
.198
1.27
1.07
.232

.015
.013
.003
.023
.020
.004
.028
.024
.005
.030
.026
.006
.035
.031
.007

Example 1 Design: both markerloci have sixequiprobable alleles andthree two generationfull-sib
familieseach with22offspring are used. Thecontribution toE[Z(0)] of afamily with22full-sib
offspringisnotgivendirectly inTable1.ItcanbeobtainedfromTable1 asfollows.Thecontribution
toE[Z(b)] of afamily with 20offspring is1.63forfive equiprobable alleles. Thecontributionper
additional offspring (dEZ) is.10.Therefore, thecontribution ofafull-sibfamily with 22 offspring
forfive equiprobable alleles is1.63 + (2 x .100)= 1.83. Likewise, thecontribution ofafull-sib
family with 22 offspring for 10 equiprobable alleles is 2.18 + (2 x.134) = 2.45. A linear
relationship between heterozygosity andE[Z0)]isassumed inthe determination ofthe E[Z(ï))]for
6allelesfrom theE[Z(0)]for5and10alleles. For5,6and10equiprobablealleles, heterozygosities
are.80,.8333,and .90,respectively. Thecontribution ofafull-sibfamilywith 22offspring and 6
equiprobable alleles is 1.83 + [(.8333-.80)/(.90-.80)]x(2.45-1.83) = 2.04. Thus E[Z(0)]for the
recombination between two markers with atrue recombination rate of.20for this design is.217+
(3 x 2.04)= 6.34
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Table 4 Contributions to E[Z(6)] of two-generation half-sib families with 4 to 40
offspring andcontributionsperadditionaloffspring (dEZ)whenestimatingrecombination
between a marker locus and a dominant single gene. The marker locus has 2 to 10
equiprobable alleles (No. alleles) and the dominant gene varying frequencies of the
dominantallele(fdom). Thetruerecombinationratebetweenthemarker andthedominant
gene is .20
Number of offspring
No.
alleles
2

3

4

5

10

f

lorn

2
5
8
2
5
8
2
5
8
2
5
8
2
5
8

4

6

10

20

40

dEZ

.002
.001
.000
.006
.003
.000
.008
.004
.000
.010
.004
.000
.015
.006
.000

.006
.003
.000
.014
.006
.000
.019
.009
.001
.023
.010
.000
.031
.014
.001

.012
.007
.000
.033
.016
.001
.046
.023
.002
.054
.027
.002
.074
.037
.003

.049
.025
.002
.099
.054
.005
.131
.073
.007
.153
.086
.008
.202
.117
.012

.129
.077
.008
.249
.155
.018
.324
.206
.025
.373
.240
.029
.483
.317
.040

.0041
.0028
.0003
.0077
.0054
.0007
.0097
.0067
.0009
.0111
.0080
.0011
.0141
.0100
.0014

Expectedmaximum lodscorefor linkagebetweenamarkerlocusandadominant single
gene. In Tables 3 and 4 the contributions of families to E[Z(Ô)] for estimating the
recombination rate between a marker and a dominant single gene are given.
Table 3 gives full-sib family contributions to E[Z(Ô)]. For a dominant single gene,
whichhad alleles Dandd, different frequencies ofthedominant allelewere studied. For two
marker alleles and a frequency of D of .5 the contribution to E[Z(Ô)] was .012 for 4
offspring and .181 for 20 offspring, i.e., increasing number of offspring five times caused
a 15 fold increase in E[Z(Ô)]. Full-sib family contributions to E[Z(Ô)] for estimating
recombination betweenamarker andadominant singlegenewere smaller than contributions
for estimating the recombination rate between two markers (Table 1). The reasons for this
are that heterozygosity ofadominant geneis limited andthatheterozygous Dd offspring can
not be distinguished from homozygous DD offspring. Afamily isuninformative if either of
the parents is homozygous DD. The probability that a parent is homozygous DD increases
with the population frequency of D. Table 3 shows the effect of the frequency of the
dominant alleleonthecontributiononE[Z(Ô)].Fortwoequiprobablemarker allelesand four
full-sib offspring, contributions to E[Z(6)] were .017, .012 and .002 for frequencies of Dof
.2, .5 and .8, respectively.
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Table 4 gives contributions to E[Z(6)] for half-sib families. The contributions were
low compared to full-sib family contributions. Full-sib family and half-sib family
contributions aremosteasily comparedbylookingatthecontributionperadditional offspring
(dEZ). For two marker alleles and a frequency of D of .2, dEZ was .0041 for a half-sib
family (Table 4) and .015 for a full-sib family (Table 3). For two marker alleles and a
frequency of D of .8, dEZ was .0003 for a half-sib family compared to a dEZ of .003 for
a full-sib family (Table 3). For a half-sib family theeffect of increasing the frequency of D
was larger than for a full-sib family.
The use of Tables 3 and 4 to obtain E[Z(Ô)] is illustrated in example 2.
Example2Design:amarkerhasfourequiprobablemarkerallelesandthefrequency ofthedominant
allele D is.5. Fourhalf-sibfamilies with 37offspring andthree half-sibfamilies with 61 offspring
areusedfor estimating linkage between amarker and adominant single gene.Given the marker
polymorphism andthe frequencyof the single gene,a half-sib family with 37 offspring hasa
contribution of.073 (=contribution of20offspring) + (17 X.0067) =.187. A half-sibfamily with
61 offspringhasacontributionof.206 (=contributionof40offspring) + (21 x .0067) =.347. Thus,
for this design, E[Z(6)] is.217+ (3x .347)+ (4x .187)= 2.006.
Requirednumberofreference families foraspecified expectedmaximumlodscore. The
number of families required for a specific E[Z(6)] given marker polymorphism, frequency
of Dandnumber of offspring per family, canbecalculated using Tables 1-4. Similarly, the
required number of offspring per family for a specific E[Z(6)] given marker polymorphism
and frequency of the dominant allele and number of families can be calculated. This is
illustrated in example 3.
Example 3Let desired E[Z(ë)] be3. Full-sibfamilies have10offspring. Marker loci have three
equiprobable alleles. Afamilywith 10offspring contributes .387toE[Z(ë)Jwhen markerloci have
threeequiprobable alleles (Table 1). To obtain anEfl(&)] of 3, (3-.217)l.387 * 7families are
necessary. This means 7times 10 offspring and2parents or84 animals are needed. Using half-sib
families with 10offspring, thenumberoffamiliesneededequals (3-.217)1.072 = 39andtherequired
number ofanimals is 429.
Table 5 shows the required number of animals for an E[Z(Ô)] of 3 in different
situations. Marker polymorphism, frequency of thedominant allele, number of offspring per
family and family structure were varied. For number of offspring, values of 10 and 100
offspring wereusedbecausefor many speciesafull-sib family with 10offspring or a half-sib
family with 100offspring are realistic. Values for four offspring werecalculated to illustrate
the effect of using small families. When families withfour offspring wereused the required
number of animals wastwicethenumberof animals required for families with 10 offspring.
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Table 5 Required number of animals (parents + offspring) for E[Z(Ô)] = 3.
Heterozygosity ofmarkerloci,maximumnumberofoffspring (No.offspring per family)
per two-generation family and family structure are varied for (1) twomarker loci with
equal polymorphism, (2) a marker locus and a single gene with a dominant allele with
a frequency of .2 and (3) amarker locus and a single gene with adominant allele with
a frequency of .8
Heterozygosity"

No offspring per
family"

full-sib structure

half-sib structure

(1) two marker loci
50(2)

75(4)

90 (10)

4
10
100
4
10
100
4
10
100

(2) one marker locus and one gene
50(2)
75(4)
90 (10)

10
100
10
100
10
100

(3) one marker locus and one gene
50(2)
75(4)
90 (10)
a

10
100
10
100
10
100

576
240
126
126
60
39
84
36
27

{61}

{37}

{25}

with i dominant allele with
396
202
192
102
156
85

{83}

4640
2046
651
535
231
120
195
99
56

{59}

{55}

frequency .2
2552
752
660
303
418
202

with i dominant allele with frequency .8
2568
1020
1332
612
1044
408

{92}

> 30000
10807
15301
3535
10197
2222

Lociwithequiprobablealleles;betweenparenthesisthenumberofequiprobablealleleswhich
leadstospecified heterozygosity
b
Maximumnumberofoffspring perfamily; whenE[Z(8)]issmallerthan3forx familieswith
the maximum number of offspring each but E[Z(6)] is considerably larger than 3 for x+l
families with the maximum number of offspring, thenx+l families with each less than the
maximumnumber of offspring are required for anE[Z(0)] of 3. Thenumber of offspring per
family is given between braces after the required number of animals when it is less thanthe
maximumnumberallowed.

{93}
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The required number of animals varied widely, e.g., one full-sib family with 25 offspring
was sufficient whentwomarker lociwith 10equiprobable alleles eachwere considered. For
full-sib families with 10offspring, amarker with twoequiprobable alleles and a single gene
with a dominant allele with frequency of .8,2568 animals were needed. To compare a fullsib and a half-sib structure consider full-sib families with 10and half-sib families with 100
offspring. Required number of animalswasalways lowerwithafull-sib structure (Table5).
ContributionoffamiliestoFisherinformation. ContributionstoFisherinformation of fullsib families or half-sib families for estimates of the recombination rate betweentwo marker
loci are shown inTables 6and 7. Thefull-sib family contribution toFisher information was
6 for two alleles and four offspring, and 41 for two alleles and 20 offspring, i.e. Fisher
information increased seventimesfor afivefold increaseinthenumber ofoffspring. Values
of 6 and 41 for Fisher information correspond to approximated standard errors on the
estimated recombination rateof l/v/6 = .408and 1/^41 = .156.These standard errors show
thatprecision is lowwhenFisher information is6or 41. This isevenmoresoifwetake into
account that this approximation underestimates the standard error for small values of Fisher
information (VanderBeekandVanArendonk 1993).Half-sib families with4or20 offspring
contributed .5 and 7 to Fisher information, i.e., Fisher information increased 14 times for
a 5 fold increase in the number of offspring. Marker polymorphism had adistinct effect on
Fisher information, e.g., the contribution to Fisher information per additional full-sib
offspring was 2.1 for 2 marker alleles and 10.0 for 10 marker alleles; the contribution to
Fisher information per additional half-sib offspring was .4 for 2 marker alleles and 4.1 for
10marker alleles.
For estimates of recombination between a marker locus and a dominant single gene,
full-sib and half-sib family contributions to Fisher information are given inTables 8and 9.
For afrequency ofthedominant allele Dof .2,contributions per additional full-sib offspring
were .7, 1.4 and 2.2 and contributions per additional half-sib offspring were .32, .70 and
.99, for 2, 4 and 10marker alleles, respectively. The contribution of a half-sib family was
half the contribution of a full-sib family and the contribution for 2 alleles was one third of
the contribution for 10 alleles. Frequency of D had a large effect, e.g., for two marker
alleles,contributions peradditional full-sib offspring were .7, .7and .2andcontributionsper
additional half-sib offspring were .32, .26 and .05 for frequencies of D of .2, .5 and .8,
respectively. The relative decrease in Fisher information resulting from an increase in the
frequency of D from .5to .8was larger for ahalf-sib design than for a full-sib design. The
effects of marker polymorphism, frequency of D and number of offspring on Fisher
information were similar to the effects of these parameters on E[Z(6)].
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Table 6 Contributions to Fisher information of two-generation full-sib families with 4
to40offspring andFisher informationperadditionaloffspring (dFI)for twomarker loci
with a true recombination rate of .20 and 2 to 10equiprobable alleles (No. alleles)
Number of offspring
No.
alleles
2
3
4
5
10

Heterozygosity

20

10

50
67
75
80
90

6
14
20
24
32

10
25
34
11
54

19
46
63
74
98

40

41
96
130
152
200

dFI
2.1
4.8
6.5
7.7
10.0

84
192
261
306
401

Table 7 Contributions to Fisher information of two-generation half-sib families with 4
to40offspring andFisher information peradditionaloffspring (dFI)for twomarker loci
with a true recombination rate of .20 and 2 to 10equiprobable alleles (No. alleles)
N u m b e rofoffspring
alleles

Heterozygosity

2
3
4
5
10

50
67
75
80
90

No.

4
.5
2.5
5
7
12

6

10

1
5
9
12
21

20

3
10
18
23
39

40

7
24
39
51
82

dFI

15
49
79
102
164

.4
1.3
2.0
2.5
4.1

Table 8 Contributions to Fisher information of two-generation full-sib families with 4
to 40 offspring and Fisher information per additional offspring (dFI) when estimating
recombination between a marker locus and a dominant single gene. The marker has 2
to 10equiprobable alleles(No.alleles)andthedominantgenevaryingfrequencies ofthe
dominantallele(fdom). Thetruerecombinationratebetweenthemarkerandthedominant
gene is .20
Number of offspring
No.
alleles

10

10
2
2
5
5
5
1
7
7
2

5
5
1
11
11
3
15
16
4

20

12
12
3
25
29
8
33
39
11

40

25
26
7
53
64
19
70
87
27

dFI
.7
.7
.2
1.4
1.8
.6
2.2
2.3
.8
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Accuracy. The probability that the true recombination rate is between .15 and .25 given an
estimated recombination rate of .20wascalculated for different valuesof Fisher information
(Table 10). The relationship between Fisher information and probability is non-linear. This
is not surprising since Fisher information has a non-linear relationship with the variance of
the estimate. As a consequence, improving accuracy from .60 to .70 required a smaller
increase in the number of animals than improving accuracy from .70 to .80.
Table 9 Contributions to Fisher information of two-generation half-sib families with 4
to 40 offspring and Fisher information per additional offspring (dFI) when estimating
recombination between a marker and a dominant single gene. The marker has 2 to 10
equiprobablemarker alleles (No.alleles)andthedominantgenehasvarying frequencies
of the dominant allele (fdom). The true recombination rate between the marker and the
dominant gene is .20
Number of offspring
f

No.
alleles

-

'dom

.2
.5
.8
.2
.5
.8
.2
.5
.8

2

4

10

4

6

10

20

40

.5
.2
.0
1.5
.8
.1
2.5
1.2
.1

1.1
.5
.0
2.9
1.6
.1
4.6
2.5
.2

2.3
1.3
.1
5.9
3.6
.4
8.9
5.6
.6

5.6
3.6
.4
13.2
9.3
1.3
19.3
14.0
2.1

11.9
8.8
1.4
27.1
21.4
3.7
39.1
30.5
5.6

Table 10 Accuracy [P(.15 < 0,< .25 | 6 = 0.20, Z(6) > 3)] and standard error (o)
for different values of Fisher information
P(.15 < 6t < .25 | o = .20, Z(0) > 3)

Fisher information
50
100
182
200
282
400
430
657
800
1082
1600

.141
.100
.074
.071
.059
.050
.048
.039
.035
.030
.025

.27
.38
.50
.52
.60
.68
.70
.80
.84
.90
.95

dFI
.32
.26
.05
.70
.61
.12
.99
.83
.18
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Example 4 illustrates the use of Tables 6 - 10to calculate the accuracy of adesign.

Example 4Design: marker loci have10equiprobable alleles and three half-sibfamilieswith 100
offspringeachareused. Forthisdesigntheaccuracy ofan estimatedrecombinationratebetweentwo
marker loci has tobeobtained. Todetermine accuracy, firstFisher information iscalculated. The
contribution of one half-sibfamity with 100 offspring is164+ (60 4.1) = 410(Table 7). Fisher
informationforthe design is3 x 410= 1230. Thevariance ofan estimated recombination rate of
.20is,therefore, expectedtobe1/1230andthe standard errorontheestimatedrecombination rate
is }/(l/1230) = .028.Table 10indicates thatwhen Fisherinformation is1230, accuracy is between
.90and .95.
Number of animals required for acertain accuracy. The Fisher information required for
a certain accuracy can be derived from Table 10. After that Tables 6-9 can be used to
determinetherequirednumberandsizeofreference families. Foranumberofdesigns, Table
11 gives the number of animals required such that 80% of the significant estimated
recombination rates of .20willcorrespond toatruerecombination ratewithavaluebetween
.15and .25.Fortwomarkersandafull-sib structurewith 10offspring (orahalf-sib structure
with 100offspring), the required number of animals for an accuracy of .80decreased from
420 (1717) for aheterozygosity of 50% to 84(202) for aheterozygosity of 90%. For a fullsib structure with 10 offspring per family (or a half-sib structure with 100 offspring per
family), the required number of animals for an E[Z(0)] of 3 were 240 (651) for a
heterozygosity of 50% and 27 (56) for a heterozygosity of 90%. The required number of
animals were respectively 1.8, 2.6, 3.1 and 3.6 times higher for an accuracy of .80than for
an E[Z(6)] of 3. The influence of family structure, marker polymorphism and frequency of
the dominant allele onrequired number of animals for anaccuracy of .80was similar to the
influence of these variables on required number of animals for an E[Z(Ô)] of 3. However,
asdescribed above andascanbe seenfrom Tables 5and 11, twotofour times more animals
were required for an accuracy of .80 than for an E[Z(Ô)] of 3.
Expected maximum lod score and Fisher information for three generation designs. In
three-generation designs linkage phase in parents can be inferred from grandparental
genotypes. When linkage phase in parents is known, increases in E[Z(6)] and Fisher
information per offspring are no longer dependent on the number of offspring in a family.
As a consequence E[Z(6)] and Fisher information can be derived from the dEZ and dFI
values which have been tabulated (Van der Beek and Van Arendonk 1993). Example 5
illustrates the use of dEZ and dFI for a three-generation design.
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Example5Design:four three-generationfull-sibfamities each withfourgrandparents, twoparents
and 25offspring; marker loci with three equiprobable alleles. Formarker loci with 3 equiprobable
alleles, dEZis.060(Table 1)anddFIis4.8 (Table 6). The number ofoffspring inthe experiment
is100. E[Z(ty]is.217+100x .06=6.217andFisherinformation is100x 4.8 =480. Accuracy
«.725(Table 10).
Table11Required number ofanimals for P(.15< 0t < .25 |Ô = .20, Z(6) > 3) = .80
fortwo-generationfull-sib familieswith10offspring andtwo-generationhalf-sib families
with 100offspring, for (1)twomarkers with2to 10equiprobable alleles, (2)a marker
with two to 10 equiprobable alleles and a single gene with a dominant allele with a
frequency of .2 and (3) a marker and a single gene with a dominant allele with a
frequency of .8
Heterozygosity

Full-sib structure

Half-sib structure

(1) two markers
50(2)
75(4)
90 (10)

(2) one marker and one gene with a dominant allele with
50(2)
75(4)
90 (10)

1717
404
202

420
132
84
frequency .2

(3) one marker and one gene with a dominant allele with frequency
50(2)
75(4)
90 (10)

2121
1010
707

1572
720
528

7884
2628
1968

.8
15049
6060
4040

Discussion
Animal requirements for linkage studies canbe evaluated on the basis of the results
of this study. This is not only useful for designing new experiments but also for fast
evaluation of currently used reference families. Evaluations were done for a true
recombination rate of .20. To compare different designs, evaluation for one value of true
recombination rate is sufficient because rankings are not influenced by true recombination
rate. However, accuracy and E[Z(0)] decrease when there is an increase in the true
recombination rate. When a design is based on a true recombination rate of .20, the
efficiency of the design for estimating and detecting linkage will be sufficient for true
recombination rates of .20 and smaller. In order to be able to compare results, a true
recombination rate of .20 between a dominant single gene and a marker was used. When a
dominant single gene is mapped on a20centimorgan map, true recombination rate between
the dominant single gene and most proximal marker will be smaller then .20. For a smaller
true recombination rate, E[Z(0)] and accuracy for a design will be larger, e.g., for a true
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recombination rate of .10, contribution of a family to both E[Z(6)] and Fisher information
is about twice the contribution of the same family for atrue recombination rate of .20 (Van
der Beek, unpublished results).
Tabulatedresultscanbeusedtoevaluatevariousdesignsusinglinearinterpolationand
extrapolation. The contribution of a family to E[Z(0)] and Fisher information can be
calculatedbylinearextrapolationbecauseofthelinearincreaseincontributiontoE[Z(6)]and
Fisher information for families withmorethan20offspring. E[Z(6)] and Fisher information
were givenfor several family sizes smaller than 20whichcanbeused to obtainthe required
E[Z(6)] and Fisher information inthearea where the increase per additional offspring isnot
yetlinear. Alinearrelationbetweenheterozygosity andcontributionofafamily wasassumed
toobtainthecontributionofafamily selectedfrom apopulationwithamarker polymorphism
unequal to the tabulated levels of marker polymorphism. The various values for the
contribution to E[Z(0)] for one value of heterozygosity (Table 1) show that in reality the
relation between heterozygosity and the contribution of a family is not completely linear.
However, theerror introduced bytheassumptionoflinearity wassmall. This canbechecked
in the various tables. For instance, the contribution to E[Z(0)] of two-generation half-sib
families with 20 offspring is .370 for four equiprobable alleles (Table 2). This contribution
can also be approximated from the contributions for 3equiprobable alleles (which is .210)
andthecontributionfor 5equiprobable alleles (whichis .500):approximated contribution for
4 alleles is .210 + (.75-.67)/(.80-.67) X (.500-.210) =.388.
Results are presented for two-point linkage analysis. However, the presented results
canbeusedtomakeinferences aboutmulti-point linkageanalysis.First, amulti-point linkage
analysis often starts with two-point linkage analysis. Second, variables which influence the
efficiency of two-point linkage analysis (true recombination rate, family structure, number
of offspring per parent, marker polymorphism), are expected to have the same influence on
multi-point linkage analysis.
The number of animals required in an efficiently designed study for mapping
codominantmarker lociisreasonable. However, manymoreanimalsareneeded for mapping
a dominant single gene. Reference families are used to map many marker loci and genes.
They are notselected becausetheparents areheterozygous for aparticular locus. Therefore,
reference families haveahighprobability ofbeinguninformative for adominant single gene
and their use for mapping dominant single genes is therefore limited. Alternatively, a
backcross offully inbredlinescanbeused. Whenthisbackcross isusedtomapanydominant
single gene, then the backcross can not be optimized for a specific dominant single gene.
Whenthe Fl animals areheterozygous Ddfor aparticular dominant singlegeneandthepure
line animals crossed with the Fl are homozygous dd, then about 30 backcross animals are
needed for aE[Z(6)] of 3. However, abackcross provides no information atall when the Fl
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animals are homozygous for the single geneor whenthepure lineanimals crossed tothe Fl
animals are homozygous DD. There isnoway to assure thatthis will notbe thecase. Thus,
for a single backcross some dominant single genes can be mapped efficiently but probably
the majority of them can not be mapped at all.
In conclusion, we suggest a set of reference families should be designed for strictly
mapping marker loci. For mapping dominant single genes the reference families and
additional families from the segregating population should be screened for families
informative for the single gene. Theprocedure described by VanArendonk etal.(1989) can
be used for screening a population for animals being heterozygous for the single gene.
Informative families should be typed for the single gene and a selected set of equidistant
highly polymorphic marker loci.
Designing a mapping experiment is a decision process in which the designer has to:
(1) specify the population(s) reference animals can be selected from, (2) specify (expected)
marker polymorphism which is determined by the type of marker loci and the criteria used
toselect individualmarkersbefore mapping, (3)define desired valuesfor evaluation criteria,
and (4) evaluate the possible designs. It is important to realize that decisions about
populations to be used, expected polymorphism and evaluation criteria will influence the
design eventually chosen. This study showed that a fast evaluation of designs, taking into
account major factors influencing the efficiency of a design, is possible.
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Abstract
QTL mapping experiments involve many animals to be genotyped and performance tested.
Consequently experimental designs needtobeoptimized tominimizecosts ofdata collection
and genotyping. This study analyzed the power and efficiency of experiments with two- or
three- generation family structures containing full-sib families, half-sib families or both.
Focus was ondata from one outbred population because the main interest is to locate genes
thatcanbeused for withinlineselection. For atwo-generationexperiment moreanimalshad
tobe typed for marker loci toobtainacertainpowerthanfor athree-generation experiment.
Fewer trait values, however, had to be obtained for a two-generation experiment than for a
three-generation experiment. A two- or three- generation family structure with full-sib
offspring was more efficient than a two- or three- generation family structure with half-sib
offspring. A family structure with full-sib grandoffspring, however, was less efficient than
a family structure with half-sib grandoffspring. For the most efficient family structure each
pair of parents had full-sib offspring that were genotyped for the marker. For the most
efficient family structure each full-sib offspring had half-sib grandoffspring for which trait
values were obtained. For a heritability of .1 and 100grandoffspring per full-sib offspring,
for equal power 30 times less marker typings were required for this most efficient family
structure than for a two-generation half-sib structure in which marker genotypes and trait
values were obtained for half-sib offspring. The effect of heritability and type of analysis
(singlemarker or intervalanalysis)ontheefficiency ofafamily structurewasdescribed. The
results of this study help to design QTL mapping experiments in an outbred population.
Key words: QTL mapping - experimental design - statistical power - outbred population

Introduction
Dense linkage maps consisting of highly polymorphic marker loci are available for
most livestock species (Andersson et al. 1993; Barendse et al. 1994; Bishop et al. 1994;
Crawford et al. 1994; Rohrer et al. 1994) and can be a powerful tool for mapping
quantitative trait loci (QTL)(e.g. Patterson etal. 1988;Stuber etal. 1992;Andersson etal.
1994;Georgesetcd. 1995).QTLmappingexperiments involvemanyanimalstobegenotyped
and performance tested (Soller and Genizi 1978; Weller et ed. 1990). Consequently,
experimental designs need to be optimized to minimize costs of data collection and
genotyping. In livestock, QTL mapping experiments can involve data from one outbred
population or from a cross between populations (Soller 1991). An experiment involving a
cross between populations, will reveal genes that explain the variance between populations,
whereas an experiment within one population will reveal genes that explain the variance
within a population. Within an outbred population, genetic markers and putative QTLs are
expected to be in linkage equilibrium; therefore analysis has to be done within families.
Weiler etal.(1990)computedpowers ofexperiments for balancedtwo-andthree-generation
half-sib designs for outbred populations. They quantified the influence on power of size of
QTLeffect, heritability, family size and number of half-sib families. They focused ondairy
cattle breeding in which the half-sib family structure is predominant. In poultry and pigs,
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however, full-sib family structures are feasible. For the mapping of markers, fewer animals
areneeded inanexperimentwithafull-sib family structurethaninanexperimentwithahalfsibfamily structure. Weexpectthatfor QTLmappingafull-sib family structurehasahigher
efficiency thanahalf-sib family structure. Thepower ofanexperimentwithatwo-generation
full-sib family structureorathree-generationfull-sib family structure isunknown. Thisstudy
analyzespowerandefficiency ofexperimentswithtwo-orthree-generationfamily structures
withfull-sib families, half-sibfamilies orboth.Wefocus ondatafrom oneoutbredpopulation
because the main interest is to locate genes that can be used for within line selection.

Methods
Outbredpopulation.Consideranoutbredpopulationingenotypicequilibrium for individual
loci and genetic equilibrium for any pair of loci. Genetic variance in the population is
comprised of the variance due to one quantitative trait locus (QTL) with two codominant
alleles, having frequencies/? and 1-p,and the variance due to polygenic effects. The QTL
genotype effects area, 0and -a.Flanking markers are at .1 M(10cM)from the QTL. Map
distancebetweenthetwoflanking markers isdenotedd. TheQTLisatthemidpoint between
twomarkers somapdistance betweenmarker and QTL is .5d. Recombination rate between
twomarker loci isdenoted y andrecombination ratebetweenmarker and QTLisdenoted r.
Map distance and recombination rate are related by the Haldane mapping function:
Y= .5(l-e-2d)andr=.5(l-ed).
Phenotypic expression of atrait is dueto theeffect of theQTL, arandom normal polygenic
effect and a random normal residual effect. We denote polygenic variance with o„ and
residualvariancewith a\. Further, a2v=o\+a\andheritability is h2= a2Jo\. NotethatQTL
genotype effects are not included in a2, or h2.
Family structures. In this paper, a parent is a first generation animal, an offspring is a
second generation animal, and a grandoffspring is a third generation animal.
Five family structures are considered that differ in number of generations and relations
between animals. For each family structure a single pedigree will be described. An
experiment can involve one or several pedigrees.
HS2: Two-generation half-sib family structure. A sire has several unrelated mates and each
mate has one offspring. Marker genotypes are obtained for the sire and the half-sib
offspring butnotfor themates. Traitvalues for half-sib offspring are obtained. Weiler
etal. (1990) named a design with this family structure the 'daughter design'.
FS2:Two-generationfull-sib family structure.Apairofparentshasseveralfull-sib offspring.
Each parent, male or female, has one mate. Marker genotypes are obtained for all
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animals. Trait values for full-sib offspring are obtained.
HS3: Three-generation half-sib family structure. Asire hasseveral half-sib offspring. Each
half-sib offspring is mated to several unrelated animals to produce one half-sib
grandoffspring permateperhalf-sib offspring. Marker genotypes areobtained forthe
sireandthehalf-sib offspring, butnotforthematesofthe sire, themates ofthe halfsib offspring and the half-sib grandoffspring. Trait values for the half-sib
grandoffspring are obtained. Weller et cd.(1990) named a design with this family
structure the 'grand-daughter' design.
FS3: Three-generation full-sib family structure. A pair of parents has several full-sib
offspring. Each full-sib offspring ismated tooneunrelated animal toproduce several
full-sib grandoffspring per full-sib offspring. Marker genotypes are obtained for the
parents and thefull-sib offspring butnotforthematesofthefull-sib offspring andthe
full-sib grandoffspring. Trait values for thefull-sib grandoffspring are obtained.
FSHS: Three-generation full-sib offspring, half-sib grandoffspring family structure. Apair
of parents has several full-sib offspring. Each full-sib offspring is mated to several
unrelatedanimalstoproduceonehalf-sibgrandoffspring permateperfull-sib offspring.
Marker genotypes areobtained fortheparentsandthefull-sib offspring butnotforthe
matesofthefull-sib offspring andthehalf-sib grandoffspring. Traitvaluesforthehalfsib grandoffspring are obtained.
Weconsider balanced designs. Allparents areheterozygous (Mm)formarker lociand 50%
of the offspring inherit marker allele Mand50%oftheoffspring inherit marker allele m.
Each family hasthe same number of offspring. Inathree generation design each offspring
hasthesamenumber ofgrandoffspring. Offspring aredivided intotwogroups. Inonegroup
are theoffspring that inherit marker allele M, andintheother group aretheoffspring that
inherit marker allele m. Grandoffspring arealso divided into twogroups. Inonegroup are
the grandoffspring that descend from offspring that inherit marker alleleMfrom theparent.
In the other group are the grandoffspring that descend from offspring that inherit marker
allele m from the parent.
Computation of power: single marker analysis. We assume that the QTL mapping
experiment isanalyzed with alinear model. Inthemodel, theeffect ofthe marker isnested
within parent. Themodel for adesign with aHS2family structure isgiven asanexample:
yijk =.ïi+»!«+%
wherevijk isthetrait value forthek-th offspring inheriting marker allelej ofsire i, s-, is the

(i)
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effect sire i, m^ is the effect of marker allelej of sire i and e,ikis the residual effect of
offspring k. For a sire with marker genotype Mm, mü is the effect of allele M and mi2 the
effect of allele m.
Let (m i r mi2)be the marker contrast (MC) for sire /'.Inferences about thepresence of
a QTL linked to the marker are based on the marker contrast. The marker contrast is
expected to be zero if no QTL is linked to the marker or if a parent is homozygous for the
linked QTL. Themarker contrast isexpected tobenonzeroif a QTL is linkedtothe marker
and the sire isheterozygous for the linked QTL. Thus, thepresence of alinked QTLcanbe
foundbytestingfor significantly nonzeromarkercontrasts.Thesquareofthe marker contrast
divided by the square of the standard error (SE) of the marker contrast is used to compute
a test-statistic with value (Weiler et al. 1990):
ÉMCf/SE?

(2)

where np is the number of parents for which a marker contrast is computed (for an
experiment with a HS2 family structure, np is equal to the number of sires), MQ is the
marker contrast for theJ-thparent, SE,isthestandard error of MC;. Ifthe standard error can
be computed from apriori knownphenotypic variance then this test statistic is a x2statistic
(Geldermann 1975). We assume that phenotypic variance is known and use the x2 statistic.
Under thenullhypothesisof no linkedQTLthestatistichasacentralx2distribution. Thenull
hypothesis is rejected when the statistic is larger than threshold T. Threshold T is the (1-oe)
percentile of the central x2 distribution where a is the type I error. The power of a QTL
mapping experiment is equal to the probability that the null hypothesis is rejected, i.e. the
probability that the x2 statistic exceeds threshold T. Under the alternative hypothesis of a
linked QTL, the x2 statistic has a noncentral x2 distribution. The noncentrality of this
distribution depends on the expectation for the marker contrast, the standard error of the
marker contrast and the number of parents that are heterozygous for the linked QTL.
Given the definitions and assumptions described above, power of an experiment is
computed as (Weiler et al. 1990):
"p

power = J^PQc)

x P[x 2 (NC(x),n p )>T]

1=0

where x is the number of parents that are heterozygous for the QTL, np is the number of
parents for which a marker contrast is computed, P(x)is the binomial probability thatx out
of«,, parents are heterozygous for the QTL, x2(NCÇc),np)isa noncentral x2 variable withnp

<3>
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degrees of freedom and with noncentrality parameter NC(x), NC(x) is the noncentrality
parameter for the distribution under the alternative hypothesis given that x parents are
heterozygous for the QTL, and P[x2(NC(x),np)>T] is the probability that the noncentral%2
variable exceeds threshold T. The noncentrality parameter is computed as:
NC(JC)=xE2(MC)/SE2(MC)

(4)

where E2(MC) is the square of the expectation of a marker contrast for a parent that is
heterozygous for the QTL and SE2(MC) is the square of the standard error of this marker
contrast. E2(MC) and SE2(MC) depend on the design of an experiment as will be shown
below.
If a parent is homozygous at the linked QTL then the marker contrast is expected to
be zero. If a parent is heterozygous at the linked QTL then for a two-generation family
structure (HS2, FS2) (Soller 1991):
E2(MC-2)=a 2 (l-2r) 2

(5)

where E2(MC-2) is the square of the expected marker contrast for a parent of a twogeneration family that is heterozygous for the linked QTL, and a and r are as described
earlier.
For athree-generation family structure (HS3,FS3or FSHS)themarker contrast isthe
difference between the two groups of grandoffspring. The marker allele of the parent for
which the marker contrast is computed is transmitted to 50% of the grandoffspring so the
marker contrast of a three-generation design is expected to be half the marker contrast of a
two-generation design (Weller etcd. 1990). If aparent is heterozygous at the QTL then for
a three-generation family structure:
E2(MC-3)= 1/4 a2(l-Iffwhere E2(MC-3) is the square of the expected marker contrast for a parent of a threegeneration family that is heterozygous for the linked QTL. Note that E2(MC) denoted the
squareoftheexpectedmarkercontrastingeneral,whereE2(MC-2)andE2(MC-3)are specific
notations for two- and three- generation family structures.

(6)
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Table 1 Squared standard error ofthemarker contrast (SE2)for five family structures
Family Structure

SE2

HS2

(4-/J2 )ln0

FS2

{A-2h2)ln0

HS3

(.75Ä2+ (4-Ä2)/nOJ)/n0

FS3

(1.25h2+(4-2h2) lnog)ln0

FSHS

(.25h2+ (4-h2) /nog)/n0

h2isheritability; n0isnumber ofoffspring; nog isnumber ofgrandoffspring per offspring
SE2(MC), the other parameter necessary to compute the noncentrality parameter,
depends onheritability, family structure andnumber ofanimals. ForaHS2family structure:

SF4S2 = var

4-Ä 2

(7)

~ 2-1 yilk~~ Z-> y<2k

where nBis the number of offspring per parent. A full derivation of SEj^ is in appendix 1.
Table 1gives the SE2 of the marker contrast for the five family structures.
Computation of power: interval analysis. Instead of performing single marker analysis,
markers can be analyzed in pairs to detect a QTL in the interval between two markers
(Lander and Botstein 1989).Weassume that aQTL islocated atthemidpoint of the interval
between marker loci M and N. Let aparent be heterozygous for marker loci M and N; the
ordered genotype of the parent is MN/mn. Offspring can inherit four marker haplotypes
(MN,Mn,mN or mn), two of which are non-recombinant (MN, mn) and two recombinant
(Mn, mN), with respect to the two markers. Offspring inheriting a recombinant haplotype
provide noinformation todetectaQTLifthatQTLisatthemidpoint ofthe interval (Lander
and Botstein 1989). Therefore, information on offspring inheriting non-recombinant
haplotypes isused only. This information is analyzed with a linear model. The model for a
HS2 family structure is given as an example:
ym= Si+ hv + eiß
whereytjl isthetraitvalueofthel-thoffspring inheriting non-recombinant haplotypeyof sire
i, Si istheeffect of sire i, hy istheeffect ofthey-thnon-recombinant haplotype of sire i, and
eiß is the residual effect of offspring /. Let (hn-h^ be the haplotype contrast (HC) for sire
i. The presence of a linked QTL is tested by testing for significantly nonzero haplotype

(8)
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contrasts using the square of the haplotype contrast divided by the square of the standard
error of the haplotype contrast. The power of this test is computed using equation (3). For
interval analysis, the noncentrality parameter is:
NC(x)=xE2(HC)/SE2(HC)

(9)

where E2(HC) is the square of the expected haplotype contrast for a parent that is
heterozygous for the QTLand SE2(HC)is the square of the standard error of this haplotype
contrast.
If a parent is homozygous at the linked QTL then the haplotype contrast is expected
to be zero. If a parent is heterozygous at the linked QTL then for a two-generation family
structure (see appendix 2):
E 2 (HC-2)=a 2 (l-2r) 2 /(l-Y) 2

(10)

where a,r and y are described earlier. Using equation (5):
E 2 (HC-2) = E 2 ( M C - 2 ) / ( 1 - Y ) 2

(11)

If a parent is heterozygous at the QTL then for a three-generation family structure:
E2(HC-3)= l/4a 2 (l-2r) 2 /(l-Y) 2

(12)

and using equation (6):
E2(HC-3) = E2(MC-3)/(1-Y)2

(13)

Theportion (1-Y)of the offspring thatinherits anon-recombinant marker haplotype areused
tocomputethe haplotype contrast. Alloffspring areused tocomputethe marker contrast. In
general, the squared standard error of a mean is inversely proportional to the number of
observations used to compute the mean. The standard error of the haplotype contrast of a
parent istherefore larger than the standard error of the marker contrast of that same parent.
In particular:
SE2(HC) = S E 2 ( M C ) / ( 1 - Y )

(14)
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Table 2 Relative Efficiency (RE) between family structures HS2, FS2, HS3, FS3 and
FSHS
RE(FS2/HS2)

2+ h2 I(2- h2 )

RE(HS3/HS2)

(1-.25h2)/(.75h2 +(4-/i2)lnog )

RE(FS3/HS2)

(2-.5h2 )/(1.25 h2 +(4-2Ä2 )lnog )

RE(FSHS/HS2)

(2-.5Ä2)/(.25 h2 + (4-h2 )/nog )

RE(FS3/HS3)

2 -(A2- 2h2/nog ) I (1.25h2+(4-2Ä2)/n0J)

RE(FSHS/HS3)

2 + h2 / (.25h2 +(4-A2)/«„)

RE(FSHS/FS3)

1 + (A2 -h2/nog )/ (.25Ä2+ (4-h2 )lnog )

/z2isheritability; n„sisnumber ofgrandoffspring per offspring
Relative efficiency (RE) and relative effect of doubling (RED). Power is determined by
np, P(x), NC(x)andT (equation (3)). Parameternpisdefined bythedesignofanexperiment,
P(x)depends on np and the heterozygosity at the QTL, and T is directly related to a. Each
other variable that determines the design of an experiment influences the power of an
experiment via the influence it has on NC(x). To measure the relative effect on power of a
variable, we define two parameters: Relative Efficiency (RE) and Relative Effect of
Doubling (RED). REisused tocomparefamily structures, tocompare interval analysis with
single marker analysis or to determine the effect of changing the value of one variable. RE
is defined only if designs A and Bhave equal number of offspring per family and is:
RE(A/B)= (NCA(1)x #CA ) / (NCB(1) x#CB)

(15)

where RE(A/B) istheefficiency of anexperiment withdesignArelative tothe efficiency of
an experiment with design B, NCY(1) is the noncentrality per marker or haplotype contrast
for an experiment with design Y, #CY is the number of marker or haplotype contrasts per
family for an experiment with design Y. The use of RE can be illustrated by a simple
example. IfRE(A/B) is2and for experiments AandBthe samenumber of marker contrasts
are computed, then experiments A and Bhave equal power if the number of offspring per
experiment is 2 times larger for experiment Bthan for experiment A.
First, the RE to compare family structures is described. To compare FS2 with HS2:

RE(FS2/HS2)

a 2 (l-2r) 2
x2
(4-2Ä2)/n

fl2(l-2r)2 ,
^-xl
(4-Ä2)/n0

—i

o

4

-ft 2

2x
4-2Ä

o+
2

h2

= 2+
2-Ä

(16)
2
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Table 3 Efficiency of heritability at y relative to efficiency of heritability at z
{KE(h2=y/h2=z)} for five family structures
Family Structure

RE

HS2

(4- z) / (4- y)

FS2

(2- z) I (2- y)

HS3

(.75 z + (4-z)/nog ) / (.75y + (4-y)/nog )

FS3

(1.25z + (4-2z)/nog ) / (1.25y + (4-2y)/nog )

FSHS

(.25z + (4-z)lnog ) / (.25y + (4-y)/nog )

n isnumber of grandoffspring per offspring

In Table 2 are RE among family structures HS2, FS2, HS3, FS3 and FSHS.
AseconduseofREistocompare interval analysis (I)withsinglemarker analysis (S).Using
equations (4) and (9):

RE(I/S) = NC'(1)/NCS(1) = JÊŒL I E2(MC)

SE2(HC)/ SE2(MC)

(17)

Using equations (11), (13) and (14):
E2(HC) /E 2 (MC) _ E 2 ( M C ) / ( 1 - Y ) 2 / E2(MC) _ 1
=-LSE2(HC)/SE
) / SE2(MC)
(MC) SE
SE22(MC)/(1
(MC)/(1--y)/
Y ) / SE2(MC) 1~Y

(18)

Third, RE is used to evaluate the effect of changing the value of a variable. Weuse RE to
evaluate the effect of changing heritability and the effect of changing the map distance
between two marker loci. For heritability, RE for a HS2 family structure is:

( E2(MC)1 ( E2(MC) )
mh2=ylh*=z) = -^^L
I *22±L =^-

l(4-y)/»J
" — / [(4-z)/nJ
" -••
4-y

Table 3 gives RE(/z2=y/h2=z) for the five family structures.

(19)
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RE for map distance between two marker loci depends on the type of statistical
analysis. If the QTL is atthemidpoint between twomarker then for single marker analysis:
KE(d=yld=z)= ((l-2rfa2/SEy((l~2rfa2ISRT)=(.l-2rjll(l-2r3l=e-3'/e-31

(20>

whereryistherecombination ratebetweenmarker andQTLify isthemapdistancebetween
twomarker loci. Recombination rateryiscomputed from mapdistancey using the Haldane
mapping function. For interval analysis:
RE(d=y/d=z) = ((1- 2 r / / ( l - Y p)/((1-2rf/(l - Yf )) = (e~2>le"*)x((l+C-*y(l+e"2>)) (2D

Relative Effect of Doubling (RED) is a second measure to compare efficiency of
designs. It is defmed as:
RED(y,z)= {NC(l)|2y,z}/{NC(l)|y,2z}

(22)

where RED(y,z) isthe change inNC duetodoubling the value of variabley, relative tothe
change in NC due to doubling the value of variable z, {NC(1)12y,z} is the value of NC(1)
for the design of a certain experiment if the value ofy is doubled and {NC(1)|y,2z} is the
value of NC(1) for the design of the same experiment if the value of z is doubled. Two
forms, RED^.AZ,,) and RED(«„,n ), will be described. For a HS2 family structure:
RED^Vg =

((2a2) (l-2r) 2 x n\ Ha2 (l-2r) 2 x 2n\
" "
4-Ä 2
4-h2

1

Similarly, it can be shown that RED(a2,n0) is 1for all five family structures. For all family
structures, doubling d, and thus doubling the variance due to the QTL, has the same effect
on the noncentrality parameter, and thus power, as doubling the number of offspring per
family. The second form, KED(n0,nog) isdefined for designs with a three generation family
structure. For a HS3 family structure:
E2(MC-3) x 2n I E2(MC-3) x n
RED(n,n ) = —
°'— = 1+
08
.75A 2 + (4-Ä 2 )//i og / .75Ä2+(4-Ä2)/(2nog)

2

15h

—
(24)
.75Ä 2 + (4-Ä 2 )/n og

In Table 4 are the RED(n0,nog)for HS3, FS3 and FSHS family structures.

(23)
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Table 4 Effect of doubling the number of offspring (n0) relative to effect of doubling
number of grandoffspring per offspring (nog) {RED(n0,nog)} for family structures
HS3.FS3 and FSHS
Family Structure

RED

HS3

i + .75h2 I ( .75A2+ (4- h2)lnog )

FS3

1+ 1.25 h21 ( 1.25 AJ + (4-2Ä 2 )lnog )

FSHS

l + .25h21 ( .25h2 + (4- h2)/nog )

h2 isheritability

Results
Power of an experiment with a two-generation family structure. Power of experiments
withaHS2or aFS2family structure for aQTLthatexplains 1%ofthephenotypic variance
and that has a heterozygosity of 50%, for various number of families, various number of
offspring per family and for two heritabilities (h2=.1and h2= .4) of the observed trait are
inTable5. First, Table 5isused tocompareHS2andFS2family structures. Anexperiment
with a FS2 family structure and n families had about the same power as anexperiment with
a HS2 family structure and 2n families for all values of n. For a heritability of .1, an
experiment with 5 full-sib families and 800 offspring per family had a power of .59 and an
experiment with 10half-sib families and 800offspring per family had a power of .57. This
example shows that anexperiment with a FS2 family structure and n families had the same
power asanexperiment with aHS2family structure and In families. RE(FS2/HS2) reflects
this. RE(FS2/HS2) was close to 2: 2.06 for h2= .1and 2.25 for h2= .4
Power of an experiment with a two-generation family structure increased with
increasing number of families and withincreasing number of offspring per family (Table5).
Increasing thenumber of offspring per family wasmoreefficient thanincreasingthenumber
of families, e.g. for ah2of .1, anexperiment with 10full-sib families and 200offspring per
family hadapower of .43whereasanexperimentwith20full-sib families and 100 offspring
perfamily hadapower of .27. Thenoncentrality parameterdoubledbydoublingthenumber
of families and also doubled by doubling the number of offspring per family. Doubling the
number offamilies, however, doubledthedegreesoffreedom, whereasdoublingthenumber
of offspring per family did not influence the degrees of freedom.
Power of an experiment with a two-generation family structure increased with
increasing heritability if the effect of the QTL, expressed in phenotypic standard deviation
units, remained constant (Table 5). For an experiment with 5 half-sib families and 800
offspring per family, power was .34 for h2= .1, and power was .38 for h2= .4. The effect
of h2 could be explained from RE(A2= Alh2 = .1). KE(h2= Alh2 = .1) was 1.08for a HS2
family structure and 1.19 for a FS2 family structure.
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Table5 Power of experiments"withatwo-generationhalf-sib (HS2)or two-generation
full-sib (FS2) family structure for a QTL that explains 1%of the phenotypic variance
and that has a heterozygosity of 50%, for various number of families (nf), various
number of offspring per family (n0)and two heritabilities (h2=A and Ä2=.4)
h2=.\
nf

"„

5

50
100
200
400
800

.02
.03
.05
.13
.34

10

50
100
200
400
800

20

40

HS2

h2=A

FS2

HS2

FS2

.59

.02
.03
.06
.15
.38

.02
.04
.11
.31
.69

.02
.04
.08
.23
.57

.03
.05
.15
.43
.86

.02
.04
.09
.26
.62

.03
.07
.19
.54
.92

50
100
200
400
800

.03
.05
.14
.42
.85

.03
.09
.27
.72
.99

.03
.06
.16
.47
.88

.04
.11
.36
.83
.99

50
100
200
400
800

.03
.08
.26
.71
.99

.05
.15
.51
.95
.99

.04
.09
.30
.76
.99

.06
.21
.64
.99
.99

.02
.04
.09
.24

1

Forallexperimentspowerisfor intervalanalysisassumingthatmarkershaveaheterozygosity
of 1.
Power of anexperiment with athree-generation family structure. Power of experiments
with a three-generation family structure (HS3, FS3 or FSHS) for a QTL that explains 1%
of the phenotypic variance and that has a heterozygosity of 50%, for various number of
families, for various number of offspring per family, for various number of grandoffspring
per offspring, and for two heritabilities (h2=.1and h2=.4) are in Table 6.
The power of an experiment with a HS3 family structure was similar to thepower of
an experiment with a FS3 family structure if nf , n0 and nog were equal for the two family
structures (Table 6). For a heritability of .1, the power for a FS3 family structure was 1to
1.2 times the power for a HS3 family structure whereas for a heritability of .4 power of a
FS3 family structure was 0.85 to 1times the power for a HS3 family structure. The power
of an experiment with a FSHS family structure was higher than thepower of an experiment
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with either a HS3 or a FS3 family structure. For a heritability of .1, the power of an
experiment with a FSHS family structure was 1to4 times the power of an experiment with
a HS3 or a FS3 family structure and for a heritability of .4 power of an experiment with a
FSHS family structure was 1to 6 times the power of an experiment with a HS3 or a FS3
family structure. For example, for a heritability of .1, an experiment with 10 families, 50
offspring per family and 100 grandoffspring per offspring had a power of .82 for a FSHS
family structure, a power of .26 for a HS3 family structure and a power of .27 for a FS3
family structure.
Table 6 Power of experiments2 with three-generation family structures (HS3, FS3 or
FSHS) for a QTL that explains 1% of the phenotypic variance and that has a
heterozygosity of 50%, for various number of families (nf), for various number of
offspring per family (n0), for various number of grandoffspring per offspring (nog) and
for two heritabilities (A2=.l and A2=.4)
h2=.\
B

10

a

h2=A

1

HS3

FS3 FSHS

25

10
50
100

.02
.04
.06

.02
.04
.06

50

10
50
100

.03
.10
.15

100

10
50
100

HS3

FS3 FSHS

.02
.11
.22

.02
.02
.02

.02
.02
.02

.02
.05
.07

.03
.11
.15

.04
.30
.55

.02
.03
.04

.02
.03
.03

.04
.14
.14

.06
.26
.37

.08
.31
.41

.11
.67
.88

.04
.08
.09

.04
.07
.07

.09
.38
.51

10
50
100

.02
.06
.09

.02
.07
.09

.03
.18
.39

.02
.02
.03

.02
.02
.02

.03
.08
.12

50

10
50
100

.04
.17
.26

.05
.19
.27

.06
.53
.82

.03
.05
.05

.03
.04
.05

.06
.25
.36

100

10
50
100

.09
.45
.62

.13
.54
.68

.18
.91
.99

.06
.12
.14

.06
.11
.12

.15
.65
.79

25

Forallexperimentspowerisfor intervalanalysisassumingthatmarkershaveaheterozygosity
of 1.
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Table 7 Relative Efficiency (RE) among experiments with three-generation family
structures (HS3, FS3 or FSHS) for heritability (h2 ) of 0, .1 or .4 and number of
grandoffspring per offspring (nog) of 10, 50 or °°
h2
0

"*

RE(FS3/HS3)

RE(FSHS/HS3)

RE(FSHS/FS3)

10
50

2
2
2
1.84
1.54
1.2
1.6
1.32
1.2

2
2
2
2.24
2.96
6
2.86
4.32
6

1
1
1
1.22
1.95
5
1.78
3.27
5

CO

.1

10
50
00

.4

10
50
00

Table 8 Efficiency of heritability at .4 relative to efficiency of heritability at .1
{RE(Ä2=.4/Ä2=.l)}for experiments withthree-generation family structures (HS3,FS3
or FSHS) with number of grandoffspring per offspring (nog) of 10, 50 or 100
n

HS3

FS3

FSHS

10
50
100

.70
.41
.34

.62
.36
.31

.90
.60
.47

1

Table 9 Effect of doubling the number of offspring (n0)relative to effect of doubling
numberofgrandoffspring per offspring (nog) {KED(n0,nog)} for three-generation family
structures with number of grandoffspring per offspring of 10, 50 or 100 and with
heritability (h2 ) of .1or .4
h2=.4

h2=.l
"°l

HS3

FS3

FSHS

HS3

FS3

FSHS

10
50
100

1.16
1.49
1.66

1.25
1.62
1.77

1.06
1.24
1.39

1.43
1.79
1.89

1.65
1.90
1.95

1.22
1.58
1.74

RE for the HS3, FS3 and FSHS family structures depended onh2 and nogas is shown
in Table 7 that gives the RE among HS3, FS3 and FSHS family structures for h2of 0, .1
or .4and nogof 10,50or ». RE(FS3/HS3), RE(FSHS/HS3) andRE(FSHS/FS3) were larger
than 1 for all combinations of values of h2 and nog. RE(FS3/HS3) decreased and
RE(FSHS/HS3) and RE(FSHS/FS3) increased with increasing h2 and with increasing nog.
Maximum valueswere2for RE(FS3/HS3), 5for RE(FSHS/FS3) and6for RE(FSHS/HS3).
Power of an experiment with a three-generation family structure increased with
increasing number of families andwith increasing number of offspring per family (Table6).
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Similar to two-generation experiments, power increased more by doubling the number of
offspring per family than by doubling the number of families.
Power of an experiment with a three-generation family structure decreased with
increasing heritability. If nf was 10, n0 was 50 and nog was 100, then for a FSHS family
structure power of the experiment was .82 for h2= .1 and .36 for h2= A. The effect of h2
could be explained from RE(Ä2= .4/Ä2= .1). Table 8 gives RE(A2= Alh2 = .1) for
experiments with three-generation family structures with 10, 50 or 100 grandoffspring per
offspring. All RE(/z2= Alh2 = .1) inTable 8were smaller than 1, i.e. power was lower for
h2= .4than for h2=.1for allcombinations of three-generation family structure and number
of grandoffspring per family. RE(A2= Alh2 = .1) was lowest for a FS3 family structure and
highest for aFSHSfamily structure. RE(ft2= Alh2 = .1)waslowestfor nog=100and highest
for nog = 10.
Power of an experiment with a three-generation family structure increased more by
doubling the number of offspring than by doubling the number of grandoffspring per
offspring (Tables 6and9). Table9givesvaluesfor Y!£D(n0,nog )for three-generation family
structures with nog=10, 50or 100and with h2= .1or .4. Table 8shows thatRED(n0,nog)
increased with increasing heritability and with increasing nog. RED(n0,nop was lowest for a
FSHS family structure and highest for a FS3 family structure.
Comparingexperimentswithtwo-andthree-generationfamily structures.InTable5are
powers of experiments with two-generation family structures and in Table 6 are powers of
experiments with three-generation family structures. For a given number of families, more
offspring per family are needed to obtain a certain power for experiments with two
generations than for experiments with three generations. For example, if h2= .1 then an
experiment with 10 two-generation full-sib families with 800 offspring per family had a
power of .86, whereas an experiment with 10 families with a FSHS family structure, with
100full-sib offspring per family and 50 half-sib grandoffspring per full-sib offspring had a
power of .91.
Besides directly comparing power, experiments were also compared by Relative
Efficiency (RE). In Figure 1 are the efficiencies of five family structures relative to the
efficiency of a HS2 family structure for h2=.1and h2= A, for values of nogranging from
0 to 100. RE showed that three-generation experiments were more efficient than twogeneration experiments, especially for traitswithlowheritability andifmany grandoffspring
per offspring are available. RE(FSHS/HS2) was 30 for h2= .1 and n = 100.
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Figure 1 Efficiency of five family structures relative to the efficiency of a HS2 family
structure for two heritabilities (h2=.1and h2=.4)

Discussion
In this paper we used power and relative efficiency to compare the efficiency of designs of
QTL-mapping experiments. Although power determines the value of a design, it has its
limitations to compare designs because the relation between power and the size of an
experiment is non-linear. Tables 5 and 6 showed that the effect on power of increasing the
sizeof anexperiment depended onthe initialpower. Relative efficiency is independent from
initial power and size of an experiment. Relative efficiency can directly be translated to the
relative number of marker genotypes that have to be determined in experiments whereas
power cannot be used for this purpose.
We showed that family structure is an important factor in designing QTL mapping
experiments. For a two-generation experiment, more offspring were required for a certain
power than for a three-generation experiment. Consequently, more animals had tobe typed
for marker loci for a two generation experiment than for a three-generation experiment.
Feweroffspring pertwo-generationexperiment, however, wererequired than grandoffspring
per three-generation experiment. Thus, fewer trait values had to be obtained for a twogeneration experiment than for a three-generation experiment. In deciding on a design, the
costs oftyping amarker andthecosts of obtaining atraitvaluehavetobeconsidered aswell
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asthe time required to collect all information. The costs of obtaining atrait value are lowif
a trait is routinely collected for management or breeding purposes, such as milk production
in dairy cattle. Furthermore, the family structure of the commercial dairy cattle population
enables experiments with a three-generation half-sib family structure. The three-generation
half-sib family structure isused inQTLmapping experiments indairy cattle (Daetcd. 1994;
Georges etcd. 1995).Atrait likemeatquality measured oncarcasses, however, isexpensive
tomeasure andusually notcollected routinely. Insuchacasecost ofmeasuring meat quality
should be balanced against costs of typing markers.
Relative Efficiency and comparison of power showed that a two-or three- generation
family structure with full-sib offspring was more efficient than a two- or three- generation
family structure withhalf-sib offspring. Withfull-sib offspring, twomarker contrasts canbe
computedper family whilewithhalf-sib offspring onlyonemarkercontrastcanbecomputed.
A family structure with full-sib grarcdoffspring, however, was less efficient than a family
structure with half-sib grandoffspring. The standard error of a marker contrast was larger
when full-sib grandoffspring were used than when half-sib grandoffspring were used.
Power of three-generation experiments decreased with increasing heritability if the
effect of the QTL, expressed in phenotypic units, was constant. In a three-generation
experiment, information comes from theaverage traitvalueongrandoffspring. This average
represents thebreeding valueoftheoffspring, plusaresidual. Thepart ofthebreedingvalue
that is due to the QTL of interest decreases with increasing heritability if the QTL effect is
constant in phenotypic units, as we used. So, those grandoffspring averages become less
informative with increasing heritability and power decreases. In our statistical method only
oneQTL isconsidered. Recently, multi-marker methods havebeendeveloped that allow for
severalQTLs simultaneously (Zeng 1993;JansenandStam 1994).Inthesesmethods alarger
part of the breeding values of offspring is accounted for which results in a reduction of the
residual geneticvarianceingrandoffspring averagesandconsequently inahigherpower. Our
results canbe used to infer theeffect of multi-marker methods onpower of three-generation
experiments. The effect of reduction of residual genetic variance is similar to that of
reduction in heritability in a single QTL method. If markers explain, say, half the genetic
variancethenwecould simply takethepowerfor asituationwheretheheritability ishalved.
For two-generation experiments the effect of heritability was small. For the range of
heritabilities we studied, standard errors on marker contrasts in the two-generation designs
arealmostentirelydeterminedbyenvironmental errors.Thissuggeststhatfor two-generation
experiments multi-marker experiments are less beneficial.
Sofar, wecompared full-sib families andhalf-sib families for agivenfamily size. Due
to limitations in female reproductive capacity, family size is more limited with full-sib than
withhalf-sib families. This isparticularly true incowsandpigs, but less inpoultry and fish.
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Itwouldbefair tocompare anexperimentwithafew largehalf-sib families toanexperiment
with many smaller full-sib families. Table 5 showed that an experiment with 5 half-sib
families and 800offspring per family hadahigherpowerthananexperiment with40 full-sib
families and 100 offspring per family. This illustrates that practical limitations have to be
considered in designing an experiment.
Power of experiments were given for various family structures and also family sizes
and heritability of the trait were varied. Other parameters that also determine power, like
marker heterozygosity, were held constant. The effect on power of some other parameters
will be discussed now.
The RE(I/S) in this study is for a linear model but was equal to the efficiency of
interval mapping relative to the efficiency of single marker mapping for a likelihood model
as given by Lander and Botstein (1989). The RE(I/S) was l / ( l - y ) . This means that an
experiment with x offspring per family that is analyzed by interval analysis, has the same
power as anexperiment withjc/(l-y) offspring per family that is analyzed by single marker
analysis,assumingthatonlythenumberofoffspring perfamily andthetypeofanalysis differ
betweentheexperiments. Forexample, aFS2experiment with5families with 800 offspring
per family had a power of .59 for h2=.1 and interval analysis. For single marker analysis,
a FS2experiment with5families with 800/(1-y)=800/(1-.165)=958offspring per family
would have had a power of .59 for h2= .1. The RE(I/S) was computed for a QTL at the
midpointoftheintervalbetweentwomarkers. Thedifference betweensinglemarker analysis
and interval analysis decreases if the QTL is closer to thebounds of the interval (Darvasiet
al. 1993; Mackinnon etal. 1995).
NotonlylocationoftheQTLbutalsovarianceexplainedbytheQTLisimportant. The
variance depends ona2 andheterozygosity of theQTL. Theequationfor KED(a?,nJ showed
thatdoubling a2hadthe sameeffect onpower asdoubling n0. Becausetheeffect of doubling
n0 isgiven intables 5and 6, also theeffect of doubling a2canbe derived from those tables.
Heterozygosity at the QTL was .5 in this study. For a QTL with two alleles this is the
maximum heterozygosity in a population that is in genetic equilibrium. For lower
heterozygosity at the QTL, more families will be needed for equal power. The relation
between heterozygosity at the QTL and required number of families is about linear (Weiler
etal. 1990).
We showed that map distance between the markers that flank the QTLdetermines the
efficiency of interval analysis relative to the efficiency of single marker analysis. Map
distance also has a direct influence on efficiency. The efficiency of a design with d= .2
relative to a design with d= .1 (RE(d= .21d= .1)) was .89. Thus, anexperiment with d=
.2 and n0 offspring per family has the same power as an experiment with d= .1 and .89 x
n0 offspring per family.
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Figure 2 Effect of heterozygosity of the marker on power of an experiment with a twogeneration half-sib family structure with20families and 800offspring per family for aQTL
that explains 1% of the phenotypic variance and that has a heterozygosity of .5, for a
heritability of .1. Power is computed for single marker analysis as the weighted average of
powers of experiments with 0 to 20 heterozygous parents. Heterozygosity of the marker is
varied by the number of equiprobable marker alleles.

Heterozygosity at the marker was 1 in this study because due to the abundance of
highly polymorphic microsatellite lociit isexpectedthat asetof almostperfect markers will
become available. Arecent study inchicken (Groen etcd. 1994), however, showed thatthe
averageheterozygosity ofmicrosatellitemarkerswas .28incommerciallayerpopulationsand
.55 in commercial broiler populations. At such a level of heterozygosity power of an
experiment islower thanfor aheterozygosity atthemarker of 1.Figure 2 illustrates this for
onedesignof anexperiment. Power isdecreasedbecauseamarker orhaplotypecontrast can
only be computed for a heterozygous animal and further at lower marker polymorphism it
will less often be possible to determine which marker allele is transferred from a parent to
anoffspring (Soller 1991).Thelatterproblemwillbelarger inahalf-sib family inwhichone
parent is untyped than in a full-sib family in which both parents are typed for the marker
(Soller 1991). If heterozygosity of the marker loci is not close to 1then an alternative to
analysing markers one by one or in pairs, is to simultaneously use many linked markers
which increases the power of an experiment (Haley etcd. 1994).
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Power was computed for an experiment with a balanced design. The power of an
experiment with a balanced design is, however, a good indicator for the power of an
experiment with a design that is unbalanced with respect to the number of offspring per
family, the number of grandoffspring per offspring or the number of offspring per marker
alleleperparent(Wangetal.1995).Thex2methodtocomputepowerisapproximatebecause
error variance and heritability have to be known whereas in a real experiment these
parameters have to be estimated from the data. Values computed with the %2method are,
however, close to exact values (Wang etal. 1995). For the situation studied by Wang etal.
(1995) the maximum difference between the approximate and the exact value was .034.
Westudiedexperimentswithinoneoutbredpopulation. Theefficiency ofanexperiment
withacrossbetweenpopulations ishigher (Soller 1991).Genes of largeeffects are expected
tosegregateathigher frequencies inacrossthanwithinanoutbredpopulationandalsoahigh
level of heterozygosity of the marker is more likely if a cross between populations is used.
If ina cross amarker is found that explains betweenpopulation variance, thenpossibly this
marker alsoexplainswithinpopulationvariance.Whetherthisistrueornotremainsuncertain
until within population studies are performed. If the goal is to understand and exploit the
variation within commercial populations, then QTL mapping experiments within the
populations are necessary. This study will help to design such experiments.
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Appendix 1 Standard error of marker contrast
The linear model for anexperiment with aHS2 family structureis:
yiJk= st + mv + eijk

(Al)

where yijk isthetrait value forthek-th offspring inheriting marker allelej of sire i, s, isthe effect
sire i with o 2 = .25 o 2 , mti istheeffect ofmarker allelej of sire iandeijk istheresidual effect of
offspring £ with a\ = o 2- o 2 . Let a 2 be 1then a2 = .25Ä2ando 2 = 1- .25/i2
For asire with marker genotype Mm, ma istheeffect ofallele Mand ma theeffect ofallele
m. Lettheexpected value ofthe marker contrast be(mu -m,2)andtherealized value:

< A2 >

Mq = f E,Bt -}£,„
where MQ isthemarker contrast for sire i, n0 isthenumber of offspring persire andn0/2 is the
number ofoffspring permarker allele.
The squared standard error ofthe marker contrastis:
SE^c = E{MC-E(MC))2
Rewriting A2using Al gives:

MC

2nJ1

m

i = —£ ( v . i

+<?

2nJ2

. ; * ) - - E (si+m.-2+c,-2*)

= Cs,+« u +—2> l 7 t ) - Cs,+mQ+—E«,»)
2 ^

=»ii-»o+—E(««r«ia)

We canderive that:
ECMCi-ECMCi))2 = E ( ( m l 7 - m , . 2 + ^ ^ ( e , 7 t - e . 2 t ) ) - (ml7-/n,.2)):
n. *=i
o"«'2

"o*=i

^

"• / 2

(«„) t-i

A

(«ƒ

Ä U2
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Appendix 2 Expected haplotype contrast
Let M and N denote two markers and Q a QTL. The recombination rate between M and Q is r,,
between Q and N is r2 and between M and N is y. Let the ordered genotype of a parent be
MQN/mqn. The haplotype contrast is defined as the average trait value of offspring that inherit
nonrecombinant haplotype MN from theparent, minustheaveragetraitvalueof offspring that inherit
nonrecombinantmarkerhaplotypemnfrom theparent.Theexpectedhaplotypecontrastistheexpected
trait value of offspring that inherit nonrecombinant haplotype MN minus the expected value of
offspring that inherit nonrecombinant haplotype mn from the parent.
Offspring that inherited MN, inherited marker-QTL haplopye MQN from the parent with
probability (l-r,)x(l-r2)/(l-y) and will have inherited marker-QTL haplotype MqN form the parent
with probability r,xr2/(l-y). The expected trait value of offspring that inherited MN is (l-r,)x(lr 2 )/(l-y) x all + r,Xr2/(l-y) X -all = (\-r,-r2)l{\-y) x all. Offspring that inherited mn have
inheritedmarker-QTLhaplotypemQnfrom theparentwith probability r,xr2/(l-y) andhave inherited
marker-QTL haplotype MqN from theparent withprobability (l-r ; )x(l-r 2 )/(l-Y). The expected trait
value of offspring that inherited mn is r,xr2/(l-y) x all -V(l-r ; )x(l-r 2 )/(l-y) x -all = (r,+r2 l)/(l-y) Xall. Thus, theexpected haplotype contrast is(l-r,-r2)/(l-Y) Xall - (r,+r2-l)l(\-y) x all
= (l-r,-r2)/(l-y) x a. For r,=r2=r the expected haplotype contrast is (l-2r)/(l-y) x a.
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Abstract
Thevalueofusing amarkerfor aQuantitative TraitLocus(QTL)affecting asexlimitedtrait
in an outbred poultry breeding nucleus was studied. Marker and QTL were in linkage
equilibrium in the base population. The recombination rate between marker and QTL was
.05. Aclosednucleuswith9000chickenspergenerationwasdeterministically simulated.The
genetic model contained polygenes and aQTLlinked toamarker. Genetic effects explained
30%ofthephenotypicvariancebefore selection. Underselection,polygenicvariancereached
an equilibrium and QTLvariance decreased continuously over time. Cocks were selected in
two steps. First thebest cocks of eachfull-sib family were selected (withinfamily selection)
while final selection took place after information on full-sibs was available. Hens were
selected after they had completed production. The effect of using marker information in
estimating breeding values was studied inanongoingbreeding programme. Transmissionof
marker alleles was always traceable. Cumulative response overfivegenerations increased 6
to 13 %if a marker linked to a QTL that explained 20% of the genetic variance was used.
Cumulative response increased upto28% iftheQTLexplained 80% ofthegeneticvariance.
Additional response due totheuse of amarker increased with increasing intensity of within
family selectionofcocks, increasedwithincreasingvarianceexplainedbytheQTL, andwas
higher if within family selection of cocks was carried out after rather than before their sibs
had complete records.
Keywords: Marker assisted selection - poultry - selection response - genetic model

Introduction
Inmostlivestockbreedingschemesbreedingvaluesforquantitativetraitsareestimated
using phenotypic information and additive genetic relationships among animals. The genetic
modelunderlyingthebreedingvalueestimationassumesthataninfinite numberofgeneseach
withan infinitely smalleffect influence thequantitative trait. Anincreasing number of genes
or chromosome segmentsthatexplainasignificant partofthevariation inquantitativetraits,
however, are being identified. Use of this knowledge can improve current breeding value
estimation procedures (Soller 1994). Once a gene is located and the alleles of the gene
identified, theeffects ofthoseallelescanbeincorporated inbreeding valueestimation (Smith
1967). If amarker is available that is linked to a locus explaining variation ina quantitative
trait (i.e. a Quantitative Trait Locus: QTL) marker assisted breeding value estimation may
be applied. Procedures for combining marker information and phenotypic information in
selection index (Soller 1978) or best linear unbiased prediction (Fernando and Grossman
1989) have been described.
The use of markers can improve the selection response in a breeding programme
(Soller 1978;Soller and Beckmann 1983;Smith and Simpson 1986; Stam 1986;Kashiet
al. 1990; Dentine 1992; Meuwissen and Van Arendonk 1992). Factors that influence the
additional selection responseinclude:(1)amountofvarianceexplainedby identified QTL(s);
(2)distancebetweenamarker and aQTL; (3)markerpolymorphism; (4)thestructureofthe
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breeding programme; and (5) type of breeding goal trait (sex limited or not). Dairy cattle
breeding wasthe subject ofthe studies mentioned above. Thestructure of apoultry breeding
population differs from the structure of a dairy cattle breeding population and therefore we
cannotpredict from thosedairy cattlebreeding studies thevalue of marker assisted selection
(MAS) in poultry breeding. Most studies computed additional selection response for one
roundofselectionstartingfrom anunselectedbasegeneration. MeuwissenandVanArendonk
(1992) computed equilibrium response assuming the variance accounted for by markers
remained constant over generations. Thelatter assumption isunrealistic ifamarker islinked
to one or a few QTLs of large effect.
We study the value of using a marker for a QTL in apoultry breeding nucleus. We
use a genetic model in which each round of selection reduces the variance explained by a
QTL. The genetic model is used in deterministic simulations to quantify the additional
response due to MAS and the change of this additional response over time.

Methods
Breeding programme. A poultry breeding nucleus with non-overlapping generations is
simulated. In a hierarchical mating scheme each sire is mated to several dams and several
offspring areproducedbyeachdam. Selectionisfor eggproduction, asexlimited trait. Egg
production is measured on all hens hatched. Each hen can be selected without a restriction
on the number of full-sibs selected. Hens are selected after they have completed their first
record. Selection of cocks differs among alternative breeding schemes. If no marker
information is available then only themax-cfirsthatched cocks are candidates for selection,
where max-c is the maximum number of cocks that may be selected from a full-sib family.
This is random selection. With markers, this marker information is used to select max-c
cocks from all available cocks in a full-sib family. This is called within family selection.
Marker assisted within family selection iseither immediately after hatching (juvenile within
family selection) or after female sibs have complete records (adult within family selection).
In both cases all cocks are kept until the time of selection.
Deterministic simulation. Response per generation is computed as:
* =(K

+

*c

+ R

H )/2

where R is the response per generation, Rw is the response to within family selection of
cocks, Rc is the response to final selection of cocks, and Rk is the response to selection of
hens.

(1)
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Thedeterministicsimulationstartsingenerationzero,thebasegenerationofunrelated
animals. Each sire inthe base generation has anestimated breeding value of zero. Breeding
values for dams in the base generation are estimated using own performance. After five
generations of selection, a marker is introduced. Introduction is not in generation zero to
study the effect of introducing amarker in an ongoing breeding programme. Onemarker is
introduced. Each animal in generation five and its parents are typed for this marker. Each
parent is assumed tobeheterozygous for the marker. Transmission of marker alleles canbe
traced without error. Let M1M2 be the marker genotype of a sire and M3M4 the marker
genotype of a dam. The full-sib offspring are divided in four groups of equal size based on
their marker genotype: M1M3, M1M4, M2M3 or M2M4.
Selection indices accounting for marker information are derived for cocks and hens.
The selection index depends onthemarker genotype of thecandidate for selection. For each
of the four possible marker genotype a selection index isderived. Themean and varianceof
each index are computed. Equation (2) gives the response per generation allowing for the
different selection indices :

E4*Kr^+V°(4/))+

where R, is the response in generation t, fwlj is the fraction selected of cocks with within
family selection indexyin generation t, mwtj is the meangenetic value before within family
selection of cocks with within family selection indexj ingeneration t, mw, is themean of all
cocks before within family selection in generation t, iwtj is the selection intensity within the
groupofcockswithwithinfamily selectionindexj ingenerationt, and a(Âwtf)isthestandard
deviation of within family selection indexj in generation t. The appendix illustrates the use
of (2) to compute within family selection response.
Effect of selection on genetic (co)variances and (co)variances between information
sources is accounted for after each selection step (Cochran 1951). For hens there is one
selection step in each generation. For cocks, (co)variances are corrected both after within
family selection and after final selection. Before each selection step, genetic effects are
assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution.

(2)
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Theeffect ofinbreedingon(co)variancesisignored. Derivationofselectionindexand
computation of selection intensities will be described in later sections.
Genetic model. Genetic variance is due to additive gene action at one QTL and polygenes
unlinked to the QTL. The breeding value of an animal is the effect of the paternal allele at
the QTL plus the effect of the maternal allele at the QTL plus the effect of the polygenes.
The model for the breeding value of animal i is:
(3)

+ u.
where a,is the breeding value of animal i, v? is the effect of the paternal QTL allele, v"l is
the effect of the maternal QTL allele, and H, is the polygenic effect. Genetic effects are
random and multivariate normally distributed. In the base generation before selection, the
variance of a QTL allele is o2(v°), polygenic variance is o2(«°), genetic variance is a2(d3) =
2o2(v°)+ o2(w°),and covariance betweenthe effect of a QTL allele and the polygenic effect
is zero.
A marker linked to the QTL is available. The relation between the allelic effects at
the QTL of animal i and the allelic effects of the parents depends on marker information
(Fernando and Grossman 1989):

v," =(l-«X + ^v ( r + e(v,")

<5>

where 5 denotes the sire, d the dam, and e(v^) is the part of v? not explained by the
regression on the parental allelic effects. The term (l-qs) is the probability that the sire
transmits its paternal QTL allele and qsis the probability that the sire transmits its maternal
QTL allele. Let rbe the recombination rate between the marker and the QTL. The valueof
qs is r if animal i inherits the paternal marker allele of the sire and qs is (1-r) if animal i
inherits the maternal marker allele of the sire.
For polygenic effects the following relation holds:
«j = 0.5us + 0.5ud + e(K(.)
where e(H,)isthepartof «,notexplained bytheregression ontheparentalpolygenic effects.

(6)
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Equations (4), (5)and (6)areusedtocomputethecovariance betweengenetic effects
of different animals. The covariance between the effect of a QTL allele in animalj and the
effect of the paternal QTL allele in animal i is computed using the covariance between the
QTL allele of animalj and the effects of the QTL alleles of the sire of animal i (Fernando
and Grossman 1989) :
°(v/W) = (l-^)o(v/,v/) + 9 j o(v/,v,m)

C7)

wherea(yf,Vj) isthecovariance betweenthepaternal QTLallele ofanimal iandthe paternal
QTL allele of animal j . Equations similar to (7) were derived for the covariance between
maternal QTL alleles or between a paternal and a maternal QTL allele. Fernando and
Grossman (1989) describe a tabular method with repeated use of (6) to compute the
covariance between any pair ofQTLalleles. Thecovariancebetweenthepolygenic effect of
animalj and the effect of the paternal QTL allele of animal i is:
(8)

o(Uj,vf) = (l-qs)o(Uj,v?)+qs a{upv^)
In the base generation before selection the covariance between polygenic effects and QTL
allelic effects is zero. Selection will introduce a non-zero covariance between polygenic
effects and allelic effects at the QTL in later generations.
Each generation the variance before selection of allelic effects at the QTL is
computed. We assume that the expectations and variances of the QTL allelic effects in the
selectedgroupof siresanddamscompletelydeterminethevarianceofQTLallelesinthenext
generation. In the next generation the variance of apaternal allelic effect at the QTL is:
o2(vf) = (l-qs) o2(v/) + qs a2(vsm) + (l-qs) qs [Ey^-v^f

(9)

where o2(v?)isthevarianceofthepaternalQTLalleleofanimali, o2(v£)isthevariance after
selection of the paternal QTL allele of the sire, o2(v™) is the variance after selection of the
maternal QTL allele of the sire, E(v?) is the expectation after selection of the paternal QTL
allele of the sire, and E(v") is the expectation after selection of the maternal QTL allele of
the sire.
The variance of polygenic effects before selection is:

O2(K,) = 0.25 o V ) + 0.25 o2(«,) + 0.5 a2(u°)

<10)
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Selection index. Selection is for an index including observations onfull-sibs, half-sibs, own
performance for hens, and estimated breeding values of parents. Estimated breeding values
of parents are based on sibs of the parents and information from earlier generations but not
on information from offspring. The selection index is computed by regression on groups of
observations. The groups are defined such that some groups are absent in the conventional
index without marker information and present inthe marker assisted selection index. For
conventional selection (CS) the index is:
Âc =bcl(DP-SP) +bc2SP +bc3(Âs+Âd)

<")

for cocks and
Ah = bhl(DP-SF)

+

bh2SP + b,JAsA)

+

(12)

b

h4Xh

for hens, where cdenotes cock, hdenotes hen, A isestimated breeding value, TTP is the
meanperformance of allprogeny of thedam, SP isthemeanperformance of allprogeny of
the sire,Xh is hen own performance, and b's are the regression coefficients.
The selection index isexpanded toaccommodate marker information. Regression on the
difference inmean performance between groups of offspring that inherit alternative marker
alleles from the parent is included as well as regression onestimated parental QTL effects:

A'c = b^DP-SP) + bc'2(SP) + bc'Ms +K) +

(13)

b^DP>-DPÏ) + b^-SP?) • * > / - 0 • Ktâ-W
for cocks and
A; = b'hl{DP-SP) • b'h2 SP + b^Al +Â'd)

+

b'h4 xh

+

b^DPî-DP:) + buLsp.-sio +^ / - o +*M-O
for hens, whereA* istheestimated breeding value ifmarker information isused,DP% isthe
average performance of progeny of the dam that inherit the paternal marker allele from the
dam,Z)P™isthe averageperformance ofprogeny of the damthatinheritthematernal marker
allele from the dam, 5P£ is the average performance of progeny of the sire that inherit the
paternal marker allele from the sire, SP™isthe average performance of progeny of the sire
that inheritthematernal marker allelefrom thesire, vistheestimated effect of a QTLallele.

(14)
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A within family selection index isdefined that estimates the deviation of the breeding value
ofthe selectioncandidate from thefull-sib family mean. Thejuvenile withinfamily selection
index is:

wF-ju =v*/-0 + V^-*-")

(15)

and the adult within family selection index is

WF-ad = bJDPl-DPZ)* bjLSP>,-SP?)+
+

p

m

* . A ' - 0 bjvd -vd )
The selection indices do not allow for grandparental origin of parental marker alleles, i.e.,
animal A with a sire that inherited a paternal marker allele from the grandsire, is not
distinguished from animal B with a sire that inherited a maternal marker allele from the
grandsire. Therefore, for sire and dam effects (co)variances like o2(v£) are used that are
independent from marker information. To compute unconditional (co)variances the general
formula (Biswas 1991): cov(X,Y) =E(,cov(X,Y\Z)) +co\(E(X\Z),E(Y\Z)) is used.
Computation of selectionintensities. For each selection stepweconsider four indices, one
for eachmarker genotype. Each indexhas anexpectation and avariance. Due to differences
in expectations and variances of indices, the proportions selected per index differ. For the
finalmale selection step and the female selection step, the algorithm described by Ducrocq
and Quaas (1988) has been used to compute the selection fractions and selection intensities
for the four indices. These selection intensities are then corrected for finite population size
(Burrows 1972).
For within family selection of cocks each index has only one realisation within a
family. No deterministic method is available to compute selection intensities for this case.
Therefore, a simple stochastic simulation was used. For each index one random realisation
was simulated using theexpectation andvariance ofthe index. This realisation was assigned
to aquarter of the cocks inthe family. Then, thecocks with thebest index were assumed to
be selected. The marker genotype of the selected cocks and the index value were recorded.
Each generation this was repeated 10 000 times. The proportion selected per index, the
selection intensity per index, and the reduction of variance per index were computed from
simulation results.

(16)
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Table 1 QTL-, polygenic- and total- response per generation for standard breeding
scheme with Conventional Selection (CS) or Marker Assisted Selection (MAS)
QTL response

Polygenic response

Total response

f

CS

MAS"

CS

MAS

CS

MAS

0
4
5
10
15
20

.155
.110
.108
.100
.093
.087

-

.621
.460
.461
.464
.467
.469

-

.776
.570
.569
.564
.560
.556

-

.178
.166
.141
.122

(.034)
(.042)
(.038)
(.034)

.445
.450
.458
.465

.622
.616
.600
.587

a

tisthegeneration.bBetweenbracketsistheQTLresponsetowithinfamily selectionofcocks.

Table2 QTL variance (a2(q)b), polygenic variance (O2(K)) and genetic variance(a2(a))
before selection of different genetic effects for standard breeding scheme with
Conventional Selection (CS) or Marker Assisted Selection (MAS)

a

a (a)

o\u)

o2(<7)
a

t

CS

MAS

CS

MAS

CS

MAS

0
4
5
10
15
20

.060
.055
.054
.050
.046
.043

.054
.046
.038
.033

.240
.198
.198
.197
.197
.196

.198
.200
.199
.198

.300
.232
.231
.228
.225
.223

.231
.223
.217
.213

t is generation. b

°\q) i s the variance of quantitative trait locus i.e.

o 2 (v p +v'")•

2.0

1.6

oa. 1.2
>

?"*•*.
mmH n u t M*t4l

0.8

0.4

0.0

10
20
15
Generation
Figure 1QTL response toconventional selection ( O ), polygenic response to conventional
selection ( D ), QTL response tomarker assisted selection ( • ), and polygenic response to
marker assisted selection ( • ) in generations 0 to 20 for standard breeding scheme. All
responses are relative to corresponding response in generation zero
0
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Simulatedschemes. Inthestandard scheme50sireswereusedpergeneration. Eachsirewas
mated to six dams and each dam produced 30 offspring, 15cocks and 15hens. Max-c was
6. In the unselected andunrelated base generation, heritability was .3 and the proportion of
the genetic variance due to the QTL was .2. The recombination rate between marker and
QTL was .05. Population structure varied leaving genetic parameters constant. Number of
sires (Ns)and number ofoffspring persire (180)wereconstant. Fornumber ofdamsper sire
(Nd) the values 3, 6 and 9 were used. Number of offspring per dam (N0) was 180/Nd.For
max-cthevalues3,6and9wereused. Schemesrepresentingallninecombinations ofNdand
max-c were simulated. In other alternative schemes, genetic parameters varied leaving
population structure constant. For proportion of genetic variance due tothe QTLthe values
0, .1, .2, .4, .6, and .8 were used and for heritabilities the values .1, .3 and .5. Schemes
representing all 18 combinations of proportion of genetic variance due to the QTL and
heritability were simulated.

Results
Standard breeding scheme. Table 1 givestheresponses towithinfamily selection and total
response per generation for the standard breeding scheme. The response per generation was
highest ingeneration zero. After generation zero response decreased due to reduced genetic
variances (Table2). Responsedid notreachanequilibrium because QTLvariance decreased
continuously (Table 2). Response increased after introduction of a marker in generation 5.
QTL response increased from .110 in generation 4 to .178 in generation 5 while polygenic
response decreased from .460 in generation 4 to .445 in generation 5. The within family
response ingeneration 5was .034which is .19times the QTL response. After generation 5
within family response first increased and then gradually decreased, whereas QTL response
due to final male selection and female selection constantly decreased. In generation 20 the
within family response was .28times the QTL response. Polygenic response increased after
generation 5 both for conventional selection (CS) and for marker assisted selection (MAS).
Over generations polygenic response increased more for MAS than for CS. QTL variance
reduced more when MAS was applied. So, the proportion of genetic variance due to
polygenes increased morefor MASthanfor CS. Inabsolutevaluespolygenicvariancehardly
differed between MAS and CS.
Figure 1 gives the QTL response per generation relative to the QTL response in
generationzero.Further, thepolygenicresponsepergenerationrelativetopolygenicresponse
ingenerationzero isgiven. Polygenicresponsewasfairly constantafter twogenerations with
aslightdecrease after theintroductionofmarker information. QTLresponseto conventional
selectiondecreasedconstantly.QTLresponseincreased sharplyafter introductionofamarker
ingeneration 5. After generation 5theQTLresponsetoMASdecreased atahigher ratethan
for conventional selection. As a result, the difference in QTL response between MAS and
conventional selection slightly decreased over generations.
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Figure2Standardized QTLresponse toconventional selection (O ), standardized polygenic
response to conventional selection ( • ), standardized QTL response to marker assisted
selection ( • ), and standardized polygenic response to marker assisted selection ( • ) in
generations 0to20 for standard breeding scheme. All standardized responses are relative to
standardized response in generation zero

Table3Responsepergenerationandcumulative responsefor conventional selection for
various breeding schemes3
N,

Cumulativeover
generations 5to9

N„

max-c

Generation 5

60

3
6
9

.553
.589
.610

.548
.584
.604

2.751
2.935
3.034

30

3
6
9

.536
.569
.588

.531
.565
.584

2.668
2.836
2.928

Generation9

.520
2.608
3
.523
6
.555
.553
2.769
9
.573
.571
2.859
"Variedare numberofdamspersire(Nd),
numberoftull-sibottspnng perdam(N0) andthe
maximumnumber of cocks selected per full-sib family (max-c)
9

20
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Figure 2 gives the standardized QTL response and standardized polygenic response.
In each generation, QTL response is divided by the covariance between QTL and breeding
value (o(v^+v7,Oi))before selection inthat generation. Polygenic response is divided by the
covariance between polygenic effect andbreeding value (a{uha^). Standardization was used
to correct for the effect of variance reduction. Standardized polygenic response to MAS,
standardized polygenic response to conventional selection, and standardized QTL response
to conventional selection can hardly be distinguished. Standardized QTL response to MAS
differed clearly from the other three. Standardized QTL response increased sharply after
introduction of marker information in generation 5. After generation 5 standardized QTL
responsetoMASincreased further whiletheotherstandardizedresponsesremained constant.
Theresults for CSinFigure2showthatreduced varianceinfluenced polygenic responseand
QTLresponsesimilarlyalthoughselectioninfluencespolygenicvariancedifferently thanQTL
variance. Figure 2 further shows that standardized QTL response was constant without
markers, but increased over generations when a marker wasused. The decrease in absolute
QTL response over generations (Figure 1) shows that reduced QTL variance had a larger
effect than increased standardized QTL response.
Alternative schemes. Table 3 gives the response in generations 5 and 9, and cumulative
response over generations 5 to 9 to conventional selection for various breeding schemes.
Number of dams per sire (Nd), number of offspring per dam (N0)andmax-cvaried between
schemes. Number of sires (Ns) and number of offspring per sire (NdxN0) were constant.
Responsepergeneration increased withincreasingmax-candwithdecreasingNd.Thereason
for this is that male final selection intensity increased with increasing max-c and female
selection intensity increased with decreasing Nd.
Table 4 gives the additional response due to markers in percent of response to CS.
Cumulative additional response was 6 to 13% of the cumulative conventional response.
Additional response was higher for schemes with adult within family selection than for
schemeswithjuvenilewithinfamily selection. Thiswasespecially true ingeneration5where
additional response varied from 4.6 to5.0% forjuvenile schemes andfrom 5.7 to 12.2% for
adult schemes. In generation 5 within family response is zero for juvenile schemes because
there isno information toestimatewithinfamily deviations. For adult schemes ingeneration
5, sib information is available to estimate within family deviations. Cumulative over
generations 5 to 9, additional response injuvenile schemes varied from 6.0% for 7v"„ at 20
andmax-cat9to9.7% forN0at20 andmax-cat3. Cumulative additional response inadult
schemes varied from 6.2% for N0at 20 and max-cat 9to 12.7% for N0at 20 and max-c at
3. Additional response increased withdecreasing max-c. With decreasing max-c, the within
family selection intensity increased and therefore response to within family selection
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increased. Additional response also increased with decreasing Nd at a given proportion of
male offspring selected from within a family, i.e., additional response is higher withNd at
6 and 3 out of 30 selected, than withNd at 3 and 6 out of 60 selected. With increasingNd
the differences in precision of the effects of paternally and maternally derived QTL alleles
increased. Differences between mean values of paternal and maternal alleles after selection
increased with increasing Nd. Different expectations for maternal and paternal QTL alleles
result in different expectations for the four selection indices. These differences can be
exploited in selection.
Table 4 Additional response due to MAS as apercentage of conventional response for
various breeding schemes
N,

K

max-c

in.

Generation 5

Generation 9

Cumulative over
5 to 9

ju

ad

ju

ad

ju

ad

3

60

3
6
9

1.036
1.039
.916

4.7
4.9
5.0

12.2
11.6
10.6

9.1
9.2
8.4

10.1
10.1
9.1

8.2
8.1
7.5

11.1
10.8
9.8

6

30

3
6
9

1.048
.774
.518

4.6
4.8
4.9

11.6
9.3
7.6

11.1
9.1
7.3

12.6
9.6
7.3

9.2
7.8
6.6

12.4
9.7
7.5

9

20

3
6
9

.936
.523
.121

4.7
4.9
5.0

10.8
7.7
5.7

12.1
8.7
6.5

13.4
8.7
6.5

9.7
7.5
6.0

12.7
8.5
6.2

Varied are number of damsper sire (Nd), number of full-sib offspring perdam(Na) andthe
maximumnumber of cocks selected per full-sib family (max-c)
im
istherealized withinfamily selection, computed asthewithinfamily responsedivided
bythestandarddeviationofthewithinfamily index,averagedovergenerations5to9.
The given values are for adult within family selection. Realized intensity ofjuvenile
withinfamilyselection,computedovergenerations6to9becausejuvenilewithinfamily
selection response is zero in generation 5, was between .1% and 1.8% higher than
realized intensity of adult withinfamily selection
ju
istheadditionalresponsein% ofconventionalresponseforschemeswithjuvenilewithin
family selection
ad istheadditionalresponse in % ofconventional responsefor schemeswithadultwithin
family selection
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Ratioof QTL varianceto genetic variance
Figure 3 Effect of proportion of genetic variance due to QTL on additional response for
heritabilities at .1 ( • ), .3 ( • ), and .5 ( + )
Figure3showshowtheproportionofgeneticvarianceduetotheQTLandheritability
affect additional response. If the proportion of the genetic variance due to the QTLwas .10
then additional response was highest for a heritability of .5 and lowest for a heritability of
.1. Iftheproportion of thegeneticvarianceduetotheQTLwas .20then additional response
hardly changed by changing heritability. For proportions due to QTL higher than .20,
additional response washighest for aheritability of.1 and lowestfor aheritability of .5. For
aproportionduetotheQTLof .20,asinthestandard scheme,additional responsewas9.5%
for a heritability of .1, 9.7% for a heritability of .3,and 9.5% for a heritability of .5. For
a proportion due to the QTL of .80, additional response was 27.8% for a heritability of .1,
22.9% for a heritability of .3,and 20.6% for a heritability of .5.
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Discussion
Useof amarker linked toaQTLthatexplained aproportion of .2 ofthe genetic varianceof
a sex limited trait increased response with 6 to 12.7%. Increasing the proportion of the
genetic variance explained by the QTL to .8 resulted in increases inresponse up to 27.8%.
Inother studies MASresulted in20to 30% (Kashi etal. 1990), 10to25% (Meuwissen and
van Arendonk 1992) and 40% (Stam 1986) increases in response. Stam (1986) studied sib
selection of young bulls in a dairy cattle breeding scheme. The 40% increase was realized
assuming that the true breeding value of abull's sire wasknown withusing markers and all
genetic variance was due toone locus for which segregation could be observed. Kashi etal.
(1990) and Meuwissen and Van Arendonk (1992) looked at the situation that the whole
genome was covered with markers that were used to find associations in large groups of
offspring of elite sires. Kashi etal. (1990) selected young bulls before entering the progeny
testbased onthe marker alleles they inherited from their grandsires. InMeuwissen and Van
Arendonk (1992)there was only one selection step. Marker associations found in grandsires
were used to estimate within family deviations either in a progeny testing scheme or in a
nucleus breeding scheme.
Thereare important differences betweenour study andthetwolast studies mentioned
above. The within family selection of cocks in our study is similar to marker assisted
selection of young bulls in Kashi et al. (1990). The final selection steps of cocks and hens
in our study are similar to the use of markers in a nucleus herd as in Meuwissen and Van
Arendonk (1992). So, we combined two means of getting additional response but our
additional responses are lower than in either Kashi et al. (1990) or Meuwissen and Van
Arendonk (1992). The reasons for this are: (1) we compute cumulative response over 5
generations using amodel inwhichQTLvariance and consequently QTL response declines
over generations, where Kashi et al. (1990) compute response for one generation and
Meuwissen and VanArendonk (1992)compute equilibrium response assuming nodecline in
QTLresponse; 2) weconsider oneQTLexplaining onlypart of the genetic variance andnot
the whole genome; 3) indairy cattlebreeding programmes more information is available to
estimate marker allelic effects. In a poultry breeding programme only information from
within the nucleus can be used for breeding value estimation, whereas in the dairy cattle
breeding schemesmarker alleliceffects inelite siresareestimatedusingmanyoffspring from
outsidethenucleus.Ofcourse,thestructureofapoultrybreedingprogrammecanbechanged
to estimate marker allelic effects more accurately. Because of such a change the polygenic
part of the breeding value will, however, be estimated more accurately too. Consequently,
additional response will not increase proportionally.
Additional response increased with increasing QTL variance. For proportions of
genetic variance duetotheQTLof above .20,additional response increased with decreasing
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heritability. For proportions of genetic variance due to the QTL under .20, additional
response decreased with decreasing heritability. This observed interaction is not fully
understood.
We assumed that the transmission of all marker alleles is always traceable. For
microsatellite markers, ahighly polymorphic class of markers, on average a heterozygosity
of .28 was observed incommercial layer lines (Groen etal. 1994). Allele frequencies were
estimatedforseveralmicrosatellitemarkersandheterozygositywasestimatedassumingHardy
Weinberg equilibrium (Groen et al. 1994). Given this level of polymorphism, marker
transmission will often be untraceable which will have a negative influence on the benefits
of MAS (Kashi et al. 1990). The use of several closely linked markers largely solves the
problemofuntraceablemarkertransmission(Kashietal.1990).This,however,willgenerate
additional costs of typing.
Inbreeding was ignored in this study. Without selection we can predict from the
number of sires and damsused per generation that inbreeding would increase with a rate of
.3% per generation. At this rate, inbreeding will hardly affect response. With selection,
however, inbreeding will increase more rapidly since sibs will be co-selected, especially
males. This will especially lower the level of response of schemes with a high max-c and
highN0. The exact impact of inbreeding on QTL response is hard to predict.
Responsesweregivenpergeneration. Theeffect ofgeneration intervalwasnotincluded. For
all schemes, either with or without theuse of markers, final selection of males and females
was after the females in a generation had completed their first record. The use of markers
didnotalterthegenerationinterval andtherefore additionalresponseexpressed inpercentage
of response to conventional selection was independent of generation interval. Comparisons
over schemes were based on additional response. So, although generation interval might
differ between schemes, comparisons were not affected by generation interval.
The genetic model in this study assumed a QTL with allelic effects that follow a
normal distribution. Selection reduced the variance of the allelic effects. Recombination
during the forming of new gametes did not counterbalance the reduction of QTL variance.
In each round of selection, therefore, QTL variance was further reduced whereas for
polygenic variance, recombination and selection reached an equilibrium. The proportion of
thegeneticvariance duetotheQTL, therefore, decreased over generations and consequently
also the additional response due to MAS. Polygenic response, after an initial decrease due
to abuildup of linkage disequilibrium after selection ingeneration zero, gradually increased
over time. This can be explained as follows: QTL variance decreases and therefore also
negative covariance betweenpolygenic and QTLeffects. Therefore, thecovariance between
additive genetic effects and polygenic effects increases and also the polygenic response.
Polygenic responsewaslowerwithMASthanwithCS.This isduetothenegative covariance
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between QTLeffects andpolygenic effects. QTLresponse ishigher withMASthanwithCS
and consequently also the correlated negative effect on polygenic response is higher with
MAS than with CS.
We believe our genetic model is more realistic than a model that assumes aconstant
QTL response over generations. Our model, however, sets no limit to the cumulative QTL
response. This is unrealistic for a single locus with a finite number of allelic effects in the
base generation. A solution could be the introduction of a "best allele model" in which the
population mean for the QTL cannot increase above the value of an animal homozygous for
the best QTL allele in the base generation. A heuristic approach might be to let the QTL
variance after selection depend on the cumulative QTL response. Alternatively the single
locus model can be interpreted as a model for a cluster of many closely linked loci. For a
given QTL variance inthebase generation long term response will increase with increasing
number of underlying genes and our model will become more realistic. The same argument
applies for a situation with several independent marked QTLs.
We studied the additional response due to MAS for a poultry breeding nucleus
assuming favourable conditions like a sex limited trait, a restriction onthe number of cocks
selectedperfull-sib family, andtraceablemarker alleles.Foracommercialbreeder increased
response should lead to an improved market share or a higher price for its products. The
costs are in collecting blood, isolating DNA and typing for marker loci. With the ongoing
development of marker technology it is hard to quantify future costs of MAS. Predicting
effects of additional response on market share is harder and will depend on the current
position and strategies used by competitors. Given its position, the commercial poultry
breeder cancompare thecosts andbenefits ofmarker assisted selection. Resultsofthis study
can help in this decision process and in implementing the new technology efficiently.
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Appendix
In this appendix we will show how to compute the within family selection response in generation 10 of the
standard scheme.
From equation (2), the contribution to selection response of within family selection is:
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wherefMj is the fraction selected of cocks with within family selection index7' in generation /, mMJ is the mean
genetic value before within family selection of cocks with within family selection indexj in generation /, mM
is the mean of all cocks before within family selection in generation t,iMJ is the selection intensity within the
groupofcocks withwithinfamily selectionindexj ingeneration/, and a(ÂMJ) isthestandarddeviation ofwithin
family selection indexj in generation t. The group of offspring that inherit two paternal marker alleles have
index 1, the group that inherit a paternal allele from the sire and a maternal from the dam have index 2, the
group that inherit a maternal allele from the sire and a paternal from the dam have index 3, and offspring that
inherit two maternal marker alleles have index 4. Before within family selection the four groups are of equal
size.
The components required to compute within family selection response are given in Table Al. Before selection,
offspring inheriting a paternal marker allele from the sire are on average better than offspring inheriting a
maternal marker allele from the sire. For a given sire allele, animals inheriting a paternal allele from the dam
are better than animals inheriting a maternal one. As a result, after selection animals with two paternal alleles
are most frequent, and animals with two maternal alleles are least frequent. This means that groups with lowest
mean were most intensely selected. Equation (Al) shows that the within family selection response can be
computed from group means and fractions before and after selection as:.5 x (.397 x 6.303 + .262 x 6.278 +
.221x 6.278+ . 120 x 6.264-.25 x (6.262+6.211+6.194+6.142))= .042,which isthewithinfamily response
as also given in Table 1for generation 10.
Table Al Elements required to compute the within family selection response to marker assisted selection
in the standard scheme
Index

Fraction
before
selection

Mean
before
selection

Standard
deviation of
index

Selection
intensity

Fraction
after
selection

Mean
after
selection

1
2
3
4

.250
.250
.250
.250

6.261
6.211
6.194
6.143

.096
.098
.102
.104

.438
.705
.810
1.135

.397
.262
.221
.120

6.303
6.278
6.278
6.264
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Research on and application of genetic markers in a poultry breeding programme
involves several activities. Inthis chapter Idiscuss aspects of these activities. Thechapter is
divided into six sections: (I) the chicken linkage map, (II) identified QTLs in chicken, (III)
the design of QTL mapping experiments, (IV) possible applications of genetic markers (V)
three specific applications of genetic markers in a poultry breeding programme, and (VI)
summary.

I The chicken linkage map
More than 460 genetic markers are placed on the chicken linkage map (Burt et al.
1995). Thechicken linkage mapisthecomposite oftwomaps;onebased onfemale méioses
in the Compton reference population (Bumstead and Palyga 1992) and one based on male
méioses in the East Lansing reference population (Crittenden et cd.1993). The estimated
length of the chicken linkagemapbased onméioses is2500to3000cM (Levinetal. 1994).
The male and female linkage map do not seem to differ in length (Crittenden pers. com.).
Based on chiasmata counts in oocytes a length of 2900 to 3200 cM (Rodionov etal. 1992)
was estimated, corresponding well to the méioses based estimate. In this cytogenetic study
of Rodionov et al. (1992), the male and female linkage maps were of equal length as well.
Preliminary data from a study using markers covering only 400cM of thechicken genome,
butusingmanymore informative méiosesthanavailable ineither reference family, however,
suggest that (parts of) the male map is larger than the female map (Groenen pers. com.).
The chickengenome consists of 39chromosome pairs that show large variation in size. The
fivemacrochromosomes cover40% ofthelinkagemap(1200cM),butrepresent 70% ofthe
genomic DNA (Rodionov et al. 1992). The chicken genome contains many very small
chromosomes,themicrochromosomes. Comparedtotheirphysicallength, microchromosomes
account for a large part of the linkage map. A chromosome has a minimum recombination
length of 50 cM irrespective of the physical chromosome length because in meiosis at least
one crossover takes place oneach chromosome (Rahnand Solari 1986; Burt and Bell 1987;
Rodionov et al. 1992). This explains why the recombination length of the chicken genome
is comparable to the genome length of other domesticated species while the physical length
of the chicken genome is considerably smaller. The macrochromosomal crossing over rate
is, however, similar to that of the female human genome (Rodionov etal. 1992).
Fromthelinkagemapmarkersareselectedtobeused for QTLmapping experiments.
I will call this setof markers thereference map. Markers onthereference maphavetomeet
threecriteria. First, theyhavetobepolymorphic inthepopulationusedfor theQTLmapping
experiment. This implies that each experiment requires a specific reference map. Second,
markers should fit ingroups for simultaneous typing. Third, themarkers ought tocover the
complete genomeandfor efficiency shouldbemoreor lessequally spaced. A20cMdistance
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between adjacent polymorphic markers in the reference set is often used as a standard
(Botstein etal. 1980).At this spacing 1200cM / 20cM = 60markers are required to cover
themacrochromosomes.Atleastonemarkerpermicrochromosome isalsorequired, although
twomarkerspermicrochromosome maybe,however, required ifmicrochromosomes contain
recombination hot spots (Rodionov et cd.1992) that virtually divide the microchromosome
in two independently segregating chromosome segments. So, a reference map with 20 cM
spacing includesbetween60 + 35 = 95and60 + 2x35 = 130polymorphicmarkers. More
markers areneeded for experiments withpopulations inwhichthepolymorphism of markers
is moderate. This may be the case in chicken. In commercial outbred layer and broiler
populations, microsatellites show a 30to 60% heterozygosity (Groen et al. 1994).
Currently, mostmappedchickengeneticmarkers are RFLPandRAPD type markers
(BumsteadandPalyga 1992;Levinetal.1994).Thenumberofmicrosatellitemarkersplaced
onthe linkagemap is,however, rapidly increasing (Cheng andCrittenden 1994; Crooijmans
et al. 1994a; Crooijmans et al. 1994b; Khatib et al. 1993; Crooijmans et al. 1995a).
Microsatellitemarkersaremoderatelytohighlypolymorphic,apropertyrequiredfor efficient
linkage mapping or QTL mapping. Around 150 microsatellites are at the linkage map and
more than 200 unmapped microsatellite markers are available (Crooijmans pers. com.).
It is unknown how well the linkage map covers the genome. Currently, linkage groups are
assigned to only three microchromosomes (Burt et al. 1995). To enable QTL mapping
experiments in which potentially all segregating QTLs can be detected, a linkage map
covering all microchromosomes is required. For coverage of microchromosomes, it is not
necessary to know which linkage group belongs to which microchromosome. It is sufficient
to know that a specific linkage group belongs to a different chromosome than the other
linkage groups. The number of independent linkage groups will then equal the number of
chromosomes covered. Currently, markers are assigned to different linkage groups if they
arenotsignificantly linked. Foroptimaluseofthelinkagemap,determining thatmarkersare
significantly «nlinkedisequally important. Linkagegroupsareindependent iffor allpossible
pairs of a marker from one linkage group and a marker from another linkage group, the
markers are significantly unlinked.

II Identified QTLs in chicken
Few genes of economic importance have been identified in chicken (Merat 1990).
Among these genes, the dwarf genes, the naked neck gene, and sex-linked genes used for
sexing of chicks are of commercial interest. For the many biochemical polymorphisms
studied, Merat (1990) concluded that estimated effects differed markedly over studies and
werehardly ever significant. Thesameistruefor bloodgrouppolymorphisms except for the
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Blocus(thechickenMHC)whichhasawelldocumented effect onsusceptibility for Marek's
Disease. Another, well studied, class of genes comprises the endogenous viral genes or evgenes. £v-genes are DNA sequences in the chicken genome that have a high degree of
homology to exogenous avian leukosis viruses (Gavora et al. 1991). Two ev-genes from
which complete endogenous viruses are transcribed, reduced annual egg production rate by
9% (Gavora etcd. 1991). Another completely transcribed ev-gene is at the sex-linked slow
feathering locus used for sexing chickens.
Recently, associations between anonymous marker loci and quantitative traits have
beenstudied. ADNAfingerprint bandwithaneffect of0.9 standarddeviations (not specified
whichstandarddeviation)onabdominalfat (Plotskyetal. 1993),andaDNAfingerprint band
having an effect of more than two residual standard deviations on shank length and body
weight (Dunnington etal. 1992) were found. Lakshmaman etal.(1994)identified 101DNA
fingerprint bandsassociated with8different traits. Thepracticaluseoftheseresultsislimited
because the DNA fingerprint bands are not mapped on the linkage map. In another study,
significant associations betweenmorphological markers andageatfirst egg andbody weight
were found (Shoffner etal. 1993). From their tables I approximate that allelic effects were
oftheorder of0.2 residual standarddeviations.Themorphological markersused inthestudy
of Shoffner and coworkers are placed on the linkage map. Khatib (1994) studied the
association of28microsatellite markers, thatcoveredover 50% ofthechickengenome, with
juvenile growth rate in a cross between White Leghorn layer females and a single White
Rock broiler male. Elevenmarkers were significantly associated withgrowth rate, but sizes
of effects were not given.
Khatib's study (1994) is the first step towards a whole genome QTL mapping
experiment. A whole genome QTL mapping experiment uses markers covering the whole,
or most of the, genome. From now on, theterm 'QTL mapping experiment' willbeused to
refer to an experiment using a linkage map covering the whole genome.
Powerful QTL mapping experiments are required to answer questions such as: how
many genes are responsible for genetic variation in the expression of economic traits, how
are these genes spread over the genome, and what is the distribution of allelic effects.
Information from experiments inpoultry iscurrently limitedbutsomeinferences canbebased
on experiments in other species.
QTL mapping experiments inplants and Drosophila suggest that genetic variation is
due to few genes with large effects and many genes with small effects (Shrimpton and
Robertson 1988; Edwards et al. 1987; Paterson et al. 1988,1991; Stuber et cd. 1992;
deVicente and Tanksley 1993). The effects of spontaneous mutations in Drosophila show a
similar distribution (Keightley 1994). Some QTLs have already been identified in chicken
(Khatib 1994).QTLmapping experiments (plants:e.g., Edwardsetal. 1987;Paterson etal.
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1988,1991; Stuber etal. 1992; deVicente and Tanksley 1993;pigs: Andersson etal. 1994;
dairy cattle: Georges et al. 1995) show that QTLs can be detected inmany species.
The size of the effects of segregating QTL alleles depends on the population under
study. Within a selected population alleles of large effect will quickly move to fixation. As
a result, the largest effect of the remaining segregating QTLalleles will probably be smaller
than the largest effect of the QTL alleles that segregate in an F2 between unrelated
populations that differ widely for the studied trait. This expectation is unproven since only
one QTL mapping experiment within a single selected population has been reported to date
(Georges etal. 1995).Georgesetal.(1995)identified QTLsexplaining variancewithindairy
cattle elite sire families. In some families, the QTLs they identified explained 10to 50% of
the within family variance. Although this, as they point out, is an overestimate of the true
values, it shows that QTL alleles of large effect segregate in a highly selected population.
Additional within population experiments are needed to compare the effects of QTL alleles
found within populations to effects of QTL alleles found in crosses.
PlantQTLmapping experiments identified QTLsincrossesbetweentwocommercial
populations, between a commercial population and a wild type population, and between
divergently selected populations. All studies that will be mentioned here, found QTLs for
each trait examined. Identified QTLs together often explained more than 50% of the
phenotypic variance in a cross. Individual QTLs could explain as much as 40% of the
phenotypic variance. Thetype anddirection of geneactiondepended onthe studied trait and
thepopulationused inthecross. Stuberetal.(1992)crossed twoelitemaize inbred linesthat
produce superiorhybridperformance. Theyobserved overdominantgeneactionfor allQTLs
identified which agrees with the high heterosis observed. However, Cockerham and Zeng
(1995) re-analyzed the data of Stuber etal. (1992) and concluded that overdominance is not
necessary to explain the results of Stuber et al. (1992). Beavis et al. (1994), using a cross
between the samepopulations, identified QTLs inother chromosomal regions thanStuberet
al. (1992). Most QTLs showed dominant gene action and only few showed overdominant
geneaction (Beavisetal. 1994).Perhaps,theresultsdiffer becausethestudiesweredesigned
differently. Stuber etal. (1992) used a backcross whereas Beavis et al. (1994) used an F4;
thiscouldmeanthatgeneticbackground influences geneactionofQTLs (Beavisetal.1994).
Thelowpower oftheexperiments isanotherplausiblereason for differences inresults ofthe
experiments (Beavisetal. 1994).Patersonetal.(1988,1991)crossed awildtypetomatowith
adomesticatedtomato.Geneactionwasadditiveorpartiallydominant. Fortwotraitsparental
population means differed more than 10 phenotypic standard deviations. For all QTLs
identified for those twotraits thedirection of the allelic effects agreed withthe difference in
parental means, i.e., the QTL allele with thehigher effect always came from the population
with the higher population mean. For a third trait, parental means hardly differed and
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direction of QTL alleliceffects waseither positive or negative. Edwards etal. (1987, 1992)
crossed two maize populations differing substantially for the traits measured in their
experiments. ThedirectionofQTLalleliceffect wasconsistentwiththedifference inparental
means. For gene action a continuum between additive and overdominant effects was found.
Schön (1993) crossed two elite maize lines and identified QTLs of which the positive allele
camefrom eitherparentalline.Goldmanetal.(1994)crosseddivergently selectedmaizelines
and for some identified QTLs, the direction of allelic effects was opposite to the difference
betweentheparentalmeans (Goldmanpers. com.). DeVicenteandTanksley (1993) analyzed
traits showingtransgressive segregationinatomatocross.Theydefined transgressionas "the
appearance of individuals in segregating populations that fall beyond their parental
phenotypes".Seventyfour QTLswerefound foreleventraits. ThirtysixpercentoftheQTLs
had an effect opposite to the direction expected from the difference inparental means. The
proportion of QTLs with opposite effect was significantly negatively related with the
difference between parental means.
From these plant QTL mapping experiments I conclude:
Few QTLs explain most of the phenotypic variance in a cross between relatively
unrelated populations with largely different trait means.
The proportion of QTLs with an effect opposite to the difference between parental
means is negatively correlated to the size of this difference.
Withrespecttothe interpretation ofresults ofQTLmappingexperiments itshouldbe
noted that resolution of QTL mapping experiments is often not sufficient to decide whether
or notasinglegeneor severalclosely linked genesunderlieanidentified QTL. Forexample,
one gene with overdominant gene action cannot be discriminated from two closely linked
dominant genes as was shown by Cockerham and Zeng (1995) who re-analyzed the data of
Stuber etal.(1992) andconcluded that overdominance isnotnecessary toexplainthe results
of Stuber etal.(1992).Intomato, isogeniclineswereused for fine mapping ofQTLs (Eshed
and Zamir 1995). A first experiment identified QTLs (Eshed and Zamir 1994) that were
further studied inasubsequentexperiment. OneQTLidentified inthefirst experiment, could
be resolved into three linked QTLs in the second experiment (Eshed and Zamir 1995).
QTLmappingexperiments areinteresting for poultry breeders, especially whenQTL
alleles canbe identified thatcan improve thelevel ofthepopulations used inthe commercial
breeding programme. Iwillcall suchQTLalleles 'favourable QTLalleles'. Even inacross
between lines with largely different trait means, within the low population QTL alleles of
positive effect can be found that are not at fixation within the high population, as Khatib
(1994) showed. Within a layer population he identified QTL alleles with a higher effect on
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growth than the alleles of a single broiler male. The probability of finding favourable QTL
alleles will be larger if a commercial population is crossed to an unrelated population with
anequaltraitmean. Toenlargetheprobability offinding favourable QTLalleles,crossescan
first be screened based on the variance they show in an F2. Also, the heterosis level might
beapredictor for thepresenceoffavourable QTLalleles incaseheterosis isduetodominant
alleles that are in repulsion.

Ill The design of QTL mapping experiments
A QTL mapping experiment should be carefully designed. First, a QTL mapping
experimentcanonlyidentify QTLssegregating inthepopulationusedfor theexperiment. So,
the experimenter should decide which populations can provide useful answers to his
questions. Second, aQTLmapping experiment isexpensive andthusthegains of optimizing
the design may be high.
Many factors influence the efficiency of a QTL mapping experiment, including the
structure of the experimental population, the size of the experiment, the reference map
density, and the ratio of thenumber oftrait observations over the number of marker typings
as discussed inVan der Beek etal.(1995). The optimization depends on several parameters
including the desired type I and type II (power) errors for the experiment, the potential
number of offspring per hen and per cock, the heritability of the trait(s) studied, the density
of the available linkage map, the polymorphism of the available markers, the relative costs
of marker typing and gathering phenotypic information, the practical setting of the
experiment, and the available marker technology. Chapter 4 of this thesis covers several
aspects of the design of QTL mapping experiments. Here, I shall first address the influence
ofthepopulationused for QTLmapping ontheQTLs likelytobe identified. After thatIwill
describe selective DNA pooling, a QTL mapping technique that can change the way QTLs
are mapped and linked markers are used in breeding.
The properties of identified QTLs will depend on the populations used to identify
them. I distinguish three QTL classes:
QTLs with alleles that explain the difference betweentwo populations notused inthe same
breeding programme, e.g., a broiler population and a layer population. This
difference can be studied in a cross between the two populations.
QTLs that explain the difference between two populations used in the same breeding
programme, e.g., a broiler sire population and a broiler dam population. This
difference can be studied in a cross between those populations.
QTLs that explain the differences within a population, i.e., between families or between
animals. These differences can be studied in a within population experiment.
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Eventually anexperiment using animals from thepopulation of interest isrequired to
identify the QTLs accounting for the genetic variance in that population. However, first a
cross between populations differing extremely for the trait of interest could be studied. In
such a cross QTL alleles will segregate that have aneffect that is larger than thealleles that
segregate within the population of commercial interest. These larger QTL alleles can
relatively easily be detected. Possibly, the QTLs with the alleles accounting for the
differences between extremely different populations, also have alleles accounting for the
differences betweenlessdivergentpopulationsorthedifferences withinpopulations (Edwards
et al. 1992). This, however, is speculative and remains to be documented.
Starting with a cross betweenextremely different populations might not be efficient,
even if the QTLs identified in such a cross also explain the differences between two
comparablepopulationsorthedifferences withinapopulation. TheQTLsidentified inacross
between extremely different populations have to be confirmed in a subsequent experiment.
This subsequent experiment has only value if QTLs are not only confirmed but if also QTL
alleliceffects areestimated accurately. Foraccurateestimateslargeexperimentsarerequired,
as large as required for direct detection of QTLs. When only markers are typed for regions
to which QTLs have been assigned inprevious experiments, indeed less marker typings are
required than for awhole genome mapping experiment. It is, however, hard to imagine that
for awelldesigned largeexperiment,usingapreviouslyunstudied geneticresource,onlypart
of the genome will be considered.
QTL mapping using selective DNA pooling. Selective DNA pooling combines selective
genotyping with DNA pooling (Darvasi and Soller 1994). DNA is isolated from two blood
pools: one pool includes blood from animals from the high tail of a phenotypic distribution
andtheotherpoolincludesblood from animalsfrom thelowtailofaphenotypic distribution.
As with normal selective genotyping (Lebowitz et al. 1987; Lander and Botstein 1989;
Darvasi and Soller 1992), selection is from a group of animals expected to be in linkage
disequilibrium. In an outbred population two pools are formed for each full-sib or half-sib
family. In a crossbred F2 population two pools are formed for the whole population. The
DNApoolsareanalyzedformarkers;notonlyqualitatively todeterminewhichmarkeralleles
are in the DNA pool, but also quantitatively to estimate the relative marker allelic
frequencies. The association between amarker and a quantitative trait canbe inferred from
differences inthefrequencies ofamarker allele inthelowpool andinthehighpool (Darvasi
and Soller 1994).
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ThepowerofselectiveDNApooling,comparedwiththepowerofselective individual
genotyping, mainlydependsonthetechnicalerrorofestimatingthemarkerallelic frequencies
intheDNApools(DarvasiandSoller 1994).PowerofselectiveDNApooling isonly slightly
lower than power of selective individual genotyping if there is no technical error, but
decreases considerably with increasing technical error. Replicating the allelic frequency
measurements reduces the error (Darvasi and Soller 1994). The reduction in technical error
will be largest if the whole procedure starting from blood mixing is replicated.
Selective DNA pooling can considerably reduce the number of marker typings in a
QTL mapping experiment. In an intercross between inbred lines only two pools have to be
formed whereas for an outbred population with several families, more pools have to be
formed that all have to be typed. The efficiency of DNA pooling further depends on the
techniques used for individual and pooled typing, and the technical error on the allele
frequency estimates. In particular, a multicolour fluorescent automatic sequencer can
simultaneously typemoremarkersfor eachindividual samplethanfor eachDNApool. DNA
fragments of the same size but labelled with different dyes, have a small influence on the
signal of each other (read-through). For single sample typing this is not a problem, but for
interpreting the results of pooled typing it is, becausea signal duetoread-through cannotbe
distinguished from a signal due to an allele of low frequency. Therefore, for pooled typing
theregionstowhichallelesofdifferent dyesmigrate inagel should notoverlap, whereas for
individual typing overlap is allowed. This effectively makes the maximum efficiency of
pooled typing equal to the maximum efficiency of single colour typing. In addition,
measuring allelefrequencies from theoutputoftheautomatic sequences ismuchmore labour
intensive than scoring alleles. Replicating the measurements to decrease the error on the
frequency estimates also reduces the advantage of selective DNA pooling. The advantage of
selective DNA pooling further depends on the number of traits in the QTL mapping
experiment. For each trait separate DNA pools have to be formed. So the advantage
decreases with increasing number of traits in the experiment.
Selective DNApooling is anefficient tool ifthenumber of pools tobetyped ismany
fold lowerthanthenumberof individualtypings.Theadvantagesarehighestfor experiments
withcrossbredpopulationsandforexperimentswithtwo-generationhalf-sibfamily structures
with very large half-sib families. With the availability of the technique, the optimal design
of QTL mapping experiments might change. Several three generation QTL mapping
experiments (seechapter 4for adescription ofthree generation experiments) areplanned. In
theseexperiments many morephenotypes thangenotypeshavetobe scored. Perhaps, atwogeneration experiment with large half-sib families can replace such a three-generation
experiment if selective DNA pooling can beused and there are few quantitative traits to be
scored.
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IV Possible applications of genetic markers
In this section I describe how markers can be used to improve a poultry breeding
programme. Iaddressparentagecontrol,varietalidentification andmarkerassistedselection.
Parentage control. Markers can be used for parentage control. Parentage control requires
typing the individual and the potential parents for as many markers as necessary to exclude
all potential parents but one. Apotential parent isexcluded if the individual has inherited an
allele not present in the potential parent, e.g. the individual has genotype AA and the
potential parent has genotype BB. The number of markers needed for effective parentage
control depends onfour factors (SollerandBeckmann 1983):(1)whether bothoroneparent
is unknown (often, the individuals' dam is known, but not the sire), (2) the degree of
polymorphism at the marker, (3) the number of potential parents, and (4) the required
probability of excluding all but one parent.
Assume the individuals' dam is known, that there are 10potential sires, and that we
require an 0.99 probability of excluding all but one sire. If markers have on average two
equiprobable alleles, i.e., a 50% chance of heterozygosity, then 33 markers are needed. If
markershaveonaveragethreeequiprobablealleles, i.e., anexpectedheterozygosity of 67%,
thenonly 14markersareneeded. Forcommercial layersaheterozygosity ofaround50%and
for broilers a heterozygosity of around 70% for a selected group of microsatellite markers
is realistic (Groen etal. 1994).
Varietal identification. Varietal identification can be qualitative, i.e., using markers to
decideifapopulationdiffers from anotherpopulation, orquantitative whenmarkers areused
toestimate the geneticdistancebetweenpopulations. Efficient estimation of genetic distance
ispossiblewhenDNApoolingandsemi-automatedmicrosatellitetypingareused (Crooijmans
etal. 1995b). Genetic distance estimates canbe used to maximize the genetic variety inthe
gene pool for a given number of animals that form the pool. Genetic distance can also be
usedtopredictheterosis.GroenandCrooijmans (1995)observedcorrelationsbetweengenetic
distance and heterosis for economic traits ranging from 0.2 to 0.9 in layers. These
correlations are such that heterosis prediction is indicative. A crossing experiment should
verify the heterosis before introducing a cross in the breeding programme.
Markerassistedselection.Inarecentreview,VisscherandHaley (1995)distinguish marker
assisted introgression, marker assistedselectioninanintercrossandmarkerassisted selection
within an outbred population. I will describe these three applications.
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Marker assistedselectionduring introgression
Following GroenandSmith (1995)Ishallusedonorpopulationfor thepopulation containing
aQTLalleletobeintrogressed, andrecipientpopulationfor thepopulationinwhichtheQTL
allele is to be introgressed. During introgression markers can be used to (1) select for the
favourable QTLallele and (2) improve selection against thedonor linebackground genome.
If the QTL alleles can be identified, then selecting for the favourable QTL allele is
straightforward. More likely, however, a QTL mapping experiment will reveal markers
linkedtoaQTL, nottheQTLitself.Toefficiently introgressaQTL,bracketing polymorphic
markers as close to the QTL as possible should be used. A dense linkage map and an
accurateestimateof theQTLlocationarefavourable. Because theQTLlocation isestimated
with some error, use of only the markers closest to the estimated QTL location is not
necessarily best; as closer the bracketing markers are to the estimated location, the more
likely the true QTL location is outside the selected bracket. This risk is reduced when more
distant markers are used. Within a wider bracket double crossovers are more probable than
within a small bracket. Because a double crossover also can lead to losing the favourable
QTL allele, several markers should be used that cover the whole region in which the QTL
is likely located. Animals with no observable recombination in the whole region should be
selected. (Enlarging the region inwhichnorecombination isallowed leadstomore stringent
selection. Itmightbethatthesizeoftheexperiments hastobeadaptedupwards). IftheQTL
location is inaccurate, the strategy to minimize the risk of losing the favourable QTL allele
results inintrogressing alargepartofthedonor genome intotherecipient line. Introgressing
unfavourable donor polygenes then lowers the benefits of introgressing the favourable QTL
allele. Analternative strategy would betomaximize thevalueof the introgressed part ofthe
donor genome, taking into account that the donor genome carries both the favourable QTL
allele and unfavourable alleles ofpolygenes. Thevalue of a location canbe computed as the
probability that the QTL is atthat location times thevalue of the favourable QTLallele plus
the polygenic value of that location inthe donor genome minus the polygenic value of that
location in the recipient genome. Anestimate of thepolygenic value of a location would be
the population mean corrected for the QTL effect times the fraction of the genome at that
location.
The use of markers to select against the donor population background genome can
reduce thenumber ofbackcrossgenerations needed for full recovery of therecipient genome
bytwogenerations (Hospital etal. 1992;Visscher etal. 1995).For recovery ofthe recipient
genome, animals with fewest marker alleles originating from the donor population are
selected.

General Discussion

Groen and Smith (1995) showed that full recovery of the recipient genome is not
efficient when both the donor and the recipient line contain favourable alleles. For such a
situation, selection for animals with the desired phenotype was superior to selection for
animals with the highest proportion of recipient marker alleles (Groen and Smith 1995).
Inan introgression programme, selection iswithin across. Marker assisted selection
canexploit the linkagedisequilibrium betweenmarkers andQTLalleles inacross, resulting
ingenetic progress higher than by phenotypic selection (Lande and Thompson 1990; Zhang
and Smith 1992,1993; Gimelfarb and Lande 1994a,b). So, selection should not be for the
marker allelescoming from onepopulationbutfor themarker alleles associated withhighest
phenotypic trait values. However, backcrossing isusually applied ifthe recipient population
level is much higher than the donor population level. Then, for most markers the allele
coming from the recipient population will be favourable.
Even if marker alleles from the donor population are associated with an increase in
the traits that are measured, the breeder might prefer to select for the recipient genome to
prevent introgression of donor alleles that have a negative influence on traits that are not
observed in the introgression programme.
Marker assistedselectionin acrossbredpopulation
In a crossbred population, marker assisted selection can increase genetic gain up to 400%
(Lande andThompson 1990).A400% increases wasobtainedunderunrealisticassumptions,
but illustrates thepotential. Manyfactors influence theefficiency ofmarker assisted selection
inacross.Ishallnotaddress allthese factors buttrytooutlineoptimalconditionsfor marker
assisted selection in a crossbred population.
Marker assisted selection is beneficial if markers explain otherwise unexplained
genetic differences among thecandidates for selection. This is true both for selection within
a crossbred population and for selection in an outbred population. To explain differences, a
marker should be close to a QTL that accounts for a large genetic difference. The marker
allelic effects have to be estimated. The more accurate these estimates of the marker allelic
effects are compared with the accuracy of polygenic estimates, the more otherwise
unexplained variance will be accounted for.
Inanintercross, marker alleliceffects canbeestimated onapopulationbasisbecause
markers and QTLs are inlinkagedisequilibrium onapopulation basis. Consequently, many
observations can be used to estimate the marker allelic effects. The number of observations
used toestimate the allelic effects had the largest effect onthe extra genetic gain (Gimelfarb
and Lande 1994a; Zhang and Smith 1993). Increasing population size from 1000 to 3000
animals still greatly affected the accuracy of marker allelic effect estimates (Gimelfarb and
Lande 1994a).
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TheworkofGimelfarb andLande (1994a), and Zhangand Smith (1993)showed two
aspects of the breeding value estimation procedure are very important: the model used in
breeding value estimation, and whether or not maker allelic effects are re-estimated. Both
studies simulated an F2 based on two inbred lines. Marker assisted selection in the F2 and
later generations exploited the linkage disequilibrium between markers and QTLs inthe F2.
Gimelfarb and Lande (1994a) estimated marker allelic effects by standard multiple linear
regressiontreating alleliceffects asfixed.ZhangandSmith(1992,1993)used amixedmodel
with random marker allelic effects that was suggested by Goddard (1992). The random
regression approach gavehigher response thanfixedregression (Zhang and Smith 1993). In
an example, response using random regression was three times the response using fixed
regression. Random regression is superior because it considers the differences in accuracy
of marker haplotype effects (Goddard etal. 1995).
Zhang and Smith (1992,1993) estimated marker allelic effects once, in the F2
generation, and used these estimates to select in the F2 and all subsequent generations.
Gimelfarb and Lande (1994a) showed response was higher if marker allelic effects were reestimated each generation. Gimelfarb and Lande (1994a) based re-estimates on information
from thelatestgenerationanddiscarded information from earliergenerations. So,bothZhang
and Smith, and Gimelfarb and Lande show the amount of information to estimate marker
allelic effects iscrucial, but both do notuse all information toestimate the effects. I suggest
information from all generations should be used to obtain mixed model estimates of the
marker alleliceffects. Themixedmodelshouldallowfor changing marker alleliceffects over
generations and differences over families.
For a cross between inbred populations using the model of Fernando and Grossman
(1989), treating all F2-animals as offspring resulting from selfmg one non-inbred animal,
would be appropriate. This model links thegametic effect of all F2-animals tothe same two
parental gametes inthe Fl. Goddard (1992)derived anelegant simplified model appropriate
for analysing F2 data, but not for data including several generations.
For a cross betweenoutbred populations the approach suggested for a cross between
inbred populations will not work. Within the Fl between outbred populations are many
different gametes that can be divided into two groups of gametes, one for each outbred
population. Themodelshouldallowfor individualgametesandfor groupingofgametes.This
can be achieved for the model of Fernando and Grossman (1989) by including a random
population effect for each QTL allele into the model similar to including random genetic
groupeffects ina standard BLUPanalysis (Goddard 1992). Theeffect of an individual QTL
allele is modelled as the average of the QTL alleles in the group plus a deviation of the
individual QTL allele from the group average.

GeneralDiscussion
Marker assistedselectioninanoutbredpopulation
An outbred population is a collection of families whereas a crossbred population resembles
onefull-sib family. LinkagedisequilibriumbetweenmarkersandQTLsdiffers over families,
i.e., theoutbredpopulationisexpectedtobeinlinkageequilibrium. So,markerallelic effects
have to be estimated for each family separately.
Fortworeasons,estimatedmarker alleliceffects inanoutbredpopulationexplainless
variance and therefore contribute lesstogenetic gainthanestimated marker allelic effects in
a crossbred population. First, a single family in an outbred population is generally smaller
than an entire crossbred population. Therefore, the marker allelic effect estimates are
regressed more towards zero in an outbred population. More speculatively, in an outbred
population under selection, segregating large QTLs may be less likely than in a crossbred
population.
Theuseofacrossisbeneficial iftwopopulationscontaincomplementary QTLalleles.
If two such populations are not available, genetic markers can only be applied for marker
assisted selection within an outbred population. In chapter 5 we quantified the additional
responseduetomarkerassistedselectionfor asex-limited traitinanoutbredpoultrybreeding
nucleus. Although population wide linkage disequilibrium could notbe exploited, theuseof
genetic markers still increased the response in an outbred poultry population by 10% if a
marker for a QTL explaining 20% of the genetic variance was available and by 20% if a
QTLexplaining 80% ofthegeneticvariancewasavailable (VanderBeekandVanArendonk
1995). Van der Beek and Van Arendonk (1995) simulated a breeding programme in which
the number of full-sib cocks selected was restricted to limit inbreeding. Additional response
was mainly due to the marker based selection of cocks within a full-sib family; without
markersthesecocksallhadthesameestimatedbreedingvalueandselectionwasnotpossible.
Additional response increased if fewer cocks were selected from each full-sib family.
Meuwissen and Van Arendonk (1992) studied marker assisted selection for a sexlimited trait inadairy cattle breeding nucleus. They alsofound additional responses of 10to
20% but intheir studythenumberofmalefull-sibs selectedwasnotrestricted. Intheir study,
however, information from outside the nucleus was used to estimate marker allelic effects,
and theamount of information from outsidethenucleus greatly affected additional response.
If, similarly, for a poultry breeding programme, information from outside the breeding
nucleus can be used to estimate marker allelic effects, then additional response in poultry
breeding can be greater than the 10to 20% we found.
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VThree specific applications of genetic markers in a poultry breeding
program
The density of the chicken linkage mapallows powerful QTL mapping experiments.
A QTL mapping experiment should be large and should concern the population used in the
breeding programme to result inuseful application of the acquired information. As long as
QTL mapping does not lead to identified specific genes, information on QTLs has to be
exploited via genetic markers. The benefits of using genetic markers depend on the traits
considered and thebreeding programme inwhich the genetic markers are used. Application
of genetic markers is most promising for traits that are difficult or expensive to measure,
expressed late in life, and traits for which mapped segregating QTLs explain much of the
genetic variance. Application of genetic markers is most efficient in an intercross or in a
backcross during introgression.
Theconditionsunderwhichtheuseofmarkers ismostbeneficial canbeinferred from
the description in the previous section on the potential uses of markers. Current breeding
practise does not necessarily meet those conditions. New breeding programmes or breeding
strategies may need tobe developed to fully exploit thepotential of genetic markers. Inthis
sectionIwilltrytodescribebreedingstrategiesthatoptimallyexploitmarkers.Iwilldescribe
three scenarios. In the first scenario, the emphasis is on difficult traits and on the use of
introgression and selection inacross. Thesecond scenariodescribes a strategy toreducethe
typing costs without affecting the benefits of marker assisted selection. In the third scenario
markers are used primarily to restructure the breeding programme rather than for marker
assisted selection directly.
Replacing aline. Thefinal-product ofapoultry breeding programme is acrossbred animal.
All parental lines used in the cross are improved simultaneously. From time to time a
parental line is replaced by a new line that either adds new characteristics to the final
product, e.g. resistance against a specific disease, or simply is better for a trait such as
growth rate.
The new characteristics of the line can involve traits that were previously not under
selection. Forunselected traits, QTLsexplaining muchvarianceare likely present. Alogical
approach is to first map QTLs for the unselected traits, and subsequently select for those
QTLs via marker assisted selection.
The new characteristic of the linecanbe a specific gene. Anexample is a sex-linked
slow feathering gene, or a dwarf gene. During the development of the new line often
introgression or crossing is applied. Introgression will beused if a specific favourable allele
is identified in a further inferior population. Markers will be used to introgress this
favourable allele into the line that will be used to form the new line.

General Discussion

Crossing can be applied tocombine the good qualities of two (or more) lines. Either
two lines have a high level for different traits, e.g., one line excels in growth rate and a
second line has good meat quality, or two lines are comparable for a certain trait, but
different alleles accountfor thelevelofthetwolines.Crossing twolinesofcomparable level
butwithdifferent alleleswillresultinnewvarianceavailablefor selection, i.e., thecrossbred
line has more favourable alleles than either original line. Within the crossbred population
linkage disequilibrium between markers and QTLs will exist which can be exploited via
marker assisted selection.
Some observations indicate the existence of lines that exhibit complementary QTLs.
For DNA fingerprints, Dunnington et al. (1994) observed much variation among lines of
variouscommercial breeders. Thesecommercial linesareexpectedtobeofcomparable level
for commercial traits. In the section on design of QTL mapping experiments I pointed out
thatcomplementary QTLsarepossibleforunrelatedlinesofcomparablelevel.Acommercial
breeder will therefore try to acquire genetic material unrelated to his own stocks. But also,
the lines available within the breeding programme should be analyzed carefully. Some of
these lines show good combining ability. Good combining ability is currently a reason for
keeping lines separate to preserve the heterotic effect. However, the heterotic effect might
notduetooverdominance,butduetopartialdominance.KearseyandPooni(1992)concluded
inplants partial dominance usually accounts for heterosis. Withpartial dominance, crossing
the linesand selecting withinthecross will eventually result inaline withahigher level. To
illustrate this, consider a trait determined by two dominant loci. Locus A has genotypes
A1A1, A1A2andA2A2with levels +10, +7, and-10, LocusBhasgenotypes B1B1,B1B2
andB2B2with levels +10, +8, and-10. LetlineXbehomozygous for Al andB2,and line
Ybe homozygous for A2 and Bl. The level of Xis 10-10=0, the level of Y is-10+ 10=0.
The Fl of X and Y is heterozygous A1A2 and heterozygous B1B2. The level the Fl is
+8+7=15, i.e., higher than either parental line. Selection in the Fl would eventually lead
to a line homozygous A1A1 and homozygous B1B1, i.e., with a level of +10+10=20, a
higher level than a cross between X and Y would ever attain.
Breeding value estimation using selective DNA pooling. Marker assisted selection isonly
possible if candidates for selection are typed for the markers. The resulting marker typing
costs will be high. For example, in the breeding programme described in chapter 5, each
generation 9000 selection candidates had to be typed for markers. Although reducing the
number of typings may be easy, this reduction can lead to reduced genetic response.
In some strategies using selective DNA pooling, however, fewer animals or fewer
markersper animalmighthavetobetypedwithoutreducing theselectionresponse. Selective
DNApooling canbeapplied ifphenotypictraitvaluesaremeasured for many individuals per
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crossbred population or for many sibs per family in an outbred population. Marker allelic
effects are computed using selective DNA pooling and used to select between selection
candidates. Selection candidates have to be individually typed. Therefore, selective DNA
pooling canonly reduce thenumber of marker typings if either there are considerably fewer
selectioncandidatesthananimalsusedfor selectiveDNApooling, orselectioncandidates are
typed for only a few markers whereas selective DNApooling isused tocompute the effects
for many more markers. In the latter case selective DNA pooling can be used to estimate
alleliceffects for manymarkersandselectioncandidatesareonlytypedforthosemarkersthat
explain most variance.
The (number of) selection candidates can differ from the animals used for selective
DNA pooling:
During multi-stage selection a phenotypic trait is measured in an early stage with
many animals. In a later stage with few selection candidates this phenotypic trait is
selected for using markers.
Selection is for a sex-limited trait. For example, hens are used for selective DNA
pooling toestimatemarker alleliceffects oneggproduction. Estimated marker allelic
effects areusedtoselectamongthemale sibs. Forthosemalestheuseofmarkershas
a much higher effect on selection response than for hens with own performance
recorded (Chapter 5).
A specific test population is formed inwhich selective DNA pooling is applied. The
test population canconsist of sibs of the selectioncandidates or sibsof theparents of
the selection candidates.
The use of a test population has several advantages. The test population can be kept
under specific conditions, e.g., a broiler breedingpopulation can be kept under restricted
feeding and the broiler test population under ad-lib feeding in a commercial or stressful
environment. Another example is to challenge the test population with aparasite. A further
example is to measure a trait like breast meat in the test population, such that no breeding
animalshavetobe sacrificed. Inthissystemcrossbredtestanimalsalsocouldbeused, sothat
crossbred performance is estimated.
The use of a test population is not restricted to a scheme with marker assisted
selection. Withoutmarkers, however, selectionbasedoninformation onsibsor grandparents
isinaccurate.Withmarkers,therelationbetweengrandparentsandgrandoffspring orbetween
sibs can be determined much more accurately resulting in more accurate breeding value
estimation.

General Discussion

Combining the use of markers for selection and parentage control. The current poultry
breeding programme has a structure that is optimized given current constraints. A major
constraint isthat hens aremated toonecock only (i.e., ahierarchical mating design isused)
because if the hen would be mated to more cocks the sire of resulting offspring would be
unknown. A hierarchical mating design results in less selection response than a (partly)
factorial mating design (Woolliams 1989; Ruane 1991;De Boer and Van Arendonk 1994).
Consequences of a hierarchical design are: (1) much emphasis is, especially for sex-limited
traits, on full-sib family information, as a result of which related animals will be selected.
Either inbreeding will be high or measures are taken to limit inbreeding, like restricting the
number of male offspring selected per dam in a layer programme, which reduces selection
intensity; (2)estimated breeding valuesfor selectioncandidates arecorrelated, especially for
sex-limited traits which reduces selection intensity; (3) the male generation interval is not
minimized. Theoretically, a male could produce all his offspring inone week. But as a hen
is mated to one cock, a cock is used during the whole breeding period of the hen.
The constraint of one cock per hen can be lifted if markers are used for parentage
testing of pullets. Then, each week the breeding hens can be inseminated by sperm of a
different cock, or by a mixture of sperm of several cocks. In case of mixed sperm, the
relativefertility ofthesireswilldetermine theproportionofoffspring ofonesire(Martinand
Dziuk 1977). So, if large differences inmale fertility are expected this should be taken into
account before deciding for theuse of mixed sperm. Acock would be used one week only,
during which he is mated tomany hens. Hens areused for several weeks during which they
are mated to many cocks. The result would be that (1) either inbreeding decreases or
restrictions are no longer necessary resulting in higher selection intensity, (2) correlations
between estimated breeding values are reduced, (3) if each week new young cocks are
available then generation interval shortens, and (4) a reduction in pedigree errors.
Themarkersusedforparentagecontrolcanalsobeusedfor markerassisted selection,
leading to a further increase in genetic response.
For lines with little or no emphasis on reproduction traits, one could even consider
keepinghensingroups.Thiswouldresultinasignificant costreduction, whichmightbalance
the high costs of the scheme suggested.
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VI Summary
At the end of 1995the chicken linkage mapwill probably be sufficient to beused in
whole genome QTL mapping experiments. Currently, there are few QTLs mapped. From
QTLmapping experiments inplantsandotherlivestock species itcanbe learned thatusually
a few QTLs explain a large part (>50%) of the genetic variance. The size of QTL allelic
effects will depend on the magnitude of the genetic variance in the population used in the
QTL mapping experiment.
Applications of genetic markers that were described include: parentage control,
varietal identification, marker assisted introgression, marker assisted selectioninacrossbred
population, marker assisted selection in an outbred population. Three specific applications
weredescribed:markerassistedselectionduringthegenerationofanewline,markerassisted
breeding value estimation when using selective DNA pooling, and the simultaneous use of
markers for parentage control to allow a factorial mating design and for marker assisted
selection. In these specific applications genetic markers are used under optimal conditions,
the costs of use of genetic markers are reduced, or potential benefits of genetic markers are
combined. These three applications further show that under optimal conditions, the use of
genetic markers can improve poultry breeding schemes.
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Summary

Summary

Thisthesis focuses onthedetectionanduseofgeneticmarkers linkedtoquantitativetraitloci
(QTL) in poultry breeding.
Ageneticmarker is agenomic locusfor whichtheallele(s) canbe identified. Genetic
markershavebecomeabundantlyavailableduetotherapiddevelopmentofmolecular genetic
technology and the identification of new classes of polymorphic genomic sites. A genetic
marker canbeusedforparentagecontrol andvarietal identification. Geneticmarkerscanalso
beusedto identify QTLs affecting traits, andtoselect for favourable QTLalleles. The latter
applications of genetic markers rely onthe cosegregation between a genetic marker and the
chromosomal segment surrounding the genetic marker.
Several steps have to be taken to exploit genetic markers to increase genetic
improvement. Studiesonthreestepsarereported inthisthesis:thedesignoflinkagemapping
experiments,thedesignofQTLmappingexperiments,andtheuseofmarkerslinkedtoQTLs
in selection.
To efficiently use genetic markers, their location at the genome has to be identified,
i.e., a linkage maphas to beconstructed. Genotyping animals is laborious and consequently
asks for optimization of the design toconstruct a linkage map. The information available to
optimize linkage mapping experiments in poultry was inadequate; therefore chapters 2 and
3 deal with designing linkage mapping experiments that use an outbred population.
Chapter 2 reports on a study of designs to detect and estimate linkage between
markers for outbred populations. Two parameters to measure design quality were used:
expected maximum lod score and accuracy. The expected maximum lod score indicates the
power of a design to detect linkage between markers. The accuracy was measured as the
probability thatthetruerecombinationratebetweenmarkersfalls inaspecified interval. For
expected maximum lod score the desired value was set to 3. For accuracy, the desired
probability that a true recombination was between 0.15 and 0.25 for an estimated value of
0.20 was set to 0.85. Exact methods were described and used to evaluate approximate
methods. These approximate methods were developed for rapid evaluation of designs. The
approximation of expected maximum lod score wasprecise under all situations studied. The
approximation of accuracy was only precise for experiments large enough to have an
accuracy equal to or higher than the desired accuracy. For smaller experiments, the method
for approximating accuracy wasnotvalid. Forthosesmallerexperiments,true recombination
rates were on average much higher than estimated recombination rates.
Chapter 3provides ageneral framework for evaluating expected maximum lod score
and accuracy of designs for reference families consisting of full-sib or half-sib families
selected from an outbred population. Evaluation was both for two markers with a
recombinationrateof0.20 andfor amarker andadominant singlegenewitharecombination
rate of 0.20. The influence of number of families, number of offspring per family, family
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structure (either half-sib or full-sib) andmarker polymorphism wasquantified. For mapping
markers with aheterozygosity of 0.75 inareference population containing full-sib families,
atleast40 animals were required for anexpected maximum lod score of 3, and atleast 100
animals for an accuracy of 0.8, i.e., accuracy was amore stringent criterium than expected
maximum lod score. The number of animals required for reference populations containing
half-sib families was at least twice the number of animals required for reference families
containing full-sib families. The number of animals required to mapadominant single gene
was 3to more than 10times the number of animals required for mapping markers.
Chapter 3 showed how results canbe generalized to determine the values for a wide
range of designs containing two- or three- generations with full-sib or half-sib families.
After markers are located at the linkage map, a selected set of markers covering the
whole genome can be used in QTL mapping experiments. QTL mapping experiments need
tobe optimized to minimize costs ofdata collection and genotyping. Chapter 4 analyzed the
power and efficiency of experiments with two- or three- generation family structures
containing full-sib families, half-sib families or a combination of both. Focus was on data
from one outbred population. For a specified power, a two-generation experiment required
more animals to be typed for marker loci than a three-generation experiment. Fewer trait
values, however, had to be obtained for a two-generation experiment than for a threegeneration experiment. A two- or three- generation family structure with full-sib offspring
was more efficient than atwo- or three- generation family structure with half-sib offspring.
Athree-generation family structure withfull-sib grandoffspring, however, was less efficient
than a family structure withhalf-sib grandoffspring. Themost efficient family structure had
full-sib offspring and half-sib grandoffspring. In that case marker genotypes were obtained
for the animals in the first and second generation while trait values were obtained for the
third generation animals. For a heritability of 0.1 and 100 grandoffspring per full-sib
offspring, the most efficient family structure required 30 times less marker typings for a
given power than a two-generation half-sib structure inwhich trait values were obtained for
half-sib offspring. The effect of heritability on power differed between two- and threegeneration designs. When the effect of the QTL was expressed in phenotypic standard
deviationunits, power increased with increasing heritability for atwo-generation designand
power decreased with increasing heritability for a three-generation design. The results
described in chapter 4 can be used to design efficient QTL mapping experiments in an
outbred population.
In chapter 5, the effect on selection response of using a marker for a QTL affecting
a sexlimited trait inanoutbred poultry breeding nucleus wasstudied. Aclosed nucleus with
9000 chickens per generation was deterministically simulated. The genetic model contained
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polygenes and a QTL linked to a marker. Marker and QTL were in linkage equilibrium in
the base generation before selection. Genetic effects explained 30% of the phenotypic
variance inthe base generation before selection. Cocks were selected intwo steps. First the
bestcocks ofeachfull-sib family wereselected (withinfamily selection)whilefinalselection
took place after information on full-sibs was available. Hens were selected after they had
completed production. Theeffect ofusingmarker information inestimating breeding values
was studied inan ongoing breeding programme. Cumulative response over five generations
increased 6to 13 %if amarker linked to aQTL thatexplained 20% of thegenetic variance
wasused. Cumulative responseincreasedupto28% iftheQTLexplained 80% ofthegenetic
variance. Additional response due to theuse of a marker increased with increasing intensity
of within family selection of cocks, increasing number of damsper sire, increasing variance
explained by the QTL, andwashigher ifwithinfamily selectionofcocks was after their sibs
had complete records than if within family selection was before their sibs had complete
records.
In the general discussion literature on linkage and QTL mapping in chickens is
reviewed first. Morethan460geneticmarkersarecurrently atthechickenlinkagemap.Only
few QTLs, however, arecurrently mapped onthechickenlinkagemap.Mucheffort inQTL
mapping isrequired inthecomingyears.Thepopulationused for QTLmapping experiments
may be a cross between inbred populations, across between outbred populations that differ
muchinpopulationlevelfortraitsofinterest,acrossbetweenpopulationsthataregenetically
distant but differ little for the traits of interest, or an outbred population. Advantages and
disadvantages of populations to be used for QTL mapping experiments were described.
Several general applications of markers in poultry breeding were discussed including:
parentage control, varietal identification, marker assisted selection during introgression,
marker assisted selection in a crossbred population, and marker assisted selection in an
outbred population. Three specific potentiallyuseful applications weredescribedutilizingthe
knowledge generated in chapter 5 and the characteristics of poultry breeding and genetic
markers. Inthefirstapplication, geneticmarkers wereusedduring thedevelopment ofanew
line to be used in a crossbreeding program. This application is promising for two reasons.
First, markers are used ina situationwhere there is linkagedisequilibrium between markers
and QTLs. This linkage disequilibrium can be exploited during either introgression or
advanced intercrossing. Second, during the development of a new line, markers for QTLs
explaining amajor part of the genetic variance in acertain trait are more likely tobe found
than for selection in an ongoing breeding programme.
The second application is the use of selective DNA pooling for marker assisted
breeding valueestimation. With selective DNApooling, marker typingcosts canbe reduced
significantly without affecting additional response to marker assisted selection.
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In the third application markers are used for parentage control and marker assisted
selection. Inthisapplicationtherestrictionthatahenismatedtoonecockonly islifted. With
multiple sires mated to one hen, the sire of the offspring of the hen is initially unknown.
Markers can, however, be used for parentage control. This facilitates a factorial mating
design which results in higher genetic gains than a hierarchical mating design. In addition,
the same markers used for parentage control can be used for marker assisted selection
resulting in an increase in genetic gain that comes on top of the increase due to a change in
mating design.
These three applications showed that under optimal conditions, the use of genetic
markers can improve poultry breeding schemes.
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In dit hoofdstuk zal eenalgemeneschetsgegevenwordenvande achtergrond, het doel, en
de uitkomsten vanhet onderzoekdatbeschreven isinditproefschrift. Dit hoofdstuk isgeen
samenvattingvande resultaten; deze kangevondenworden in 'Summary'.
Fokkerijbeoogthetgenetischniveauvaneenpopulatieteverbeterendoordegenetisch
beste dierenuit eenpopulatie te selecteren als ouders vaneenvolgende generatie. De dieren
met de beste genen worden indirect geïdentificeerd. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van het feit
dat die dieren die 'uiterlijk' het beste scoren voor een bepaald kenmerk (bijvoorbeeld door
demeesteeierenteleggen)waarschijnlijk ookdebestegenenhebben,metnamealsverwante
dieren ook hoog scoren. Inde loop van dejaren zijn efficiënte methoden ontwikkeld om op
basis van een waarneming aan een dier en waarnemingen aan verwante dieren een
zogenoemdefokwaarde teschatten. Opbasisvandezefokwaarde wordendierengeselecteerd.
Fokkerij kan succesvol zijn zonder dat de genen waar het allemaal om draait direct
waargenomen kunnen worden. Dit wil niet zeggen dat de fokkerij niet gebaat zou zijn bij
directere informatie over de genen die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de verschillen die tussen
dierenwaargenomen wordenvoor economischbelangrijke kenmerken. De fokkerijwereld is
dan ook ingesprongen op de snelle ontwikkeling van de moleculaire genetica. Deze
ontwikkeling maakthetintheoriemogelijk omdegenenteidentificeren die verantwoordelijk
zijn voor verschillen tussen dieren voor belangrijke kenmerken. Een gereedschap van de
moleculaire genetica dat geschikt lijkt om meer informatie boven tafel te krijgen over
belangrijke genen is de genetische merker.
Een genetische merker representeert een stukje erfelijk materiaal, ofwel een stukje
DNA. DNA is gerangschikt op de zogenaamde chromosomen, waarvan de kip er 39
verschillende heeft. Alle chromosomen samen noemen we het genoom. Een voorbeeld van
een genetische merker is veerkleur bij pluimvee. Door tekijken naar de kleur weten we iets
over die specifieke plaats op het genoom waar het gen ligt dat verantwoordelijk is voor
veerkleur. De waargenomen veerkleur geeft geenperfecte informatie over het veerkleurgen;
veerkleur vererft dominant, waarbij witdominant isoverbruin. Eenbruindierheeft opbeide
chromosomen de bruine variant (de genetische term voor variant is allel) van het veerkleur
gen. Een wit dier heeft in ieder geval één kopie van het witte allel, het andere allel kan wit
of bruin zijn. Het veerkleurgen is derhalve eendominante merker. Het isdimorf: er komen
twee allelen van voor.
'Moderne' klassen van genetische merkers zijn gestoeld op moleculair genetische
technologie. De belangrijkste klasse van genetische merkers is de microsatelliet merker.
Microsatelliet merkers hebben de volgende aantrekkelijke eigenschappen:
demicrosatelliet is vaakpolymorf. Ineenpopulatie komen veleverschillende allelen
voor. De merkers zijn daarom geschikt om verschillen tussen dieren aan te tonen en
de overerving van allelen te volgen.
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de microsatelliet iscodominant. Alseendiertwee verschillende allelenbezitdan zijn
altijd beide allelen zichtbaar. Dit in tegenstelling tot het veerkleurgen waarbij een
witte kip, zonder dat we het zien, een bruin allel kan herbergen,
microsatellieten komenoveral inhetgenoomvoor. Naarschatting zijnveleduizenden
verschillende microsatellieten inhet genoom aanwezig.
Waarom zijn genetische merkers nu interessant? De belangrijkste reden is dat genen
die indebuurt vanelkaar voorkomen ophetgenoom, gekoppeld overerven (zieintermezzo).
Om te illustreren hoe een genetische merker gebruikt kan worden om genen op te sporen,
wordt weer het veerkleurgen gebruikt. We nemen een witte haan waarvan bekent is dat hij
eenbruin allel heeft aangezien hij naast witte nakomelingen ook bruine nakomelingen heeft.
We paren deze haan met louter bruine hennen. De helft van de nakomelingen zal wit zijn,
en de andere helft bruin. De hennetjes laten we onder zo gelijk mogelijke omstandigheden
eieren leggen. Vervolgens kunnen we onderzoeken of de witte dochters gemiddeld meer of
minder eieren leggen dan de bruine dochters. Als de witte dochters significant meer of
significant minder eieren leggen dan de bruine dochters, dan is een associatie tussen het
veerkleurgen, de merker, en het kenmerk eiproduktie gevonden. Het veerkleurgen kan zelf
deassociatie veroorzaken. Anderzijds kunnenindebuurtvanhetveerkleurgenanderegenen
liggen die een rol spelen bij eiproduktie. Deze genen worden dan door hun ligging dichtbij
het veerkleurgen gekoppeld overgeërfd. Wat nu het meest waarschijnlijk is kunnen we
onderzoekendoor deproef teherhalen voor anderewittehanenmet eenbruin allel. Alsvoor
alle hanen witte dochters meer eieren leggen dan bruine dochters, dan is waarschijnlijk het
kleurgen zelf of een zeer nauw gekoppeld gen verantwoordelijk voor het waargenomen
verschil in eiproduktie. Echter, het kan ook zijn dat voor de ene haan wit samengaat met
meer eieren en voor de andere haan bruin. In dat geval mogen we aannemen dat niet het
veerkleurgen zelf maar een indebuurt gelegengeninvloedheeft opeiproduktie, waarbij de
afstand tussen het veerkleurgen en het gen dat invloed heeft op eiproduktie dusdanig is dat
overkruising plaatsvindt.
Deliteratuurbeschrijft verschillendetoepassingenvangenetischemerkers. Genetische
merkers kunnen gebruikt worden voor ouderschapscontrole en voor het globaal bepalen van
genetische verschillen tussen populaties. Genetische merkers kunnen gebruikt worden om
genen op te sporen die genetische verschillen tussen dieren of populaties verklaren.
Genetische merkers waarvan aangetoond is dat ze genetische verschillen verklaren, kunnen
gebruikt worden tijdens selectieprocedures.
Vooralletoepassingenishetvanbelangdateerstdepositievaneengenetischemerker
in het genoom wordt bepaald. De geschatte posities van genetische merkers in het genoom
worden vastgelegd in een koppelingskaart. Deze koppelingskaart kan vervolgens gebruikt
worden inproevendietotdoelhebbenomgenenoptesporen. Alswewetenwaar genetische
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merkers in het genoom liggen, kunnen we vervolgens associaties tussen merkers en
economischbelangrijke kenmerkenals produktieenvitaliteitvaststellen. Hiermeekangeschat
worden waar in het genoom de genen liggen die genetische verschillen in deze kenmerken
bepalen.
Voorhetopstellenvaneenkoppelingskaart enhetlokaliserenopdezekaartvangenen
die belangrijke kenmerken bepalen, zijn proeven nodig. Deze proeven kosten veel geld en
moetendaaromzoefficiënt mogelijk opgezetworden. Bijaanvangvanditonderzoek washet
niet duidelijk hoe gegeven de mogelijkheden van eenpluimveefokprogramma deze proeven
optimaal opgezet zouden moeten worden.
Navaststelling vandeliggingvangenenophetgenoom,kandezeinformatie gebruikt
worden tijdens het selecteren van dieren en bij het bepalen van de opzet van een
fokprogramma. Voormelkveeisdeoptimaletoepassingvanmerkersonderzocht. Deoptimale
toepassing van merkers in een pluimveefokprogramma is echter onbekend.
Intermezzo:
Chromosoompaar(Chromosomen 1en2) vaneen ouder

Chromosoompaar in ouder:

en de chromosomen die deze ouder doorgeeft aan
chromosoomi nakomelingen. Met pijlen is op de chromosomen de
chromosoom2 plaatsvandriemerkers aangegeven. Tijdensde vorming

I I
merkerA

merkerB

vanei-of sperma-cellentredenoverkruisingen tussende

I

twee ouderlijke chromosomen op. Een overkruising
heeft tot gevolg dat een nakomeling een chromosoom

merkerC

krijgt datsamengesteld is uitstukken chromosoom 1 en
stukken chromosoom 2. De kans dat tussen twee

Chromosomen gevormd tijdens méiose:
merkerallel
combinatie

plaatsen op een chromosoom overkruising optreedt,
hangtaf van de afstand tussen deplaatsen. Hoe groter

AlBICl

de afstand, hoe groter de kans op overkruising. Een

A2B2C2

overkruisingkan resulterenin recombinatietussen twee

A2B2C1

merkers: dat bijvoorbeeld op een chromosoom Al
samen voorkomt met B2 terwijl in de ouder Al
samenging met BI. Voor de situatie in dit intermezzo
blijkt dat tussen merker A en merker B minder

AlB2C2

recombinaties voorkomen dan tussen de verder van
elkaarafgelegen merker A en merker C.
Aan de relatie tussen afstand en recombinatie ontleent
een merker zijn nut. Stel dat naast een merker een

belangrijkpolymorf gen ligt. Een ouderheeft ophet enechromosoom voorde merker hetallel 1en een + allel
voor het belangrijke gen en op het andere chromosoom het merker allel 2 en een - allel voor het belangrijke
gen. Nakomelingen vandeze ouderdiehetmerker allel1verkregenhebben,prefereren we boven nakomelingen
die hel merker allel 2 verkregen hebben omdat het waarschijnlijk is dat nakomelingen die merker allel 1
verkregen hebben ook het + allel verkregen hebben.
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Doel
Hetdoelvanditonderzoek isombijtedragenaanhetefficiënt gebruikenvanmerkers
inde pluimveefokkerij, en om te bepalen in welke mate merkers de genetische vooruitgang
van een pluimveefokprogramma kunnen verhogen.
Om het doel te bereiken wordt onderzocht: de optimale opzet van proeven voor het maken
van een koppelingskaart, de optimale opzet van proeven voor het plaatsen van belangrijke
genenopdekoppelingskaart, endeextragenetische vooruitgang diehetgebruik vanmerkers
bijhetselecterenbinneneenzuiverelijnvanhetpluimveefokprogramma metzichmeebrengt.

Bij de opzet van proeven voor het maken van eenkoppelingskaart en het lokaliseren
van genen, blijkt met name de familiestructuur van de populatie die in de proef gebruikt
wordt van belang. Het aantal nakomelingen per ouder moet zo groot mogelijk zijn; hierbij
kan optimaal gebruik worden gemaakt van de reproduktie-eigenschappen van de kip. Voor
proeven om genen te lokaliseren is verder van belang welke informatie over de te
onderzoeken kenmerken verzameld wordt. Gekozen kan worden voor een opzet zoals
beschreven voorhetbepalenvandeassociatietussenveerkleur eneiproduktie. Hierbij wordt
het kenmerk (in dat geval eiproduktie) gemeten aan dezelfde dieren als waarvoor de
genetische merker (veerkleur) getypeerd is. Behalve genen, waarvanje er één hoopt op te
sporen, bepalen ook omgevingsfactoren, zoals huisvesting en voeding, het kenmerk. Deze
omgevingsfactoren hebben een storende invloed op de waarnemingen. Zonder
omgevingsfactoren ishetmakkelijker omeenverschiltussengroepenaantetonen. Destoring
door omgevingsfactoren is minder als een kenmerk niet aan het dier zelf gemeten wordt,
maar aan een groep nakomelingen van het dier. Het nakomelingengemiddelde kan gebruikt
worden als waarneming voor het kenmerk. Hierdoor daalt het aantal benodigde
merkertyperingen aanzienlijk ten koste van het aantal dieren waaraan het kenmerk gemeten
moet worden. De optimale verhouding tussen het aantal merkertyperingen en het aantal
kenmerk metingen hangt afvandekostenvanmerker typerentenopzichte vandekostenvan
het meten van het kenmerk.
Bij het onderzoek naar het gebruik van eenmerker voor selectie binnen een zuivere
lijn is gekeken naar een geslachtsgebonden kenmerk. Met name bij een geslachtsgebonden
of karkasgebonden kenmerk is winst te verwachten omdat zo'n kenmerk niet aan alle
selectiekandidaten gemetenkanworden. Vooreiproduktiebijvoorbeeld, hebbenwevoor alle
volle broeitjes dezelfde informatie, namelijk de prestaties aan half-zusjes en de geschatte
fokwaarden van de ouders. Op basis van deze informatie kunnen we niet tussen deze volle
broertjes selecteren. Een genetische merker voor eiproduktie zou hier uitkomst bieden. We
hebben daarom een fokprogramma gesimuleerd voor een kenmerk dat alleen bij hennen tot
expressiekomt. Ominteelttevoorkomenwordtmaareenbeperktdeelvandevolle broertjes
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dieuitkomenookopgezet. Haantjes wordendusvoorgeselecteerd. Alsgeenmerkers gebruikt
wordendanheeft dezevoorselectieechter geengenetischevooruitgang totgevolg. Er ismaar
één merker beschikbaar. Het effect van de merker op het kenmerk wordt gevarieerd. Het
gebruik van de merker levert met name winst op tijdens voorselectie, waar een selectie op
basis van de merker een willekeurige selectie vervangt. De winst die het gebruik van de
merker oplevert, hangt met name af van de grootte van het effect van de merker, het aantal
hennen waarmee een haan gepaard wordt en de scherpte van voorselectie (hoe scherper de
voorselectie, hoe meer winst hier te boeken valt door het gebruik van de merker).
In de algemene discussie van het proefschrift is getracht het hele vakgebied op een
rijtje te zetten. De status van de kippen-koppelingskaart, de genen die al gelokaliseerd zijn,
de opzet van proeven en de verschillende gebruiksmogelijkheden van merkers worden
besproken. Drie specifieke toepassingen wordenextra toegelicht. Deeerste toepassing ishet
gebruik vanmerkerstijdens devormingvaneennieuwelijnvooreenfokprogramma. Tijdens
dezevormingvaneennieuwelijnwordenvaakgoedeeigenschappenvanverschillendekippen
populaties bijeengebracht. Merkers kunnen gebruikt worden om de genen te volgen die
verantwoordelijk zijn voor de goede eigenschappen zodat de nieuwe lijn ook inderdaad het
goede verenigt. De tweede toepassing richt zich op een reductie van het aantal
merkertyperingen. Van alle nakomelingen van een ouder wordt bloed getapt waarna bloed
vangoedenakomelingengemengdwordtenbloedvanslechtenakomelingengemengd wordt.
In de mengmonsters worden de frequenties van merkerallelen gemeten. Vervolgens wordt
bekeken of bepaalde allelen in het goede mengmonster significant meer voorkomen dan in
het slechte mengmonster. Het interessante van deze methode is nu dat op basis van een
beperktaantalmerkertyperingen (2permerkerperouder)associatiesbepaaldkunnenworden.
Dederdetoepassing ishet gecombineerde gebruik vanmerkers voor ouderschapscontrole en
merker ondersteunde selectie. Alseenhenmetmeerderehanenwordtgepaard, isnietbekend
wie de vader is van nakomelingen vande hen. Daarom wordt inhet huidige fokprogramma
een hen maar met één haan gepaard. Als we echter merkers gebruiken om ouderschap te
controleren, dan kan eenhen wel met meerdere hanen gepaard worden. Een fokprogramma
waarin elke hen met meerdere hanen gepaard wordt, kan aanzienlijk efficiënter zijn dan een
huidig programma. Het programma wordt extra interessant als de merkers die gebruikt
worden voor ouderschapscontrole ook gebruikt worden voor het selecteren van dieren.
De drie bovenbeschreven specifieke toepassingen van genetische merkers geven aan
dat onder optimale omstandigheden, het gebruik van genetische merkers een
pluimveefokprogramma kan verbeteren. Genetische merkers worden nu al gebruikt voor
ouderschapscontrole en het globaal bepalen van verschillen tussen populaties. Het hangt af
van de associaties die men vindt tussen genetische merkers en economisch belangrijke
kenmerken, of genetische merkers ook gebruikt gaan worden in selectieprocedures.
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Levensloop
In 1985 verliet ik, Sijne van der Beek, het eiland Texel, alwaar ik op 15 juni 1967 geboren
ben en mijn lagere en middelbare school opleiding genoten heb, om me te melden bij de
Landbouw Hogeschool te Wageningen. In 1991 voltooide ik mijn opleiding Zoötechniek,
specialisatieveefokkerij, middelsafstudeervakkenveefokkerijenagrarischebedrijfseconomie.
Bij de vakgroep veefokkerij van de nu Lanbouwuniversiteit startte ik mijn promotieonderzoek, waarvanuhetresultaat inhandenheeft. Delaatstehelft van 1995wasikalspostdoc werkzaam bij het Roslin Institute in Edinburgh, Schotland. Momenteel heb ik een
hondenbaan: ik doe onderzoek naar de erfelijke achtergrond van ziekten bij honden.
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